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Abstract 
The study of genetic variation within and among closely related species is a 
central concern of population genetics. Such studies can provide information on 
various evolutionary forces that shape variation, such as mutation, selection, 
migration, genetic drift, recombination, mating system differences, and effective 
population sizes. In plants, the mating pattern varies considerably and ranges from 
regular systems of inbreeding by self fertilisation to strict outcrossing maintained by 
incompatibility systems. In highly inbred populations there is an increased frequency 
of hornozygotes, resulting in reduced effective population size, and lowered effective 
rates of genetic recombination. Both adaptive and purifying selection in regions of 
effective low recombination are known to result in low levels of variability at linked 
neutral sites. Bottlenecks may also be more extreme in inbreeders than in outcrossing 
species. These predictions have been tested by comparing inbred and outbreeding 
species, but there are few data on diversity within populations. However, total 
species diversity levels are expected to be less reduced in inbreeders than within-
population values. 
In genera such as Antirrhinum, closely related species have different breeding 
systems, but other factors that affect the levels and patterns of genetic diversity are 
not expected to vary greatly. Therefore studies within such genera should be ideal to 
test for effects of the mating system. In this work the mating system of several 
populations and species of Antirrhinum were established in the glasshouse. Levels of 
DNA diversity were estimated based on cyc and Jill nuclear genes. Both genes are 
shown to belong to gene families. In these gene families, some members are very 
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similar, which makes it difficult to determine orthology. In the cases where orthology 
is not a problem, low levels of nucleotide diversity were found. Therefore the effect 
of the mating system on genetic diversity could not be tested. I found unexpectedly 
little divergence between several Aniirrhinurn species, Digitalis, and the more 
distantly related genus Verbascum for genes of the cyc andJill gene families. The 
generality of this pattern was addressed by extending these studies toJi12,far, 
globosa and Ad/i genes. Evidence is shown that these genes are also members of gene 
families in Aniirrhinwn. For J112,fiw, and giobosa, very similar sequences were found 
in Antirrhinum and Verbascum. For Ad/i I could not determine orthology because 
repeated gene duplication and loss of elements in this gene family has occurred in the 
Antirrhinurn and Verbascum lineages. Several hypotheses that could account for the 
low diversity and divergence are discussed. 
In Antirrhinum, self-incompatibility is controlled by a gametophytic system. 
The gene responsible for pistil self-incompatibility is the S-locus that encodes basic 
glycoproteins with ribonuclease activity. High levels of variability are observed, 
consistent with frequency-dependent selection. The putative targets of selection are 
those regions, such as the hypervariable regions of this gene, that may be involved in 
specificity determination. In order to gather evidence on whether these regions are 
hypervariable because they are the target of selection, or merely regions of relaxed 
selective constraint, I have partially sequenced Antirrhinurn S-alleles and analysed 
their level and pattern of nucleotide diversity. Within each allelic type, low levels of 
diversity were observed. Similar alleles were found in self-compatible and self-
incompatible species, suggesting that the A niirrhinurn group evolved recently. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
A review of the effect of the breeding system on levels of nucleotide 
variation and population genetic studies of the gametophytic S-locus. 
I.I. Introduction 
Understanding the genetic and ecological mechanisms that shape intraspecific 
DNA sequence polymorphism and divergence in natural populations is a fundamental 
goal of evolutionary biology research. The level and pattern of nucleotide 
polymorphisms, both within and between species, can give information about 
population structure and the action of natural selection on DNA and protein sequences. 
The latter is revealed as deviations from the level and patterns expected if the variation is 
selectively neutral (Kimura 1983; Ohta 1992; Kreitman and Akashi 1995). Under the 
neutral or nearly neutral theory of evolution (our null hypothesis), the ultimate fate of 
any nucleotide variant is to become fixed or lost (Kimura 1983; Ohta 1992). Selection 
may lead to the fixation of a favourable allele, but depending on the nature of selection, a 
stable polymorphism can also be maintained in a population (see for instance Kreitman 
and Hudson 1991). Selection affects the frequency distribution of variants around the 
site under selection, in a fashion which depends on the type of selection and its strength, 
as well as the amount of recombination in the region of interest. Several test statistics 
have been developed (see for instance, Hudson etal. 1987; Tajima 1989; McDonald and 
Kreitman 1991; Fu and Li 1993; Hudson etal. 1994; Kelly 1997; Wall 1999), which can 
be used both to detect significant deviations from neutral expectation and to infer the 
nature of selection. This approach is very powerful, because it can lead to the 
identification of the region, or in some cases even the amino acid or nucleotide site, that is 
under selection and differences in fitness (as low as on the order of the inverse of the 
population size; Kimura 1983) among genotypes can be estimated. Also, by 
understanding how a gene, both within and between species, is responding to different 
selection pressures, a better understanding of gene evolution can be obtained. However, it 
is unlikely that from these analyses alone we will be able to identify the feature that is 
under selection. 
Most of the information relevant to this area has been obtained for Drosophila 
populations (see Powell 1999). The ecology and genetics of plant species are, however, 
different from those of Drosophila in many respects. One main difference is the mating 
system. In plant species it varies from predominantly selfing to complete outcrossing 
(Stebbins 1957; Barrett and Eckert 1990) and it is a major determinant of the distribution 
of genetic variation within and between plant populations (Shoen and Brown 1991). It is 
becoming clear that considerable differences in sequence diversity exist in plants with 
different breeding systems. However there are as yet few within population sequencing 
data from plant species (Liu etal. 1998, 1999; Savolainen etal. 2000). Additional data 
are therefore needed in order to test the effects of breeding system on nucleotide 
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diversity. Furthermore, comparing levels of neutral variability with variability in the S-
locus (the gene known to control self- incompability and to be under balancing selection), 
together with knowledge on the specificity of the alleles being studied, may help 
elucidate what are the regions involved in determining specificity. 
1.2. The effect of the breeding system on levels of variability 
1.2. 1. Theoretical expeclalions 
Under the classical theory of neutral molecular evolution, allelic diversity depends on the 
effective population size (Ne) and the mutation rate (p;  Kimura 1983). In a highly inbred 
population each individual carries two identical genomes, and the population thus 
behaves similarly to one of half its actual size and it is expected to have half of the 
neutral diversity levels of a similar outcrossing population (Pollak 1987). Therefore 
within populations a halving of variability levels is expected in the absence of other 
forces (Charlesworth et al. 1993). Further decreases in variability levels are expected 
since bottlenecks may be more extreme in inbreeders, in which a single seed can found a 
new population, in contrast with outcrossing species (Schoen and Brown 1991). Many 
selfing species may also be more likely than outcrossers to occur in a metapopulation 
system, one in which high rates of extinction will lead to lower effective population size 
and thus reduced variability (Wade and McCauley 1988; Barton and Whitlock 1997). In 
addition, polymorphisms maintained by heterozygote advantage will tend to be lost in 
populations that are highly inbreeding (Kimura and Ohta 1971; Charlesworth and 
Charlesworth 1995). Moreover highly inbreeding populations have lower effective rates 
of genetic recombination. As a consequence, as a favourable mutation sweeps through a 
Population, linked neutral variants will "hitch-hike" along to high frequency, reducing 
variability levels (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Fig l.1A). Also, as purifying 
selection eliminates slightly deleterious alleles, that constantly arise through mutation, 
from a population, linked neutral variants are eliminated as well, reducing variability 
levels (Charlesworth ci at. 1993; Fig. 1. 1 B). Indeed in Drosophila melanogasler, genes 
localised in regions of reduced rates of meiotic crossing-over (such as the telomeric region 
of the X chromosome, the base of all chromosomal arms and the entire chromosome 4) 
are less polymorphic than genes in regions of normal crossing-over rates, but there is no 
correlation between recombination and the level of inter-species divergence (Aguadé et at. 
1989; Begun and Aquadro 1992, Aquadro et at. 1994; Moriyama and Powell 1996). A 
similar correlation between DNA variation and local recombination rates have been found 
in several other organisms (reviewed by Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1998) including 
the plants Lycopersicon (Stephan and Langley 1998), Aegilops (Dvorak ci at. 1998) and 
Bela vulgaris subsp. inaritimci (Kraft etal. 1998). 
1.2.2. Empirical data 
When testing the effect of the breeding system on levels of variability it is 
important to consider the sampling strategy used. Most studies involve samples taken 
from different populations of a species and thus represent species-level diversity not 
within population diversity. Species-level diversity is insensitive to the effect of the 
breeding system compared with within population diversity (Charlesworth etal. 1997). 












Fig. 1.1. Selective sweeps (A) and background selection (B) in a population of chromosomes. 
(A) The new advantageous allele will go to fixation. In the absence of recombination linked 
neutral sites will be fixed as well. (B) Deleterious alleles that constantly arise through mutation 
in the population will be eliminated. In the absence of recombination linked neutral sites will 
be eliminated as well. Therefore, both processes result in reduced neutral variation in regions 
of reduced crossing over. 
variability is low (see 1.2.1.), a large number of differences must be fixed between 
populations (Charlesworth and Pannell 2000). 
As theory predicts, selfing in plants is correlated with reduced within-population 
allozyrne variability (Brown 1979; Rick e! al. 1977; Barrett and Husband 1990; Hamrick 
and Godt 1990, Schoen and Brown 1991; Fenster and Ritland 1992; Hamrick and Godt 
1996; Charlesworth and Yang 1998). Overall the data indicate that allozyme diversity in 
selfing plant populations is 50% of that of obligate outcrossers (Hamrick and Godt 
1990; Schoen and Brown 1991). In the absence of any other factor, theory predicts that 
in highly inbred populations levels of variability should be halved compared with 
outcrossing populations. However, these comparisons involve distantly related species 
and factors other than the breeding system may differ causing difficulties in the 
interpretation of the results. Indeed when comparisons within genera are performed 
larger reductions in variability levels are observed (Rick et al. 1977; Barrett and Husband 
1990, Fenster and Ritland 1992; Charlesworth and Yang 1998). Furthermore, it is 
possible that some of the amino acid variation is selectively maintained, again causing 
difficulties in the interpretation of the results. 
RFLP data can also be used to estimate nucleotide diversity, given detailed 
information on the nature of the variants (see Stephan and Langley 1998). Dvorak et cii. 
(1998) analysed levels of variability for 52 single copy RFLP loci in five self-compatible 
and one self-incompatible Aegilops species. These authors always found greater than 
twofold higher levels of variability for the self-incompatible than for the self-compatible 
species. Stephan and Langley (1998) analysed levels of variability for 36 RFLP loci 
across the genornes of eight Lycopersicon species with different mating systems. These 
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authors also always found a difference greater than twofold between selfing species and 
self-incompatible species. These effects argue for hitchhiking, background selection, 
higher extinction rates or bottleneck effects in inbred species. However RFLP data are 
based on the number of different band lengths detected on gels and new allelic variants 
can arise not only by mutation but also by recombination. Since self-compatible species 
have lower effective recombination rates, this may result in an overestimation of the 
diversity in outcrossers (Char!esworth and Pannell 2000). 
Microsatellite diversity is often estimated using the variance in the number of 
repeats, that take into account the special features of the way these variants are thought 
to arise (Estoup and Cornuet 1999). Furthermore, variability levels depend on 
microsatellite structure. Therefore comparing different sets of microsatellite markers 
requires caution (Treuren el al. 1997). Nevertheless in A. Ihaliana (a highly selling 
species with less than 1% of outcrossing; Abbott and Gomes 1988) no microsatellite 
polymorphism was deteced within any of three within-population samples, although 
overall allelic diversity was very high for 12 Japanese populations (Todokoro ci al. 
1995), but A. lyrata (an outbreeder) populations were quite variable (Treuren ci al. 
1997). Based on a set of six microsatellite loci, variability levels inMiniuluslaciniatus 
Populations (selfing rates ranging from 0.72 to 1.00) are more than twofold lower than in 
Mimulus guitatus populations (selfing rates ranging from 0.46 to 0.55; Awadalla and 
Ritland 1997). This pattern was also observed for three out of four microsatellite loci 
that could be compared between M. gil/talus (outcrossing) and M nasulus (self-
fertilising; Kelly and Willis 1998). 
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DNA sequence analyses can provide data on silent variants (synonymous, intron 
and possibly 5' and 3' flanking regions), that are probably close to neutral. When levels 
of diversity of alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) from different species (Zea mays, 
Leavenworihia stylosa, Penn iseturn glaucurn, Arabidopsis (ha/lana and Horde urn 
vu/gare) are compared, lower levels of diversity are observed in self-fertilising than in 
cross-fertilising species, the outbreeding species Pennisetuni glaucurn being the exception 
(Cummings and Clegg 1998; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1998). The low level of 
diversity in the latter could be attributed to Ac/h in this species being located in a region 
of low recombination. However, this comparison suffers from the same difficulty as 
some of the allozyme studies, namely distantly related species are being compared. 
Few DNA sequencing studies comparing nucleotide diversity in closely related 
selfing and outcrossing species are available (in Leavenworthia - Liu et al. 1998, 1999; 
and Arabiclopsis - Savolainen ci al. 2000). Levels of genetic diversity at the Adh and 
phosphoglucose isomerase (PgiC) loci within and between populations were compared 
between outcrossing and inbreeding populations in the annual plant genus Leavenworth/a 
(Liu ci al. 1998; 1999). For Adh within inbred populations of L.unijlora and L.crassa, no 
DNA sequence variants were seen among the alleles sampled. For PgiC the highly selfing 
species L. zinUlora  and L. torulosa have also no within-population variation. However, 
high diversity was seen in alleles of the self-incompatible L. crassa populations for both 
loci. For Adh the outcrosser L. sly/osa also has high levels of variability. The PgiC locus 
of L. sty/osa seems to be under balancing selection and therefore is not suitable for such 
comparisons (Liu ci' al. 1999; Filatov and Charlesworth 1999). 
In Arabidopsis, nucleotide variation at the Adh locus was studied in three 
populations of A. lyrata ssp. /yrau.i/ ssp. petraea (outcrossing species) and compared 
with nucleotide polymorphism of A. ihaliana (Savolainen et al. 2000). The variation 
within A. [ha/lana populations is reduced more than half compared with the outcrossing 
species. 
Therefore, since the effect of inbreeding appears to be generally greater than a 
twofold reduction in overall diversity, some process such as selection for advantageous 
mutations, or against deleterious mutations, or bottlenecks occurring predominantly in 
inbreeders appear to be necessary to account for these findings. 
1.3. The effect of the breeding system on FST 
It is well known that divergence between populations of selfing plant species is 
consistently higher (as measured by FST) than divergence between populations of self-
incompatible species. It has been estimated that between population allozyme divergence 
values of selfing plants are up to five times greater than those of outcrossers (Hamrick 
and Godt 1996). This pattern is also observed for nucleotide data (Liu et al. 1998; 1999; 
Savolainen el al. 2000). Much of the difference is caused by the approximately twofold 
higher within-population diversity in outbreeding species (see above). However neutral 
models show that selfing alone should only increase FST values by at most a factor of two 
(Maruyama and Tachida 1992; Nordborg 1997; Charlesworth ci al. 1997). Therefore the 
very high FST values observed between selfing populations must be attributable to 
additional factors. Both background selection, local selection, and bottlenecks associated 
with colonisation events could potentially account for these high FST values 
(Charlesworth etal. 1997). However it remains difficult to distinguish between the 
various possibilities (Liu ci al. 1999). 
1.4. The breeding system 
Fertilisation in flowering plants begins with a pollen grain bearing the male 
gametes landing on the female stigma. However in some angiosperms, if the pollen grain 
lands on its own stigma or on the stigma of genetically related plants, fertilisation will fail 
either because the pollen grain fails to germinate, or the pollen tube does not reach the 
ovules (de Nettancourt 1977). This is known as self-incompatibility. There are several 
ways in which the genetic barrier between pollination and fertilisation in angiosperms is 
achieved (Bateman 1952; Lewis 1954; Pandey 1957; Lundqvist 1975; Arasu 1968). 
There are two types of self-incompatibility (SI): homomorphic and 
heteromorphic. In the homomorphic, the simplest, best studied and most common SI 
system, occurring in as many as 60- 90 angiosperm families (East 1940, Charlesworth 
1985; Gibbs 1988), no polymorphism in floral morphology is associated with SI. In the 
heteromorphic type, flowers of the same species can have two (distyly) or three 
(tristyly) floral morphological types and pollination is compatible only between 
different morphological types (de Nettancourt 1977). 
The homomorphic type is further classified into gametophytic (GSI) and 
sporophytic (S SI), based on whether the pollen behaviour in the SI reactions is 
determined by its own haploid genotype or by the diploid genotype of its parental plant 
(Fig. 1.2). In GSI the incompatibility reaction of the pollen grain is determined by its 
own genotype, therefore identity between the allele occurring in the pollen grain and one 
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Sporophytic incompatibility 
Genotype expressed is 	 S1S2 S1S2 S1S2 S1S2 S1S2 S1S2 
that of pollen parent 
Genotype of individual 	Si S2 	Si S2 	Si S2 
pollen crams 	
7 U 
Pistil genotype 	 Si S2 	51 S3 	S3 S4 
Successful fertilisation: 	No 	No 	Yes 
Gametophytic incompatibility 
Genotype expressed is that 
of individual pollen grains 	 51 S2 	51 S2 	Si S2 
7 U 
Pistil genotype 	 51 S2 	51 S3 	S3 S4 
Successful fertilisation: 	No 	Yes (for S2) 	Yes 
Fig. 1.2. Behaviour of pollen in the two major self-incompatibility systems 
(modified from Anderson et al. 1983). 
of the alleles in the pistil is sufficient to prevent fertilization. The number of loci 
controlling GSI is variable, ranging from one to four, although the number of cases with 
more than a single locus is small (Lundqvist 1975). For instance in grasses where SI is 
under the control of two unlinked multiallelic genes S and Z, self-fertilisation is 
prevented when both S and Z alleles present in the pollen are matched in the style 
(Hayman 1956; Hayman and Richter 1992). Also in the families Ranunculaceae and 
Chenopodiaceae complementary S gene systems involving at least three or four S loci 
have been revealed (Lundqvist 1975). SSI involves determination of the pollen 
incompatibility reaction by the parental sporophyte. Al! pollen grains produced by a 
plant have therefore the same specificity even though they may have different 
genotypes. Nearly all studies have shown that this system is governed by a single locus 
(de Nettancourt 1977). These two systems usually differ in several other characteristics 
such as: the place where the SI response generally takes place (within the transmitting 
tissue of the style in GSI, at the stigma surface in SSI); the recognition specificities of the 
S-alleles (codominance in the majority of the cases but complex dominant relationships 
can occur in SSI); the viability of stored pollen (long-term viability in GSI but short in 
SSI); the presence of wet (GSI) or dry stigmas (SSI); the presence of binuclear (GSI) or 
trinuclear (SSI) pollen (with two exceptions out of 23 flowering plant families analysed, 
SSI is associated with trinuclear and GSI with binuclear pollen; see Brcwbaker 1957; 
1967; Sims 1993; Weller et al. 1995). Molecular studies have been performed in 
Solanaceae, Papaveraceae, Rosaceae, Scrophulariaceae (GSI) and in Brassicaceae (SSI). 
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1.4.1. Evidence that Sproteins control recognition and rejection ofseljpollen by 
the pistil 
Evidence that S-proteins control recognition and rejection of self-pollen was 
obtained in the last 20 years using a variety of approaches. First, pistil-specific proteins 
are found in high concentrations in the transmitting tract of the style (the site at which 
inhibition of pollen tubes occurs during incompatible matings; Anderson ci al. 1986; 
Cornish ci cii. 1987), at the time of transition of self-compatible immature buds to SI 
mature flowers (Clark ci al. 1990; Kheyr-Pour et cii. 1990). These different pistil specific 
proteins, called S-proteins, have different electrophoretic mobilities and co-segregate in 
families with different incompatibility types. Kovaleva and co-workers demonstrated a 
correlation between these proteins and an increase in style ribonuclease activity 
(Kovaleva and Musatova 1975; Kovaleva ci al. 1978; Kovaleva 1983). Karnboj and 
Jackson (1986) further found that these proteins have molecular weights in the region of 
24,000 to 33,000, and that they have stretches of basic residues. However a very 
significant contribution was made by Mau etal. (1986) when they reported the 15 N-
terminal amino acids of these proteins and showed that these are highly conserved among 
different S-proteins. Several groups took advantage of this finding to design approaches 
for cloning S-allele cDNAs. Since then, molecular studies in Solanaceae, Scrophulariaceae 
and Rosaceae have revealed that the S-locus proteins in the pistil are a class of 
extracellular basic glycoproteins with ribonuclease activity, called S-RNases (Newbigin ci 
al. 1993; Matton et al. 1994; Broothaerts ci al. 1995; Golz ci al. 1995; Kao and 
McCubbin 1996; Sassa ci al. 1996; Xue etal. 1996) as predicted by the earlier work. As 
expected for self-incompatibility molecules, the sequences of the S-proteins exhibit high 
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degree of variability (Tsai ci al. 1992). OSI systems S-loci have RNase activity, but not 
in Papaver rhoeas where small glycoproteins without RNase activity have been 
described (Franklin-Tong and Franklin 1993). 
1.4.2. Structure andfunciion of the pistil S proteins 
The S-proteins in Solanaceae. Scrophulariaceae and Rosaceae are glycoproteins 
with one to nine N-linked glycan chains attached to each site of the protein. These N-
1 inked carbohydrates may be involved in stability, conformation, and/or biological 
activity of the molecule (Ebert ci al. 1989; Broothaerts ci al. 1991; Oxley et al. 1998). 
Since these glycan chains have been found to be heterogeneous in number, type and 
structure, they could play a potential role in determining S-specificity (Woodward ci al. 
1989). Furthermore in animals the glycan chains of many glycoproteins have been shown 
to play an important role in cell-cell recognition (Lis and Sharon 1993). 
To discover the role of the carbohydrate moiety in the S proteins, the effect of 
two different lectins on germination was tested. Lectins bind to saccharides, making them 
ineffective (Sharma and Shivanna 1983; Sharma ci al. 1985). In these experiments 
inhibition of pollen germination was observed. These results were taken as evidence that 
the recognition molecules in the pistil contained saccharides and that binding of these 
with lectins made them ineffective in recognising self-pollen. However it should be noted 
that lectins inhibit any glycoprotein non-specifically. Therefore it is possible that the 
lectins used in these experiments inhibit other components of this system but not the 5-
proteins, which would give the same result (Karunanandaa ci ci!. 1994). It is also known 
that the ribonuclease activity of the S protein is not affected by enzymatic 
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deglycosylation, so that the carbohydrate moiety may have other roles (Broothaerts ci 
al. 1991). Direct evidence disproving the importance of these regions in determining S-
specificity comes from transgenic experiments where S1S2 plants of P. inJiala were 
transformed with a non-glycosylated S3 gene (in which the codon for the single N-
glycosylation site asparagine was replaced with a codon for aspartic acid). These 
transgenic plants produce, in addition to the Si and S2 proteins, the non-glycosylated S3 
protein at wild-type levels. These plants reject not only Si and S2 pollen but also S3 
pollen (Karunanandaa el al. 1994). These results have been interpreted as evidence that 
the recognition function of these proteins resides in the amino acid backbone and not in 
the glycan chains. However only one experiment has been performed involving a single S 
allele with one glycan chain. Therefore, although these experiments are difficult to 
perform, it would be desirable to extend them to other alleles, so as to have further 
evidence concerning the role of the glycan chains in the determination of S-specificity, 
using different S-proteins with different numbers of glycan chains. 
Sequences of the amino acid backbone of S-RNase alleles were first obtained for 
different solanaceous species. These revealed the presence of five short stretches of 
highly conserved regions, named C  through C5, and two hypervariable regions, named 
HVa and HVb (Fig. 1.3; loerger ci at'. 1990; Tsai ci al. 1992). The HVa and HVb regions 
are the most hydrophilic regions of the S-proteins (loerger et al. 1991). This led to the 
supposition that they may be on the external surface of the protein. The crystal 
structure of S-RNases has not yet been determined, and may vary for different 5-
RNases. However, based on the crystal structure of a fungus RNase similar to S-RNases, 
a model has been proposed where the two HV regions form a continuous surface on one 
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Fig. 1.3. Schematic representation of the structure of the S-locus. For the conserved regions consensus sequences (calculated from the data 
summarised by Richman et at. 1997) are presented for Rosaceae (top), Solanaceae (middle) and Scrophulariaceae (bottom). 
site of the S-RNases (Parry et cii. 1998). Therefore given their high degree of variability, 
these regions are candidates for being the ones determining S allele specificity. Also 
located in the HVa region is the only intron that varies in size (87 bp to 120 bp; Ebert ci 
al. 1989; Jahnen et al. 1989; Kaufmann ci al. 1991; Tsai el al. 1992; Coleman and Kao 
1992; Saba-El-Leil ci ci!. 1994). 
What is (are) the region(s) that control(s) allelic specificity is still a matter of 
debate. The identification of the region(s) of the S-locus that determine(s) specificity has 
been difficult because of the extreme level of variation found both within and between 
species. Interspecific similarities are often as high as intraspecific similarities (Toeger ci 
al. 1990). This suggests that the polymorphism may be very ancient, consistent with the 
view that different alleles are maintained by balancing selection due to the frequency-
dependent advantage of rare alleles. In only two instances have close enough alleles been 
found to allow us to draw some conclusions. In Petunia, two S-proteins with the same 
incompatibility type were found that differ at 13 amino acid positions (S2 and PS2; 
Clark ci al. 1990). However, in So!anurn chacoense, the nucleotide sequences of two 
alleles with different specificities (S 11/ S13) have only ten amino acid differences, four of 
which are found in the HV regions, three of which are concentrated in HVa (Saba-El-Leil 
et al. 1994). Furthermore, sequence comparisons among S-RNases in Solanaceae revealed 
that nine scattered amino acids are highly variable (only one in the HV region; Fig. 1.3) 
and they could potentially play a role in pollen recognition (Tsai et al. 1992). The 
hypervariable regions have been proposed to be a component of the domain which 
confers allelic specificity to S proteins (loerger ci al. 1991; Saba-El-Leil ci al. 1994; 
Matton ci cii. 1997). The highest degree of sequence variation being in the HV regions has 
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been used as evidence to support the hypothesis that allelic specificity is determined by 
these regions. However it is possible that these regions are tolerant to structural variation 
and therefore variable without being necessarily involved in specificity determination 
(Zurek et at. 1997). 
The conserved regions contain mostly hydrophobic amino acids and they are 
thought to be involved in the core structure of the S protein. The C2 and C3 regions are 
also found in fungal RNase enzymes and contain two of the three histidine residues that 
are required for catalytic activity of RNases of Rhizopus niveus (Kawata el at. 1990). In 
P. in//ala, the replacement of the conserved histidine in the C3 region by an asparagine 
abolishes RNase activity. Pistils expressing this mutant S-allele fail to reject the 
corresponding S pollen (Huang el at. 1994), showing that RNase activity is necessary for 
the arrest of pollen tube growth. 
Sequences of S-RNases in the families Rosaceae and Scrophulariaceae revealed 
that pistil S-RNases in these families have similar structures to solanaceous S-RNases 
(Fig. 1.3). No sequence related to the solanaceous C4 was identified in these families 
(Norioka et at. 1996; Sassa et at. 1996; Ushijirna ci at. 1998; Xue ci at. 1996). S-RNases 
of Rosaceae with only one hypervariable region can be identified, corresponding to the 
solanaceous HVa (Norrioka et at. 1996; Sassa et al. 1996; Ushij irna et at. 1998). As in 
solanaceous plants, the 5-loci of most Rosaceae have one intron with different sizes (138 
bp to 1100 bp; Broothaerts et al. 1995) in this region. However in sweet cherry (Prunus 
aviun2) at least two introns are present in four S-alleles (Tao ci at. 1999). 
This gene structure is not restricted to the S-RNase locus, other RNases called 5-
like RNases have the same structure (Ai et al. 1992; Jost ci at. 1991; Löffier ci al. 1992; 
E. 
Löffler ci al. 1993; Lee etal. 1992; Kuroda ci al. 1994; Norioka etal. 1996; Ma and 
Oliveira 2000). Therefore S-RNases cannot be identified from their gene structure alone. 
Although S- and S-like RNases have similarities in structure they are distinct subclasses 
within the RNase superfamily (Green 1994). Unlike the S-RNases, S-like RNases are not 
flower-specific and have lower polymorphism levels than S-RNases. Since most of the 5-
like RNases have one intron located in the HVa region (Lee ci al. 1992, Ma and Oliveira 
2000) gene organisation cannot be used to distinguish both types of RNases. Therefore 
in order to identify S-alleles information on the gene structure is needed in combination 
with co-segregation and/ or polymorphism analyses. 
1.5. Theoretical population models of the CS! 
1.5.1 S-allele abundance in natural populations 
It has long been recognised that both the pollen and the pistil components appear 
to be transmitted as a single Mendelian gene (East and Mangelsdorf 1925). This made 
possible the use of classical genetic crosses to estimate the number of distinct S-alleles in 
natural populations. It has been shown for several species that the number of S-alleles is 
very large, even in small populations (see as examples Emerson 1938; Lewis 1948; 
Lawrence 1975). Why are there so many S-alleles in natural populations? The answer 
lies in the consideration of the forces of mutation, selection and drift (see Clark 1993; 
Vekemans and Slatkin 1994). Suppose that initially three alleles (51, S2, S3) are 
segregating in a population (these alleles have no other effects on fitness). Since these 
plants are SI, only heterozygotes are possible. If one allele becomes rare (say 51) then 
the population will consist mainly of genotype S2 S' Therefore there is an advantage for 
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the S  pollen over the other two, because it can fertilise most plants in the population, 
and it will thus increase in frequency. However as its frequency increases its advantage 
over the other two alleles disappears. Therefore in this system, allelic diversity is not 
only advantageous, it is necessary. At equilibrium all three alleles will have equal 
frequency in the population. Similarly when a mutation that generates a new allele with a 
new specificity (S4) occurs, its frequency will rapidly increase until it reaches a 
frequency equal to that of the other alleles. In a finite population a balance between 
mutation-selection sweeping in new alleles and loss of alleles by drift maintains this 
equilibrium. This type of selection is referred to as frequency dependent selection 
(reviewed by Clark 1993). 
1.5.2. Ancient polymorphism of/he S-alleles 
Because S-alleles are maintained in the population by frequency dependent 
selection they persist for longer times than expected under neutrality. Therefore these 
alleles are expected to be old and very distinct even at silent and intron sites. The 
availability of molecular sequence data from distantly related Solanaceae species (for 
instance the most recent common ancestor of Nicotiana and Petunia is thought to have 
lived approximately 70 million years ago (MYA); Wolf et al. 1989) makes it possible to 
test this prediction. The S-allele genealogies in Solanaceae have revealed that alleles from 
different species can cluster in the same branch since some interspecific similarities are 
higher than intraspecific similarities, suggesting that some polymorphisms are more 
ancient than species divergences (loerger ci al. 1990). However these shared 
polymorphic sites could be the result of either common ancestry or they could have 
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arisen independently in each lineage after species divergence. If these shared 
polymorphic sites are of common ancestry, an excess number of nucleotide sites that are 
segregating for the same pair of nucleotides over the number of segregating sites that are 
created by chance is expected (loerger et al. 1990). Computer simulations were used to 
obtain the number of shared polymorphisms obtained by chance that is compatible with 
the observed polymorphism level in the S-alleles. The numbers of shared 
polymorphisms obtained in the computer simulations were always less than the number 
observed. Therefore the excess of shared polymorphisms is consistent with these being 
the result of common ancestry (loerger el al. 1990). 
In order to obtain sequences as divergent as S-alleles, there must either be a very 
high mutation rate, or else a very long history of independent divergence. Population 
genetics theory predicts that the genealogy of alleles under frequency dependent 
selection has the same structure as alleles at a neutral locus, but the time scale of the 
genealogy under selection is expanded (Clark 1993; Vekemans and Slatkin 1994). Monte 
Carlo simulations show that at higher mutation rates a neutral gene gains more alleles, but 
the expected time to coalescence of all the alleles remains 4Ne generations (Clark 1993; 
Vekemans and Slatkin 1994). The S-allele genealogy decreases in coalescence time as the 
mutation rate increases. Therefore as the mutation rate increases, the S-allele genealogy 
looks more like a neutral genealogy (Clark 1993; Vekemans and Slatkin 1994; Clark 
1996). 
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1.5.3. Detecting selection on S-alleles 
The first two population studies of the GSI system were on one population of 
Solanum carolinense (Richman et at. 1995) and another of Physcilis crass ifolia (Richman 
ci at. 1996a). These provided the first extensive evidence on the level of DNA sequence 
polymorphism of S alleles in natural populations. However the incompatibility types of 
the alleles sequenced are not known (Richman etal. 1996a; 1996b). These studies 
confirmed earlier findings that alleles differ at multiple sites, and they yield the best 
estimates of the average number of substitutions between S alleles. However the two 
species differ in both allele numbers and apparent ages of the alleles. The degree of 
sequence variation in S. carolinense suggests that these allelic lineages are extremely 
ancient. In P. crassijbtia, the S-allele sequences are more similar to one another, 
suggesting a less ancient origin, perhaps due to a relatively recent population bottleneck 
(Richman ci at. 1996b). Further population studies in three other species of Solanaceae 
(P. cinerascens, Lyciuni andersonii and Witheringia rnaciilala) have also confirmed that 
the number and age of alleles varies among species (Richman and Kohn 1999, 2000). 
These authors suggested that these differences are the result of ecological differences 
among these species. A detailed understanding of how S-alleles are maintained in natural 
populations may therefore require data on demographic and ecological parameters as 
well. 
The region that includes the HV regions of the Solanaceae S-alleles was analysed 
in detail (Richman et at. 1996b). Alleles that are similar in sequence tend to have higher 
ratios of non-synonymous to synonymous changes than do more distant alleles. The 
average ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous changes is slightly biased towards 
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synonymous differences (Richman et cii. 1996b; reviewed by Charlesworth and Guttman 
1997). This pattern has also been found in other loci involved in recognition processes 
(Lee and Vaquier 1992; Hughes et al. 1990). The pattern of an excess of amino acid 
substitutions among closely related alleles suggests balancing selection, as follows 
(Hughes and Nei 1989). Once a new specificity type is established, the presence of 
conserved sites, and sometimes restrictions in the amino acids allowed at variable sites, 
probably limits further protein sequence divergence (Tanaka and Nei 1989), and this 
could explain the average slight bias towards synonymous differences. The average 
number of nonsynonymous differences between allele pairs increases more slowly than 
synonymous differences (Uyenoyama 1997). This is the opposite of what occurs with 
saturation at synonymous sites and suggests diversifying selection, as differences 
accumulating neutrally should show a linear relation (Tanaka and Nei 1989). This effect 
might help test which regions are under diversifying selection. However the capacity to 
detect functionally different regions in genes where variant alleles have persisted for very 
long time periods, as with the S-alleles depends on the occurrence of recombination (see 
Awadalla and Charlesworth 1999). 
1.6. Chapter Outlines 
In Chapter 2, I present the rationale for choosing the Antirrhinuni and Misopates 
genera to study the effect of the breeding system on levels of variation, and to study the 
S locus. 
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In Chapter 3, I characterise the mating system of nine Antirrhinum and three 
Misopates populations, since it is known that the breeding system is a characteristic of a 
population not of the species as a whole. In addition, four morphometric characteristics 
have been measured in order to determine their utility as selfing-rate indicators. 
To study the effect of the breeding system on levels of genetic diversity I studied 
the cycloidea and fill genes (Chapter 4 and 5). These genes, however, have unexpectedly 
little diversity within species and divergence between species and therefore are 
unsuitable for the proposed work. Much of the work presented in Chapter 4 and 5 has 
been published in Molecular Biology and Evolution by Vieira ci cii. (1999) and Journal of 
Molecular Biology by Vieira and Charlesworth (2000). In Chapter 6, I determine 
whether the low diversity and divergence is a general pattern, by determining levels of 
divergence between Antirrhinum inajus and Verbascurn nigrum for 5 additional genes 
(f12-I;ji12-2;farS; giobosal; Adh). The work presented in this chapter has been 
submitted to Plant Molecular Biology by Vieira and Charlesworth. 
In Chapter 7, I characterise at the molecular level variability in the hypervariable 
regions of several S-alleles of Aniirrhinum and Misopates, the regions that have been 
proposed to be involved in specificity determination. 




Choice of the genus 
The snapdragon, Antirrhinum ma] us (Scrophulariaceae), is one of the classical 
species for genetic studies. The short vegetative period, the small size of the plants, the 
fact that they are easy to cultivate, the fast germination (7 to 10 days), and the size and 
flower structure are some of the characteristics that make this organism suitable for 
genetic research (Harte 1974). Species of this genus were first studied by Godron in 
1863, long before the rediscovery of Mendel's laws. However its history as a research 
organism for genetics really begins with the studies of Wheldale (1907) on the inheritance 
of the flower colour variation and the studies of Baur (1930), who characterised many 
mutants. 
Numerous studies on transposable elements (Bonas el al. 1984; Sommer et al. 
1985; Upadhyaya et al. 1985; Coen and Carpenter 1986) led to the discovery of several 
highly mobile transposable elements. Among other uses, these were useful to develop a 
system of transposon-mutagenesis (Martinet al. 1985; Sommer and Saedler 1986; 
Martin et al. 199 1) that can be used to clone and sequence genes responsible for a 
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particular phenotype, as was done for several genes involved in flower development 
(Carpenter and Coen 1990, Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1990, 1992). Currently, 75 genes 
have been partially or completely sequenced in this model organism (GenBank release 
version 114.0, 08/09/00). The majority of these genes are homeotic genes or genes 
involved in floral pathways. 
The genus Antirrhinum has a Mediterranean range, most of the species living in 
the Iberian Peninsula, which is the diversification centre of the genus (Caputo ci al. 
1991). Most of the species are endemic plants that live in fragmented areas with small 
population sizes (Anon. 1983, 1992; Barreno etal. 1984; Laguna 1994). 
The taxonomy of the genus based on morphological characters is still unresolved 
(Doaigey and Harkiss 1991). Several species have changed status according to different 
authors. The first description of the genus Antirrhinurn by Linnaeus (1753, in Sutton 
1988), included species now classified asAniirrhinurn, Linaria and Elatine. Several 
authors reclassified Aniirrhinurn into several sections with different numbers of species. 
Rothmaler (195 6) distinguished Antirrhinum based on the absence of a corolla spur 
(present in Linaria species) and the length of the calyx (longer than the corolla tube in 
Misopates species). Some Antirrhinum subspecies are still regarded by some authors as 
different species, and vice-versa. Therefore, the number of species that are included in 
this genus is constantly changing. We follow the classification of Franco (197 1) for the 
Portuguese species, and for the remaining European species the classification of Halliday 
and Beadle (1983). According to these authors, the genera Antirrhinum and Misopates are 
composed, respectively, of twenty two perennial species and three annual species 
(Mather 1947; Doaigey and Harkiss 1991; Güemes etal. 1993). 
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The close juxtaposition of the anthers and stigma in the flowers of these genera 
means that self-pollination is likely to occur which would result in self-fertilisation in the 
absence of a preventive mechanism. A self-incompatible gametophytic system seems to 
be present in many Antirrhinurn species, except for A. s/cu/urn, cultivated varieties of A. 
rncijus and all Misopales species (Baur 1911, 1919; Lotsy 1911; Sherman 1939; Harrison 
and Darby 1955; Xue etal. 1996). However, it is known from other taxa that individuals 
of different populations of the same species may sometimes have different breeding 
systems (e. g. Leavenworth/a crassa, Lloyd 1965; Lycopersicon pimpinellUbliurn, Rick 
el cii. 1977; Lycopersicon hirsuturn, Rick e/ al. 1979; Gil/a achilleifolia, Schoen 1982; 
Eichhornia pan/cu/ala, Glover and Barret 1986; Turnera ulrnUblia Barrett and Shore 
1987; Clcirk/a temb/oriensis, Holtsford and Ellstrand 1989; Mirnulus gultalus, Ritland 
and Ritland 1989). 
All species of these genera that have been studied are diploid (2N16) and have 2 
large, 5 medium and 1 small chromosomes that can be distinguished from one another in 
the pachytene phase (Harte 1974; Fernandes et al. 1977). 
In experimental crosses, the Anl/rrhinurn species easily hybridise, giving viable 
progenies (Mather, 1947; Rothmaler, 1956). This seems to be a common event among 
Scrophulariaceae (Elisens 1992). Among Ant/rrh/nurn, only A. s/cu/urn has been described 
as genetically isolated (Rothmaler 1956). However, few natural hybrids have been 
described (Sutton 1988), suggesting that hybridisation in nature is rare. This may be due 
to different geographic distributions (different species rarely share the same habitat), and 
different pollinators (Mather 1947, Kampny 1995). 
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It is often useful to compare levels of within species variability to species 
divergence. In my work I have used as outgroups species of the Digitalis and Verbascuni 
genera. For most of the Scrophulariaceae phylogenetic relationships at the genus level are 
not known, because plant molecular evolution has been dominated by studies of 
chloroplast genes. Because of their slow rate of evolution they are most suitable for 
studies of plant phylogenetic relationships at or beyond the family level (Wolfe ci al. 
1989; Clegg ci al. 1997). Only one study using 18S ribosomal nuclear genes has been 
performed in the Scrophulariacea family (Soltis et cii. 1999). In this study there is no 
power to distinguish the relationships of the Scrophulariaceae genera. Nevertheless, the 
chloroplast sequence data supports the hypothesis that Antirrhinum and Digitalis belong 
to one Scrophulariaceae dade, while Verbascuni belongs to a different one (Olmstead and 
Reeves 1995; Wolfe and dePamphilis 1998; Soltis and Soltis 2000). However bootstrap 
values supporting these two clades are always below 74%. When any of the three 
chloroplast genes (ndhF, trnL, and rbcL) is used, a higher number of synonymous 
differences per synonymous site is obtained in the comparison involving Antirrhinuni 
and Digitalis than in the Antirrhinum and Verbascurn comparison (Table 2.1). Therefore 
it is still unclear whether Antirrhinuin is more closely related to Digitalis than to 
Verbascuni. 
Table 2. 1. Silent site divergence for three chloroplast genes between Antirrhinurn and 
both Digitalis and Verbascurn. 
Gene 	 Region analysed 	Antirrhinu,n 	Silent site divergence 
(bp) 	 compared with 
nd/iF 	 2093 	 D. purpurea 	0.2506 
V. thapsus 	0.1751 
trnL 	 518 	 D. purpurea 	0.0724 
V. thapsus 	0.053 
rbcL 	 1329 	 D. purpurea 	0.1339 
V. thapsus 	0.0865 
Accession numbers for nc/hF are: A. inajus L36392, D. purpurea AF130150, V. ihapsus 
L36417; for trnL are: A. majus AF1 18790, D. purpurea AF034871, V. thapsus AF 118804; 
and for rbcL are: A. inajus LI 1688, D. purpurea X83720, V. thapsus L36452. 
The large number of closely related species in the Antirrhinum and Misopciies 
genera, their differences in the mating system, coupled with Antirrhinum majus being a 
model species, makes this taxonomic group a logical choice for molecular studies 




The breeding system and variation in four morphometric characters 
of Antirrhinum and Misopates populations 
3.1 Introduction 
Evolutionary forces such as mutation, selection, migration, genetic drift, 
recombination, effective population size and breeding system shape patterns and levels 
of genetic diversity (Aquadro and Begun 1993; Tajirna 1993; Moriyama and Powell 
1996; Charlesworth et al. 1997; Clegg 1997; Clegg etal. 1997; Amos and Harwood 1998; 
see Chapter 1). In plants, mating systems range from regular systems of inbreeding by 
self fertilisation, breeding among relatives within small neighbourhoods, to strict 
outcrossing maintained by incompatibility systems (Stebbins 1957, Barrett and Eckert 
1990). In completely selfing populations, only loci with symmetrical selection 
coefficients against the homozygous genotypes will remain variable, and such loci are 
presumably rare (Kimura and Ohta 1971). Ultimately, inbreeding increases 
homozygosity and therefore the effectiveness of selection against recessive deleterious 
alleles, resulting in a purge of detrimental alleles from the population and a higher mean 
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fitness of the population. However, this process takes time and the initial effect of an 
increase in inbreeding is a reduced mean fitness of the population due to hornozygosity 
(inbreeding depression; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1987; Barrett and Charlesworth 
1991). 
The most common empirical descriptor of the mating structure of plant 
populations is the outcrossing rate, the proportion of offspring fathered by individuals 
other than their seed parent. The outcrossing rate of a given genotype results from the 
interaction of ecological factors, e.g. pollination abundance and plant density (Schemske 
and Lande 1985); with genetically determined traits. Characters such as flower size, 
flower morphology, protandry (i.e, the amount of time separating anther dehiscence and 
the start of stigma exsertion), anther-stigma separation, and the ability to set seeds in the 
absence of pollinators are examples of genetic factors that affect outcrossing rates. 
Depending on the species, different floral features are indicators of the breeding 
system. Reduction in flower size is usually, but not invariably, associated with self-
pollination in flowering plants (Moore and Lewis 1965). For instance, in the genus 
C/ar/do outcrossers have large flowers and long styles, and anthers are bigger than in 
selfers. However the self-pollinating species Clar/dci tenet/a has flowers as large as those 
of outcrossing species (Moore and Lewis 1965). Only in outcrossing species is it 
advantageous to allocate resources to conspicuous flowers. Therefore in highly selfing 
populations small flowers may represent the result of relaxed selection for conspicuous 
flowers by pollen vectors coupled with positive selection for small flowers and flower 
parts (excluding the ovary; Moore and Lewis 1965). Protandry is also an important 
determinant of the breeding system in many plants, for example Nicotiana rustica 
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(Breese 1959), Cicirkia (Moore and Lewis 1965), Lirnanihes (Arroyo 1973), and Giha 
achE//cUb/ia (Schoen 1982). Anther length and stigma exsertion are positively correlated 
with outcrossing rates in Lycopersicon pirnpinellfoliurn (Rick ci al. 1977). Stigma-
anther separation is positively correlated with outcrossing rates in Mirn u/us gutlalus 
(Ritland and Ritland 1 989) but in Gi/ici no significant association was found (Schoen 
1982). 
Environmental variation can also affect outcrossing rates. Both ecological and 
demographic factors influence the process of mating. The influence of ecological factors 
is observed, for instance, in Co/linsia sparsiflora var. arvensis, in which outcrossing 
depends strongly on flower density (Kahler, personal communication, in Schemske and 
Lande 1985). In Lupinus succulenius and L. nanus variation in mating system is mostly 
due to fluctuations in bee activity (Schemske and Lande 1985). 
The reliability of the floral features as indicators of the breeding system may 
depend on population size. For instance in Clarkia tern bloriensis long styles are part of a 
large flowered outcrossing syndrome, and therefore style length has been described as a 
convenient index of outcrossing. However this appears to be a less reliable indicator 
when small populations are scored (Vasek and Hording 1976). Therefore inferences 
about plant breeding systems based solely on floral morphological grounds, although 
informative, may sometimes be misleading, and it is desirable to also determine the 
mating system experimentally. 
I established the mating system in the glasshouse of the populations and species 
studied here by estimating the percentage of autogamy and self-fertility. Two species of 
Misopales and five of Antirrhinurn (including multiple populations of several species; 
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Table 3.  1) were analysed. Since floral and mating system evolution are likely to be 
correlated for these populations, four floral morphometric characters were also measured. 
3.2. Material and Methods 
Establishing the mating system 
The mating system was estimated in the glasshouse for the populations presented in 
Table 3.1. Ten seeds were sown from at least three fruits from a number of different wild 
plants. For every plant grown, five flowers were allowed to self-pollinate without 
manipulation, to estimate the percentage of autogamy (fruit set by selfing by within-
flower pollination; Richards 1997). All flowers were bagged to prevent receipt of pollen 
from neighbouring plants. For the same plants, five flowers were hand-pollinated with 
their own pollen, to estimate the production of seeds as a measure of self-fertility. In 
order to rule out apornixis (asexual reproduction; Richards 1997) for the apparently self-
compatible plants, I removed the anthers in ten flowers of each plant three days before 
anthesis. 
Floral variation in the Antirrhinuin populations 
For each of the populations four floral features were measured on five flowers of every 
plant grown. Illustrations of flowers of each taxa are presented in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. The 
Antirrhinum corolla is gamopetalous, tubular, and bilabiate. The abaxial lip has a basal 
convexity termed the "palate" which occludes the mouth of the tube (Fig. 3.2, Sutton 
1988). The floral features measured were: corolla length (from the base of the corolla tube 
to the abaxial lip), corolla diameter (in the region of the prominent basal palate of the 
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Table 3. 1. Species, population codes, collection localities, and years of collection. 
Species 	 Population code 	 Locality 	 Collection 
ear 
Antirihinuin 
majus cirrhigerum cirrhigerumAve Portugal- Aveiro, Praia da Barra 1997 
cirrhigerumGala Portugal- Figueira da Foz- Gala, 1998 
Praia do Hospital 
cirrhigerumMuel Portugal- Marinha Grande, Sao 1998 
Pedro de Muel 
cirrhigerurnAlg Portugal- Algarve 
inajus 	niajus rnajus France- Brissac and St-Etienne 1998 
d' Issensac 
inajus 	linkianuin linkianum Portugal- Coimbra, road Pombal- 1998 
Ansiao 
latifolium latifoliurn France- Usson-Les-Bains 1998 
molle 	lopesianurn mol le Portugal- Braganca, Alfeiao 1998 
meonanthum meonanthurn Portugal- Vila Real, Regua 1998 
graniticwn graniticumB Portugal- Braganca, Monte de 1997 
Sao Bartolorneu 
Misopates 
orontiuin 	 orontiuniB 	Portugal- Braganca, Monte de 	1997 
Sao Bartolorneu 
orontiumG 	Portugal- Vila Nova de Gaia, 	1997 
Praia do Areinho 
calycinuin 	 calycinum 	Portugal- Coimbra 	 1998 
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Fig. 3. 1. Flowers of five Antirrhinum and one Misopates species: A- A. majus subsp. cirrhigerum, 




abaxial lip), and the distance between both the short and long anther and the stigma two 
days after anthesis (Fig. 3.2). The floral traits were measured in a common environment, 
therefore the differences observed should be predominantly genetically based (unless 
there are large nongenetic maternal effects on these characters). 
Anther- stigma separation 
long 
Fig. 3.2. Measurements made on flowers of Aniirrninuin and Misopales. 
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. The mating system 
The mating system results are presented in Table 3.2. Some individuals did not 
produce seeds after hand self-fertilisation. For these I ruled out the possibility of non-
functional pistils and/ or pollen (i. e. female and male sterility), since they produce fruit 
set when crossed with other individuals (Table 3.3). After removal of the anthers prior to 
anthesis none of the self-compatible individuals analysed set seeds and thus apomixis is 
ruled out (Table 3.4). 
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Table 3.2. Results of the autogamy and self-fertility tests on plants of the Antirrhinum and 
Misopates populations. 
Species 	 Population code 	Number of 	Autogamy Self- 	Mating system 
maternal plants (%) 	fertility 
plants 	analysed 	 (%) 
Antirrhinum 
i-I. majus subsp 
cilr/ugerum cirrhigerumAve 9 35 96 95.4 largely self-compatible 
ci rrh i gerum Gala 4 13 80.0 78.4 largely self-compatible 
cirrhigerumMuel 4 17 7.06 4.71 largely self-incompatible 
c trrli i gerumA Ig 2 2 0 0 
Self-incompatible 
121CIjIIS majus 2 6 0 0 Self-incompatible 
li,ikiaiium linkianum 6 II 25 28.3 partially self-incompatible 
A. iatifo/iuin latifolium 2 7 5.71 8.57 largely self-incompatible 
A. mo/fe molle 4 9 0 0 Self-incompatible 
A. meoiianthun meonanthum 3 9 0 0 Self-incompatible 
A. graniticum graniticum 2 5 0 0 Self-incompatible 
Misopates 
M. orontiu,n orontiumB 4 12 100 100 Self-compatible 
orontiurnG 3 8 100 100 Self-compatible 
M. calycinum calycinum 3 25 100 100 
Self-compatible 
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Table 3.3. Male and female fertility in individuals that did not produce seeds after hand self-fertilisation. 
Number of cross-pollinated flowers which produced seeds /total number of flowers pollinated. 
Pollinations were performed with several individuals of the same population. Dash indicates pollination 
not performed. 
Population 	Plant Pollinajions 	Population Plant Pollinations 
code pollen pistil 	 code pollen pistil 
donor receptor 	 donor receptor 
cirrhigerumAve 5.2 2/2 2/2 linkianum 3.11: 3/8 4/7 
cirrhigerumGala 3.2 4/4 3/3 12.1 7/7 3/5 
4.3 3/3 3/3 12.21: 2/5 3/8 
cirrhigerurnMuel 1.1 8/9 9/9 molle 3.2 2/3 4/8 
1.2 11/16 16/17 3.3 1/1 4/4 
1.3 15/18 15/15 7.1 2/2 3/3 
1.4 13/14 11/13 7.2 3/3 2/2 
2.1 24/26 15/18 10.1 5/7 - 
2.3 13/13 9/9 10.3 4/4 3/3 
4.1 23/23 21/24 16.1 7/7 6/6 
4.2 10/11 13/14 meonanthum 2.1 22/30 21/25 
4.3 19/20 15/18 2.2 35/39 23/28 
4.4 17/18 18/18 2.3 30/31 28/34 
4.5 8/8 15/15 3.1 36/41 23/32 
cirrhigerurnAlg 1 4/4 4/4 3.2 45/62 28/29 
2 4/4 4/4 3.3+ 4/12 32/39 
majus 1.1* 18/21 13/17 5.1+ 22/29 16/36 
1.2* 12/17 11/14 5.2 7/7 29/29 
2.1 15/15 12/15 graniticum 1.1 11/11 8/12 
2.2 10/12 19/19 1.2 13/13 11/12 
2.3 20/21 14/14 4.1 3/6 11/11 
2.4 11/12 17/19 4.2 7/10 2/3 
4.3 5/5 5/7 
Pollinations using individuals that share the same symbol (*, 1: and +) are cross-incompatible. 
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Table 3.4. Summary of tests for apornixis in the individuals that produced seeds after 
within-flower pollination and hand self-fertilisation. 
Species 	 Population 	Number of 	Number of cases 
plants 	that produced 
studied seeds 
Aniirrhinuin incijus 
cirrhigerumAve 34 	 0 
cirrhigerumGala 11 	 0 
cirrhigerumMuel 2 	 0 
Misopates 
orontiumB 	12 	 0 
orontiurnG 	8 	 0 
3.3.2. Morphological variation 
Table 3.5 and 3.6 show the flower character data. It can be seen that the 
coefficients of variation for corolla length (except M orontiurn) and diameter are lower 
than for both measures of anther-stigma separation. Therefore the corolla characters seem 
to be less plastic than the anther-stigma separation. 
Based on each of the four morphometric variables, the six Antirrhinum majies 
populations are significantly different (Table 3.7). The four populations of Antirrhinum 
majus subsp. cirrhigeruin are also significantly different. 
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Table 3.5. Corolla length and diameter (cm) in Antirrhinum and Misopates populations 
Population code 	Number of 	Corolla 	Coefficient 	Corolla 	Coefficient 
flowers 	length 	of variation 	diameter 	of variation 
analysed 
cirrhigerumAve 107 2.771 ± 0.226 8.156 0.986 ± 0.084 8.519 
cirrhigerumGala 67 2.906 ± 0.160 5.506 1.026 ± 0.084 8.187 
cirrhigerumMuel 89 2.748 ± 0.147 5.349 1.019 ± 0.061 5.986 
cirrhigerumAlg 10 2.748 ± 0.142 5.167 0.919 ± 0.064 6.964 
majus 31 3.249 ± 0.221 6.802 1.163 ± 0.109 9.372 
linkianurn 61 2.769 ± 0.140 5.056 0.945 ± 0.094 9.947 
latifolium 34 3.218 ± 0.163 5.065 1.113 ± 0.074 6.647 
molle 43 1.847 ± 0.170 9.204 0.681 ± 0.064 9.398 
meonanthurn 45 2.172±0.196 9.024 0.602±0.079 13.120 
graniticumB 25 2.187±0.112 5.121 0.681 ± 0.069 10.132 
orontium 5 0.970 ± 0.478 49.278 0.378 ± 0.025 6.614 
calycinum 134 1.585 ± 0.086 5.426 0.508 ± 0.038 7.480 
Table 3.6. Short and long anther-stigma separation (cm) in Antirrhinum and Misopales 
populations 
population code 	Number Short anther- Coefficient Long anther- Coefficient 
of flowers stigma of variation stigma of variation 
analysed separation separation 
cirrhigerumAve 107 0.290 ± 0.079 27.241 0.094 ± 0.079 84.043 
cirrhigerumGala 67 0.2 3 1 ± 0.109 47.186 0.081 ± 0.130 160.494 
cirrhigerumMuel 89 0.251 ± 0.086 34.263 0.056 ± 0.099 176.786 
cirrhigerumAlg 10 0.318 ± 0.124 38.994 0.124 ± 0.056 45.161 
majus 31 0.165 ± 0.132 80.00 0.290 ± 0.127 43.793 
linkianurn 61 0.150±0.135 90.00 0.173±0.130 75.145 
latifolium 34 0.300 ± 0.142 47.333 0.074 ± 0.109 147.297 
molle 43 0.224±0.048 21.429 0.0 
meonanthum 45 0.150 ± 0.089 59.333 0.091 ± 0.091 100.0 
graniticumB 25 0.221±0.091 41.176 0.147±0.091 61.905 
orontiumB 5 0.0 -0.109 ± 0.038 -34.862 
calycinum 134 0.150 ± 0.043 28.667 0.008 ± 0.041 512.5 
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Table 3.7. Ratio of the between and within population variance (F ratio) for four flower 
characters 
Species 	Number of 	Corolla 	Anther-stigma separation 
populations length 	diameter short 	long 
A. ma/us 	6 	 43.201*** 	33•953 *** 	19.065 *** 27.012 
A. mnajus subsp. 4 	 10.700 *** 9.317 	7.828 *** 	2.872 * 
cfrrhigerumn 
* P < 0.05; ** P <0.01; 	P <0.001 
Across populations and species, the morphometric variables were not 
independent (Fig. 3.3A - E). There are significant correlations among all of these except 
between the upper and the lower anther-stigma separation values. Across A. mq/us 
populations a significant correlation is only found between corolla lenght and diameter 
(Fig 3.4). 
When all populations and species are included, or when just A. majus 
populations are considered, none of the morphometric variables here studied are 
significantly correlated with the breeding system (Table 3.8). Therefore, they cannot be 
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Fig. 3.3. Correlations of the average flower characters values in twelve ,4ntirrhinum and Slisopates populations. 
Table 3.8. Variance explained by the linear regression of each of the four morphometric 
variables on self-fertility. 
Number of 	Corolla 	Anther-stigma 
Populations 	 separation 
All populations and species 12 
A. majus populations 	6 
length diameter short long 
0.18 0.12 0.14 0.26 






0.8 	0.9 	1.0 	1.1 	1.2 
Corolla diameter 
Fig. 3.4. Correlation of the average length and diameter of the corolla in six Antirrhinum 
majus populations 
3.3.3. Within and between family variance 
In a population of selfers, the within-family genetic variance should approach 
zero, but there should be a remainder attributed to environment. The genetic variance will 
then be attributable entirely to the between-family component. Thus for self-compatible 
3.5 
3.0 
populations, the between-family component should be larger than in self-incompatible 
populations (Solbrig and Rollins 1977, Lawrence 1984). There is no clear pattern in our 
Antirrhinum and Misopales data (Table 3.9). The between family component of the 
variance is greater than the within family component of variance for many characters for 
both self-compatible and self-incompatible species. 
Table 3.9. Ratio of the between and within families variance (F ratio) for four flower 
characters 
Population 	Number 	 Corolla 	Anther-stigma separation 
code 
of families length 	diameter 	short 	long 
cirrhigerumAve 8 4.958 	** 4.029 	** 2.715 	* 5.876 
cirrhigerum Gala 4 8.318 	*** 13.837 	*** 4.025 	* 3.798 	* 
cirrhigerumMuel 4 33.19 1.974 7.45 3.493 	* 
majus 2 3.428 1.825 15.102 	** 11.766 	** 
linkianum 6 1.311 23.083 	*** 9•749 	*** 7.681 
latifolium 2 0.739 0.209 9.015 	** 8.201 	** 
molle 4 6.676 ** 1.245 2.513 - 
meonanthum 3 2.046 8.105 	** 0.289 2.78 
graniticumB 2 9.695 	** 9.010 	** 0.442 12.859 	** 
calycinum 3 0.127 0.090 11.738 3.293 	* 
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; 	P <0.001 
ELI 
3.4. Discussion 
In the genus Antirrhinuin, most species are described as being self-incompatible, 
but A. ma/us and A. siculum are said to be self-compatible (Harrison and Darby 1955; 
Herrmann 1973; Sutton 1988; Xue et al. 1996). Misopates species have been described as 
self-compatible (Mahal and Pal 1984). For one species of this genus, Misopates 
oronhiuin, flowers become smaller and cleistogamous late in the flowering season, and 
therefore the outcrossing rate must become small. As expected the populations of 
Misopates were found to be self-compatible. The mating system in the Antirrhinum 
species varies from largely self-compatible to self-incompatible. Within A. majus, 
different populations have different breeding systems. This is true even within the 
subspecies A. ma/us cirrhigerum. Therefore the mating system is a characteristic of a 
population and not of a species. In other taxa, different populations of the same species 
have sometimes different breeding systems (e. g. Leavenworthia crassa, Lloyd 1965; 
Lycopersicon pinipine1!b1ium, Rick et al. 1977; Lycopersicon hirsutum, Rick ci at. 
1979; Gilia cichi!lefo!ia, Schoen 1982; Eichhornia paniculata, Glover and Barret 1986; 
Turnera ulinUblia Barrett and Shore 1987; Clarkia tembloriensis, Holtsford and 
Ellstrand 1989; Mirn ti/us guttalus, Ritland and Ritland 1989). Thus in studies to test the 
effect of the breeding system on levels of genetic diversity, the mating system must be 
determined. 
None of the four morphornetric variables examined here seems to be significantly 
correlated with selfing rates (P> 0.05). However two of the four variables analysed were 
found to be very plastic. With our sample sizes, this may preclude finding a significant 
association between these characteristics and the mating system, even if there is one. 
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Therefore none of the four morphornetric characteristics here examined can be used as a 
indicator of selfing rates in natural populations and closely related species of the 
Antirrhinum and Misopates genera. Contrary to theoretical expectations (see Results), 
the between-th.mily component of variance (for all morphometric characters) is greater 
than the within family component for both self-compatible and self-incompatible 
populations. If the assumption of random mating is violated in the self-incompatible 
populations this pattern could be obtained. 
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Chapter 4 
Evolution of the cycloidea gene family in Antirrhinum and Misopates 
4.1. Introduction 
At least six genes are known to be involved in development of the zygomorphic 
flowers in Aniirrhinum (Reeves and Olmstead 1998), yet little is known about how these 
genes evolve. While many development genes (like the MADS-box genes) may be 
pleiotropic (Kramer ci al. 1998), genetic analyses of Antirrhinurn mutant lines suggest 
that cycloidea (cyc) is involved only in the shaping of the flower (Luo et al. 1996). This 
gene has an uninterrupted open reading frame encoding a putative protein of 286 amino 
acids that is necessary to establish full dorsoventral asymmetry (Luo etal. 1996). 
Mutant lines of Antirrhinum ,najus in which all petals and stamens resemble their ventral 
counterparts in wild type (peloric phenotype) revealed that another gene, dichotoma 
(dich), is also necessary for full dorsoventral asymmetry (Luo et ci!. 1996; Almeida etal. 
1997). This gene has recently been sequenced in Antirrhinum majus. It has an 
uninterrupted open reading frame encoding a putative protein of 314 amino acids that is 
66% identical to cyc (Luo etal. 1999). Thus these two genes seem to be the result of an 
W. 
ancient gene duplication event. Although they retain a common role in dorsal asymmetry 
and are partially redundant in the control of flower asymmetry, they have diverged with 
respect to particular functions; cyc affects the development of all petals and the cyc 
mutants often show an increase of organs per whorl, while dich is restricted to petals in 
dorsal positions and has little effect on flower organ number (Luo et cii. 1999). 
Both cyc and dich genes have a putative nuclear localisation signal, suggesting that 
they may play a role in transcription regulation (Luo el cii. 1996; 1999). The cyc and dich 
(as revealed by database searches) proteins share one conserved region (by structural 
criteria this is predicted to be a basic-Helix-Loop-Helix, the bHLH domain) with other 
plant proteins, including the maize teosinte branched 1 (Till), the rice PCFs genes, and 
several sequences of unknown function from Arabidopsisthauiana (Fig. 4.1; Doebley et 
cii. 1997; Cubas ci cii. 1999a). Therefore these genes belong to a large family, named the 
"TCP domain" (based on the initial letters of the founding members TB I, CYC, PCF) 
that are probably involved in DNA- binding and protein interactions, according to the 
evidence that the bHLH domain of the PCF proteins is sufficient for DNA binding and 
necessary for dirnerisation (Kosugi and Ohashi 1997; Cubas ci cii. 1999a). The presence 
of a second conserved region (rich in polar residues such as arginine, lysine and glutamic 
acid, named the R-domain) in cyc, dich, TB] and some Arabidopsis sequences, together 
with differences in the TCP domain, further define the cyc/TB1 subfamily (Fig. 4.1; 
Cubas ci cii. 1999a). The homologue of Antirrhinurn cyc in Linciria vulgaris (Lcyc) has 
been recently isolated and implicated in the control of floral symmetry. This gene is 
extensively methylated and transcriptionally silent in the peloric Linaria mutant (Cubas 
ci cii. 1999b). 
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TCP-domain 	 R-domain 
Basic 	 Helixi 	 Loop 
	
Helixil 
cc(YI63l3) K K DR KS KISS SQ C PR DR K V R L S I CIA K K FF5 L 	E IL SF0 K P5K TED CLL 	K S K TA IKE 
dich (AF 1994&5) K K K R K S K K S T S 5 5 P R K K K V K L S I S I A K K F F D L 5 K N L C F K K F S K S L C IC L L S K S K T A K K K L 
/cvc(AF161252) K K 0 R K S K I Y T A 5 5 P K S K S V K L S I C I A R K F F S A 5 1 N K C F 0 K F S K S L D N K K T K S K T A I K E K 
7BI(U94494) K K K K H 5 K I C T A C C. K R K K K 4 K K S K D V A K K F P A L 5 0 H K C F 0 K A S K T V 5 5 K L N S S K S A I 5 E I 
T(Tl(AC002130) K K K K H S K K C T A 5 C S R D K K V K K S I S I A K 5 F F 0 K 5 0 H L C F 0 K A S K S K K K K K K K S K K A I K K V 
TCP2(AF072591) C K 0 K K S K V K S S K C P K D K K V K K S V S T A L C F S D L 5 0 K L C S 0 5 P 5 K A V K N L K K A A K 0 S K S E L 
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7rP(AP001303) K T 0 K K S K I K T A K C T K I K S K K K S K 0 V A K K K F C L C 0 H K C F D K A S K 5' V K 5 K K P 5 A K F K K K K I 
TCP3(AF072I34) K K U K S S K V C P A K C P K I K K V K K S A P T A I 5 F S U V 5 D K K C P 0 K P S K A V D N K I T K A K S A I U K K 
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Fig. 4.1. Amino acid alignment of the TCP- and R -domain of TCP gene family members (modified from Cubas et at. 1999a). Sequences are from Antirrhinum ma/us (cyc and dich), Linaria 
vulgar/s (Lcyc), maize (TB I), Arabidopsis thalia,ia (TCPs), and Gossypium (GCP).+ and * are conserved and conservative (defined as in Dayhoffet al. 1979) amino acid replacements, 
respectively; ? is an undetermined amino acid; dashes indicate deletions. 
Members of the TCP family have also been described in the family Gesneriaceae 
(Gcyc; Möller et al. 1999; Citerne ci al. 2000), a family where most genera possess 
zygomorphic flowers. Although Gcyc was believed to be a single copy gene in this 
family (Doyle and Doyle 1999, Möller el al. 1999), several paralogues have recently 
been described (Citerne etal. 2000). Phylogenetic analysis of Gcyc genes in the family 
Gesneriaceae suggests that independent duplication and gene loss events have occurred 
during the evolution of this family after the split from Scrophulariaceae (Citerne ci al. 
2000). 
In the course of a study attempting to estimate DNA sequence diversity for 
nuclear loci within species of Aniirrhinum and Misopales, I found evidence for the 
existence of at least six functional genes (the cyc gene already known which I will call 
cyclA, see below, plus cyciB, cyc2, cyc3, cyc4A, and cyc4B), all of which are members of 
the TCP gene family. Although ancient duplications were already predicted since cyc and 
dich genes share sequence homology, this work revealed the presence of several recent 
duplications that made the study of diversity very difficult. cyclA, cyciB, cyc2 and 
cyc4A genes are present in Aniirrhinurn, Misopcites and Digitalis, suggesting that these 
gene duplications occurred before the split leading to Digitalis and Antirrhinum / 
Misopates. 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
Plant material 
Leaves from all the species except Antirrhinurn valenlinurn, A. siculum, and the 
Alg population of A. majtis subsp, cirrigheruin were collected in the field in summer 
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1997 and 1998 (Table 4.1). Leaves from A. valentinum and A. siculum were kindly 
provided by Isabel Mateu, while leaves from A. niajus subsp. cirrigherum (population 
Alg) were kindly provided by Andrew Hudson. 
DNA extraction and PCR amplification 
Genomic DNA was prepared from leaves of individual plants using the method 
of Ingram etal. (1997). The cyc gene sequence deposited in GenBank (accession number 
Y16313) was used to design the primer pairs (all positions are relative to the cyc start 
codon): P1 5' TTGGGAAGAACACATACCTA 3' (position 5) and P2 5' 
AATTGATGAACTTGTGCTGAT 3' (position 859); Cu 5' 
CTTGAGTCCACCGCTTTGTT 3' (position 154) and Cl 5' 
CGTTGCCATAGTTTTGCTGA 3' (position 772). The primers Cl 5' 
ACCACCACGGCCACCACCA 3' and C2 5' AAATCCAAACATTGAAGGG 3' were 
designed based on our determination of the sequence of cyc4 (see below); they 
specifically amplifies cyc3 and cyc4 but not cyclA, cyciB or cyc2 (see below). Based on 
the GenBank sequence, PCR reactions using primers P1 and P2 are expected to amplify 
an 855-bp fragment; Cu and Cl are expected to yield a 619-bp fragment (the latter set of 
primers was used to amplify the genes cyclA , cyciB, and cyc2; see below). Based on the 
new cyc3 / cyc4 genes (see below) Cl and C2 are expected to yield a 749-bp fragment. 
Standard amplification conditions were 30 cycles of denaturation at 94° C for 30 s, 
primer annealing at 53° C for 30 s, and primer extension at 72° C for 2 mm. 
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Table 4.1 Taxa, code numbers, collection localities and years. 
Species 	 Population code 	Locality 	Collection year 
Misopcites 
orontiuin 	 orontiumB 	Portu a1-Braanca 	1997 
orontiumG Portugal-Vila 1997 
Nova de Gaia 
calycinum calycinurn Portugal-Coimbra 1998 
Antirrhinuin 
moile lopesianum molle Portugal-Braganca 1998 
braun-blanquetii braun-blanquetii Potugal-Braganca 1998 
graniticurn graniticumB Portugal-Braganca 1997 
graniticurnS Portugal-Chaves 1998 
inajus subsp. linkianum linkianum Portugal-Coimbra 1998 
majus subsp. cirrhigerum cirrhigerumAve Portugal-Aveiro 1997 
cirrhigerumAlg Portugal-Algarve 
valentinurn valentinum 
siculum siculum2 Italy-Sicily 
siculurn6 Italy-Napoly 
sic ulum7 Israel 
Linaria 
triornithophora 	 Linaria 	Portugal-Braganca 	1998 
Cymbalaria 
muralis 	 Cymbalaria 	U. K.-Edinburgh 	1998 
Digitalis 
purpurea 	 Digitalis 	Portugal-Braganca 	1998 
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Cloning and sequencing 
The PCR products were cloned into the pCR 2.1 vector, using the TA cloning kit 
(Invitrogen). DNA sequencing was performed with an Applied Biosysterns model 377 
DNA sequencing system with the ABI PRISM Dye Termination cycle-sequencing Kit 
(Perkin Elmer), using the primers for the M13 forward and M13 reverse priming sites of 
the pCR 2.1 vector. Since a low rate of nucleotide mis-incorporation occurs in PCR 
reactions, it is known that this approach will lead to some sequencing errors. Such errors 
may be a problem for detailed diversity studies, but are usually negligible when one is 
characterising gene duplications or estimating divergence, since they represent a small 
proportion of the number of sequence differences. Some of the newly characterised 
cycloidea genes are very similar (see Results and Discussion), however, and therefore it 
is technically very difficult to detect possible sequencing errors. 
Analyses of the sequences 
DNA sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession numbers AF146833- 146848 for 
cyclA; AF146849- 146862 for cyciB; AF146863 - 146871 for cyc2; AF146872- 146873 
for cyc3; and AF146874- 146880 for cyc4). The nucleotide sequences to be compared 
were aligned using ClustalX v. 1,64b (Thompson et al. 1997), and minor manual 
adjustments were performed using SeqPup v. 0.6f (Gilbert 1995). The numbers of 
synonymous and nonsynonynous differences between pairs of sequences were 
calculated using the DnaSP software (Rozas and Rozas 1997). Neighbor-joining trees 
were generated using the homologous regions sequenced in all the genes, with MEGA v. 
1.0 1  (Kumar ci ci!. 1994). 
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4.3. Results 
4.3. 1. Characterisation ofAntirrhinuin TCP loci 
(i) Evidence for a new cycloidea locus, cyc2 
Although the primers P1 and P2 (see Material and Methods) were designed based 
only on the cyc sequence (since the dich sequence was not available at the time this work 
was done) the P1 priming site is not present in the dich sequence (see below). When 
PCR was performed using these primers two bands with different sizes were observed. 
One is 855-bp (the expected fragment size; see Materials and Methods) and the other 
950-bp. The 950 bp band is not expected to be the amplification product of dich. 
The smaller band was cloned from two individuals of all taxa analysed (Table 
4. 1), and in 30 different plants the nucleotide sequences were determined. When these 
sequences were analysed, it was evident that, while some sequences from Misopales 
oronliurn were only 840-bp, all the others were 855-bp long. This 15-bp difference 
cannot be resolved in a 1.6 % agarose gel. Blast search reveals that both bands (840-bp 
and 855-bp) have high nucleotide similarity with cyc (>92% acc. number Y16313). 
These two bands share amino acid similarity with Lcyc (ace. number AF 161252) and 
dich (ace. number AF 199465), mainly due to the presence of the TCP and R -domains. 
Among the 30 DNA sequences analysed there were 103 variable nucleotide sites 
and four variable indels. The sequences with the shorter and longer amplification 
products differ by 40 fixed differences and three indels. The large number of differences 
strongly suggests that these two groups of sequences represent two genes. I therefore 
tested whether both types of sequences are present in every individual analysed. 
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Between the two groups of sequences there is a fixed difference for a MspI 
restriction site (present in the 840-bp group of sequences but not in the 855-bp 
sequences). We used a shorter amplification product (619-bp, using the Cu and Cl 
primers; see Materials and Methods) that still includes the region containing the Mspl 
site, to test for the presence of the sequence types. Figure 4.2 shows the restriction 
patterns of the products obtained from two randomly chosen individuals of each species 
(note that four individuals of each species were analysed, but only two of each species 
are shown in the figure because no differences in the banding patterns were seen). These 
results show that both types of sequences are present in every individual of every 
species analysed, i.e. I see the pattern expected if there are two different genes. The cyc 
gene deposited in GenBank does not have the Mspl restriction site, and I therefore named 
the gene with the Mspl restriction site cyc2. The fixed Mspl restriction site difference 
between the genes also allows us to clone and sequence the cyc2 gene. 
(ii) Evidence for a further cycloidea locus cyciB 
As shown above, the expected 855-bp band obtained with the P1 and P2 primers 
is not homogeneous, but is a mixture of two bands with different sizes (855-bp and 840-
bp). When the sequence data from the 855-bp band were analysed, the complete set of 
sequences could again be classified into two groups, differing by three nucleotides (at 
positions 253, and 254, group 1 has U and G respectively, and group 2 has A and A, 
while at position 539, group 1 has C and group 2 has G). In addition, a further variant 
was found between the two groups at position 786 (A in most group 1 sequences, and G 
in group 2). This difference is not completely fixed, because the sequence from the Aig 
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population of A. in. subsp. cirrhigeruin belongs to group 2 based on positions 253, 254 
and 539, but has an A at position 786. These sequences could thus be alleles of the same 
gene, or could represent a recent duplication. 
The two nucleotide differences at positions 253 and 254 create an additional Ac/I 
restriction site in group I that is absent in group 2; this can be used to test whether these 
two groups of sequences are different alleles or different genes, as in the cyci / cyc2 
analysis. For this test, once again, the shorter amplification product using the Cu and Cl 
primers was used. Unfortunately, the restriction pattern of the amplification products 
obtained from two randomly chosen individuals of each species was not conclusive. I 
could not show the presence of the Ac/I site in some of our positive controls (genornic 
DNA from individuals that were known from our previous sequencing data to possess 
the Ac/I restriction site); this is probably because of unequal amplification of the two 
types of sequences. However, I had previously cloned the 855-bp band (obtained with 
the P1 and P2 primers) from one individual of each species, and I therefore screened 
several clones to check if both types of sequences were present in every individual. The 
screening procedure involved amplifying 619-bp products from clones and digesting with 
AciI. These tests clearly established that both types of sequences are amplified from 
every individual from every species analysed (Figure 4.3), the expected pattern if these 
are two different genes. I denote by cyclA the gene that (like the cyc gene deposited in 
GenBank) does not have the Ac/I restriction site, while the gene with the Ac/I restriction 
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Fig. 4.3.- Evidence that the cvclA and cvclB genes arc present in every species analysed. (A) schematic representation of the Ac/I 
restriction sites present in the 619-hp amplification product (using the Cu and Cl primers) of the cvc/A and eve/B genes. The fixed 
difference in the Ac/I restriction site between eye/A and eye/B can be used to distinguish the two genes. (B) Ac/I restriction pattern of 
the 619-hp amplification products. Each pair of lanes is from the same individual (different colonies) and show the presence of the two 
genes, cyclA and cyciB. These colonies were obtained after cloning an apparently homogeneous PCR product (855-bp hand, 
obtained with the P1 and P2 pnniers) from one individual of each species. The arrows point to the expected 255-hp, 144-hp, and III -
bp bands that allow the two genes to be distinguished. Sequences names arc according to the population code in Table 4.1. From left 
to right at the top: 100 bp DNA ladder; lanes 2 and 3 - orontiumB 5; lanes 4 and 5 - calycinum 2; lanes 6 and 7 - molle I; lanes 8 and 
9 - braun-blanquctii I; lanes 10 and II - cirrhigerumAlg I; lanes 12 and 13 - linkianum 7; lanes 14 and IS graniticumB I; lanes 16 and 
17 - valentinuni 241; lanes 18 and 19 - siculum7 2; lanes 20 and 21 - Digitalis; lanes 22 and 23 - Cymbalaria ; lanes 24 and 25 - 
Linaria; latic 26 - 100 bp DNA ladder. 
(iii) Evidence for a further cycloidea locus cyc4 
Two bands with different sizes are observed on 1.6% agarose gels, when PCR is 
performed using primers P1 and P2 (see above). Besides the 855-bp band (the expected 
fragment size; see Materials and Methods), an additional 950-bp amplification product is 
also observed. When the primers P1 and P2 were designed the die/i sequence was not 
available, although recently it has been published. The P1 primer sequence is not 
conserved in this gene sequence, so this primer combination should not support the 
amplification of dich. To test whether the 950 bp band is a further TCP member, we 
therefore cloned and sequenced this amplification product from two individuals from 
both A. in. subsp. cfrrhigerum and A. graniticum. Similarity with cyc is observed mainly 
due to the presence of the TCP and R -domains. Therefore it is likely that the 950 bp 
sequences represent another TCP-related gene, which I named cyc4. 
When the A. m. subsp. cirrhigerum and A. graniticum sequences are compared, 
18 nucleotide variable sites plus one indel (three bp long) are revealed. Nine of these 
variable sites are singletons and therefore may represent nucleotide mis-incorporation 
during amplification in the PCR. Four out of the nine variable sites that are not singletons 
are nonsynonymous. Although the sample size is small, these nine variable sites seem to 
be fixed differences between the A. in. subsp. cirrhigerum and A. graniticum sequences. 
If these cyc4 sequences are orthologous, I expect divergence between Digitalis purpurea, 
Misopales orontiurn and either A. m. subsp. cirrhigerum or A. graniticum to be larger 
than between the two Antirrhinum species. 
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The 746 bp amplification product with the Cl and C2 primers (which do not 
amplify cyclA, cyciB, or cyc2,) was cloned and sequenced in four individuals of M 
orontium and one individual of D. purpurea. Two of the M orontiurn sequences and the 
D. purpurea sequences were identical to that of A. in. subsp. cirrhigerum cyc4. This 
strongly suggests that A. in. subsp. cirrhigerum and A. grciniticurn cyc4 sequences are not 
orthologous. I tentatively use the name cyc4A for the gene obtained from A. m. subsp. 
cirrhigeruin, Jul.  oronthan and D. purpurea, and cyc4B for the gene obtained from A. 
granhticuin. 
Both cyc4 genes share high nucleotide similarity with another TCP gene from 
Antirrhinum majus, dich (>97% nucleotide identity), that has recently become available 
in GenBank. However between cyc4A and dich there are eight synonymous, six non-
synonymous differences, and two indels (12 bp and three bp long), and between cyc4B 
and dich there are four synonymous, eight non-synonymous differences, and one indel 
(12 bp long). Therefore both cyc4A and cyc4B are dich-related genes, but are unlikely to 
be orthologues of dich. 
(iv) Evidence for cyc3 
The amplification product using primers Cl and C2 was cloned and sequenced in four 
individuals of M orontiuin. Two of these sequences were identical to A. in. subsp. 
cirrhigerurn cyc4 (see above). When the other two sequences were compared with the 
cyc4 genes, the comparison revealed 52 fixed nucleotide differences (36 synonymous and 
Me 
16 non-synonymous) plus two indels (three bp long). The large number of differences 
strongly suggests the presence of another dich-related gene. I named this gene cyc3. Blast 
search of the cyc3 sequences revealed high nucleotide sequence similarity (90% 
nucleotide identity) with dich. Therefore cyc3 is a dich-related gene, but is unlikely to be 
an orthologue of dich. 
4.3.2. DNA variability within and between species 
Sequence variation was estimated for four of the genes described above, both 
within and between species (see Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5), and in terms of the average 
numbers of synonymous differences per synonymous site (Ks) and of non-synonymous 
differences per non-synonymous site (Ka). 
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Table 4.2. cyclA sequence variation within and between species. Mean pairwise numbers of non-synonymous differences per non-synonymous site, K,(above the diagonal) and 
synonymous differences per synonymous site, K, (below the diagonal). All values are multiplied by 103  The sequences compared are 814-bp long. When more than one 
sequence from a species is included, the number of sequences used is shown (N). 
cyclA A. in.subsp. A. in. subsp. A. In. subsp. A. graniticwn A. braun- A. inolle A. talenti,,uni A. .cicul,un Al. orontill,n Digitalis 
ma/us cirrlugerwn linkianu,n blai,quetii 
N=2 N=3 N=4 N=2 
A. in. subsp. Inn/us -------- 4.4 2.3 3.9 3.5 1.7 7.0 3.5 3.5 5.3 
A. in. .subsp. 34.0 5.3 6.8 6.6 4.4 2.6 7.9 7.9 4.4 6.2 
cirrhiçerwn 43.4 
A. in. subsps. 39.9 29.7 4.7 6.3 5.8 4.1 9.4 5.8 5.8 7.6 
linkianu,n 8.1 
A. gIaniticuin 23 29.2 17.7 7.4 5.7 4.0 9.3 7.5 5.6 7.5 
19.4 
A. bratiiz-blanqimetii 30.8 34.0 24.5 23.0 - ------ 1.7 7.0 5.3 0.0 5.3 
A. nl/e 24.5 27.7 18.2 16.8 6.1 --------- 5.3 5.3 1.7 3.5 
A. malcntinu,n 30.7 40.2 24.5 19.9 24.5 18.3 -- 0.6 7.0 8.8 
A 	sicim/nmn 34.0 37.1 15.2 23.0 27.7 21.4 27.6 0.0 5.3 8.8 
6.! 
M. 	OIiflhtiIIIii 30.8 34.0 24.5 23.0 0.0 6.1 24.5 27.7 --------- 5.3 
Digitalis 30.8 40.3 24.5 23.0 24.5 18.3 24.5 27.7 24.5 
Table 4.3. cyciB sequence variation within and between species. See Table 4.2 for details. The sequences being compared are 814-bp long. 
cyciB 	 A. in. suhsp. 	A. b,aun- 	A. inolle 	A. valentinwn 	A. siculuin 	Al. orontium 	Al. calycinuin 	Digitalis 	L. triornithophora 
cirrhigerum blancjuetii or 
N=2 	 N=2 	 N=2 	 N=2 	 C. intiralis 
A. in. subsp. 0.0 0.0 1.7 3.4 0.9 1.7 3.4 5.1 0.0 
cirrlugeruin 0.0 
A. braun-blanqueiii 5.8  1.7 3.4 0.9 1.7 3.4 5.1 0.0 
A. mo/Ic 0.0 5.8  5.1 2.6 3.4 5.1 6.8 1.7 
A. valentinwn 14.7 20.7 14.7 3.4 4.3 5.1 5.1 8.5 3.4 
29.7 
A. sicu/wu 0.0 5.8 0.0 14.7 1.7 2.6 4.3 6.0 0.9 
0.0 
M. orontiwn 0.0 5.8 0.0 14.7 0.0  5.1 6.8 1.7 
M. calvcinu,n 2.9 8.8 2.9 17.7 2.9 2.9 6.8 8.5 3.4 
5.8 
Digitalis 5.8 11.7 5.8 20.8 5.8 5.8 8.8  5.1 
L. triornithophora 0.0 5.8 0.0 14.7 0.0 0.0 2.9 5.8  
or 
C. ,nura/i.v 
Table 4.4. cyc2 sequence variation within and between species. See Table 4.2 for details. 
The sequences being compared are 462-bp long. 
cyc2 	 A. in. subsp. 	A. graniricwn 	M. orontiwn 	Digitalis 
cirrhigeruin 
N=2 	 N=2 	 N=4 
A. in. suhsp. 0.0 2.9 2.1 	 5.6 
cirrhigerwn 20.1 
A. graniticwn 15.1 5.7 5.0 	 8.5 
10.0 
M. orontiujil 12.6 10.0 4.3 	 7.9 
10.0 
Digitalis 	 10.0 	 15.1 	 10.1 
Table 4.5. cyc4A sequence variation within and between species. See Table 4.2 for 
details. The sequences being compared are 71 1-bp long. 
cyc4A 	 A. in. suhsp. 	M. orontium. 	Digitalis 
cirrliigerum 	N=2 
N=2 
A. in. suhsp. cirrhigernin 	7.5 	 3.7 	 3.8 
19.9 
M. orontiuin 	 10.0 	 0.0 	 0.0 
0.0 
Digitalis 	 10.0 	 0.0 
For the cyclA, cyc2, and cyc4 genes, all Ka / Ks ratios, both within and between 
species, are less than one (Table 4.6). These ratios suggest that purifying selection is 
acting on these genes. For cyciB, however, both within or between populations, Ka / K 
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ratios higher than one are obtained for approximately 50% of the comparisons. Although 
22 nucleotide positions differ among the 14 cyciB sequences, 21 of these variable sites 
are singletons. The unique non-singleton nucleotide difference among the 14 cyciB 
sequences is a non-synonymous replacement site. Therefore, there is no evidence to 
support the view that cyciB sequences are different genes. 
Table 4.6. Proportions of Ka / K ratios higher than 1, within and between species, for the 




Number of K/ K >1 * Mean KI K, 	Number of K(, / K, >1 * Mean K / K 
comparisons 	 ratio § 	comparisons 	 ratio § 
cyclA 4 	 0 	0.27 	45 	0 	0.23 
cvclB 4 2 = 	 36 17 	- 
cyc2 3 0 0.33 	6 0 	0.46 
cyc4A 2 0 0.38 	3 0 	0.32 
* when more than one sequence was available for the same species, the average of the Ka 
/ K ratio was used; § the mean Ka / K ratios are the averages of the ratios that could be 
calculated, i.e. only the cases where K is non-zero. Altogether, for cyclA , cyc2 and cyc4, 
there were only two such cases between species, and two within species. For cyciB, Ka / 
K ratios were not calculated, because of heterogeneity of the values. 
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4.3.3. Genealogical relationships among the Scrophulariaceae TCP genes 
The relationships among the different Scrophulariaceae TCP- genes are shown in 
the gene tree in Figure 4.4. The sequences for each putative gene group together, and 
bootstrap values are high, supporting our interpretation that the different groups of 
sequences correspond to different genes. Because four of the five Scrophulariaceae genes 
analysed (cyclA, cyciB, cyc2, and cyc4A), are also found in Digitalis, these gene 
duplications must have occurred before the split between the lineages leading to Digitalis 
and Antirrhinum. No phylogenetic information based on molecular markers is available 
for çymbalaria and Linaria. However, based on morphological data, cymbalaria and 
Linaria species seem to be more closely related to Antirrhinum than to Digitalis (the first 
description of the genus Antirrhinum by Linnaeus in 1753 (cited in Sutton 1988), 
included species of Antirrhinum, Linaria and c'ymbalaria). Here I show that cyclA, 
cyciB, cyc2, and cyc4 are present in Cymbalaria muralis and Linaria triornithophora 
(Fig. 4.4). The Linaria vuigaris Lcyc gene has been reported to be the homologue of 
Antirrhinum cyc, but based on the Ks values between this gene and the Antirrhinum/ 
Misopates TCP genes, seems not to be the orthologue of any of the TCP genes described 
here (Fig. 4.4; the Ks values, after Jukes-Cantor correction, between Lcyc and cyclA, 
cyciB, cyc2, cyc3, and cyc4 are, respectively, 0.77, 0.75, 0.67, 1.17 and 1.12). 
The time of the divergence of Digitalis and Antirrhinum / Misopates can be 
roughly estimated to be 5 Myr, if I assume that Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae have 
been separated for 40 Myr (Xue et al 1996; see Discussion in Chapter 6) and that 
branch lengths in Figure 15B in Chase ci al (1993; see Appendix) are linearly related to 
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Fig. 4.4. Consensus neighbor-joining tree using Jukes-Cantor correction, showing the relationship among the different cyc 
related DNA sequences that have been studied (only the 468 bp sequence that is common to all the DNA sequences was 
used). Sequence names are according to Table 4.1. The numbers after the sequences names are sample codes. The length of 
the terminal branches are not proportional to the distance values, because branch lengths in the tree are proportional to the 
numbers of inferred nucleotide site changes according to the reconstruction rather than to the distance values. Percentages 
of bootstrap replicates supporting the branches are shown where the values exceed 75%. 
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these loci can be estimated, by dividing the K values between all Antirrhinum / Misopates 
sequences and the putative Digilcilispurpurea sequences of the same gene by 10 Myr 
(twice the estimated divergence time). The mutation rates per year were estimated as the 
average of these values, and are as follows: cyclA 2.7 x 10-9;  cyciB 1.0 x 10-9 ; cyc2 1.1 x 
10-9. However these mutation rates may be overestimates, since other phylogenies 
(Reeves and Olmstead 1998; Wolfe and dePamphilis 1998) have suggested an older date 
for the split between Digitalis and Aniirrhinum I Misopales. 
4.4. Discussion 
The data presented here are compatible with the presence of at least six TCP 
genes in Antirrhinum. There is no reason to believe that any of the TCP genes described 
in this work is a pseudogene. I have no direct evidence for expression, but none of the 
genes has any interruption of the open reading frame, and both within and between 
species the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site is usually much 
larger than the number of non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site 
(Tables 4.2 - 4.6), as expected for genes under purifying selection. 
Five duplication events, with different ages, must have occurred in the 
Antirrhinurn lineage. Assuming a molecular clock (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965) 
estimates for the age of the events can be obtained by dividing the average Ks values 
between the different genes by the average mutation rate for all the cyc genes (1.6 x 10-9) 
These estimates represent the minimum age of the duplications, since they assume 5 
Myr for the split of Digitalis and Antirrhinum / Misopcites. Using other estimates, the 
duplication events would be much older. The oldest duplication event occurred between 
cyc3 / cyc-IA / cycB / dich and cyc2 / cyclA / cyciB. I do not attempt to estimate the age 
of this event since the K, values are at saturation. The duplication event between cyc3 / 
cyc4 and also between cyc2 / (cyclA / cyciB) is then estimated to have occurred about 75 
MYA. This date can be compared with the time of the origin of the angiosperms, 
estimated to have occurred 160 - 348 MYA (with considerable uncertainty; see 
Goremykin et cii. 1997). However, no reliable angiosperm fossils older than 120 Myr 
have been found (Hickey and Doyle 1977; Doyle 1978). Therefore it is often assumed 
that the angiosperms began to radiate rapidly about 115 MYA (for further discussion see 
Li 1997). 
These old duplications predate the split of several plant families. A history of 
gene duplications, concerted evolution among the duplicate genes and loss events would, 
however, make it very difficult to infer orthology among the TCP genes of different plant 
families. The relationships of the Scrophulariaceae, Gesneriaceae, maize and Arabiclopsis 
TCP- genes, based on the TCP and R- domains are shown in Figure 4.5. The two 
domains comprise a small region of 129 bp and therefore it is unlikely that enough 
information exists to support the youngest gene duplications, namely cyclA and cyciB, 
cyc4B and dich in Scrophulariaceae and GcyclA and Gcyc]B in Gesneriaceae (Fig. 4.5). 
Multiple duplication events within each family group seem to have occurred. Although, 
the age of the split between Scrophulariaceae and Gesneriaceae is estimated to be only 20 
Myr (based on palaeontological evidence; cited in Citerne 1999; Muller 198 1) the TCP 
genes of these two families seem to have independent histories. However this may be the 
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Fig. 4.5. Neighbor-joining tree using Kimura two-parameter distance, showing the relationship among the different TCP-related 
DNA sequences of Scropbulariaceae, Gesneriaceae. Zea mays and Arcibiclopsis based on the TCP and R- domains. The two domains 
comprise a small region of 129 bp. Percentages of bootstrap replicates supporting the branches are shown where the values exceeded 
70%. 
The estimated age of the cyclA / cyciB duplication event is 7.5 MYA, suggesting 
that this duplication occurred after the split between the Scrophulariaceae and 
Callitrichaceae on one hand, and the Acanthaceae on the other hand (based on 
information in Chase ci al. 1993; see Appendix). No TCP genes have yet been 
characterised in these plant families. 
Estimates of the age of the duplication events depend heavily on the mutation 
rate used. If the mutation rates are underestimates, the ages of the duplication events are 
overestimated. Our mutation rate estimate (1.6 x 10-9 ; the average of the rates for the 
different cyc genes) is lower than those obtained for nuclear genes in short-lived 
monocotyledonous plants (5.1 -7.1 x io ;  Wolfe etal. 1989; Gaut el al. 1996), and in 
palms (2.61 x iO; Gaut etal. 1996), where it has been suggested that a generation-time 
effect may cause a reduced mutation rate. However, our estimate is similar to that 
obtained for the first published estimate for a dycotyledonous plant (Gossypiurn sp.; 
1.47-2.05 x 10; Small el al. 1999). 
Having irregular flowers is a derived characteristic that seems to have appeared 
much longer ago than the cyclA / cyciB gene duplication, just before the split between 
most Scrophulariales and the Lamiales (Chase ci al. 1993; see Appendix). The estimated 
75 Myr of divergence that separates the cyc4 / cyc3 and the cyc2 / (cyclA and cyciB) 
genes suggests that these duplications occurred before the diversification of the dade 
including Solanaceae, Cornaceae, Garriaceae, Ericaceae, and Hydrangeaceae (Chase etal. 
1993). All these families have regular flowers (Heywood 1985). Therefore there seems to 
be no correlation between flower shape and these gene duplications. 
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The existence of this moderately sized gene family could very easily have 
escaped our notice, had I not examined diversity within the study species. Paralogous 
loci with very different sequences (such as cyclA, cyciB, and cyc2 versus cyc3 and cyc4) 
will become evident as soon as sequence data are collected, but sequences that are similar 
(such as cyclA and cyciB, and cyc4A and cyc4B) will often be assumed to be allelic 
variants of a single locus. It should be noted that within each gene sequence group several 
differences were observed, the majority of them being singletons. It is not known to what 
extent they represent nucleotide mis-incorporations during PCR amplification, since only 
one clone for each sequence was obtained. Different genes have very similar sequences, 
and therefore gene specific primers are difficult to design. Therefore direct sequencing is 
not possible. Many clones must be sequenced for each individual in order to eliminate 
PCR mis-incorporation, otherwise consensus sequences may be chimeras between very 
similar genes. TCP genes are thus unsuitable for detailed studies of sequence diversity, 
divergence, and phylogenetic analyses. 
It is widely recognised that orthologous genes must be compared for phylogenetic 
inferences (e.g., Li 1997), as well as for the study of within-species diversity. Southern 
blotting studies are often used to provide evidence for orthology but definitive evidence 
is not always generated, because this approach relies on the assumption that sequences 
flanking the genes will differ. This may not always be the case, especially for very recent 
duplications as found in this study. At present, data on rates of accumulation of 
diversity in sequences flanking plant genes are few, apart from evidence for high 
diversity at maize and teosinte loci (Sanmiguel el at. 1997; Wang et at. 1999) and in the 
flanking regions of some self-incompatibility loci (Coleman and Kao 1992; Boyes el at. 
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1997). It is not widely realised how much work may be needed to obtain good evidence 
for orthology, nor is there widespread awareness that, perhaps unlike the situation in 
Drosophila, small gene families are of common occurrence among plant nuclear loci (e.g., 
Galloway et al. 1998). 
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Chapter 5 
Low diversity and divergence in the fill gene family of Antirrhinum. 
5.1. Introduction 
In the first attempt to estimate the level of DNA diversity in the genus 
Antirrhinwn, and test for an effect of the breeding system on diversity, I have used the 
cycloidea (cyc) genes (Chapter 4). On average, the nucleotide site diversity (it, Nei 1987) 
was found to be 1.23%, with values ranging from 0 to 4.34% for different species. These 
diversity values were obtained using samples taken from several different populations of 
a species rather than from within single populations. Due to difficulties of defining 
orthologous genes in the TCP gene family, detailed sequence diversity studies could not 
be performed, and some of the highest it values were suspected to be caused by the 
presence of further unidentified TCP genes. The sequences obtained for several cyc loci 
were very little diverged between several Antirrhinum species and Digitalis (Chapter 4). 
The estimated nucleotide substitution rates for the cyc genes are lower than most other 
estimates for plant nuclear genes (based on several genes in monocotyledonous plants, 
see Gaut et al. 1996), but similar to an estimate from another dicotyledonous plant 
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(Gossypiuni sp.; Small et al. 1999). Since different cyc genes have probably been pooled, 
even these low nucleotide substitution rates are overestimates. 
Several factors, including hybridisation among Antirrhinurn species (Mather 
1947; Harrison and Darby 1955; Herrmann 1973), as well as recent evolution of the 
species in this genus, could account for the low divergence. An unusually high level of 
constraint could also explain both the low diversity and divergence observed. In order to 
examine these issues more fully it is therefore desirable to obtain data on a single-copy 
gene, and to include regions expected to differ in constraint, such as introns and flanking 
regions. In plants, data on flanking sequences are currently very scanty and, in nuclear 
genes, variation in introns is often lower than silent variation in coding regions (reviewed 
by Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1998). This pattern is also observed in Drosophila 
where intron regions are, on average, less variable and diverge less than synonymous sites 
(Moriyama and Powell 1996; Bauer and Aquadro 1997). 
The fill gene has been cloned and sequenced in Antirrhinum tn a] us (Nacken et al. 
1991). It was described as a single-copy gene encoding a putative protein of 93 amino 
acids (Nacken el al. 1991) with one intron of 266 bp. This putative protein may be 
involved in cell wall formation of the cells of the filaments at the bases of the petals. 
Sequence data are available for 1.8 kb upstream of the transcription start site and 0.4 kb 
downstream of the polyadenylation site, so this gene seemed a good choice for DNA 
variability studies. I have therefore analysed the level of nucleotide variation in a 652 bp 
region that includes 38% of the coding region, the intron, and a portion of the 3' non- 
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coding region. Three geographically distinct populations of Antirrhinum majus subsp 
cirrhigeruin, one population of A. n7q/us subsp linkianum, and one population of A. 
graniticum, that have different breeding systems were studied. 
We show here thatjIll belongs to a gene family of at least five genes, which I 
named fl/lA 1,11/lA 2, fl/lA 3,Jil] B, and fl/iC. Some members of this gene family are very 
similar and can differ in just one mdcl (in the intron) or a single nucleotide. I do not know 
whether these genes are arranged in tandem or are dispersed in the genome. Very low 
nucleotide diversity is observed for all the five genes, even in silent and intron sites. Low 
divergence is also observed for all fill genes between Digitalis and Antirrhinum. For three 
of these genes I also obtained a sequence from Verbascum nigrum. Compared with 
Aniirrhinuin, there is very little divergence, the sequences being identical in two of the 
cases. 
5.2. Material and Methods 
Plant Material 
Table 5.1 shows the sub-set of Antirrhinum populations and species I use in this 
Chapter. One individual of Digitalis purp urea was collected in the field in Portugal 
(Braganca; code digitalisB), and the other was a wild individual collected in the UK 
(Edinburgh; code digitalisE). Verbascum nigrum leaves were collected from a wild 
individual growing on the Edinburgh University campus. 
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Table 5. 1. Antirrhinurn species, code names and mating system. 
Antiri-hinuin Species 	 Population code Mating system 
niajus subsp. cirrhigerum cirrhigerumAve 	Self-compatible 
cirrhigerurnGala Largely self-compatible 
cirrhigerumMuel Largely self- incompatible 
majus subsp. linkian urn 	linkianurn 	Partially self- incompatible 
grcinitiduln 	 graniticumB 	Self-incompatible 
DNA Extraction and PCR Amplification 
Genomic DNA was prepared from leaves of individual plants using the method 
of Ingram etal. (1997). TheJill gene sequence in GenBank (accession number X57296) 
was used to construct the following primers (all positions are relative to the fill start 
codon): Fl (position 176) and F2 (position 809) (Table 5.2). Additional primers based 
on our new sequences for each of thejI/1 genes (see Results) were also used (Table 5.2). 
The primer combination AGAG (designed to amplify sequences with the insertion at 
position 341; Fig. 5.1) combined with F2 specifically amplifiesjIllAl, AGAA (designed 
to amplify sequences without the insertion at position 341; Fig. 5.1) combined with F2 
arnpliflesjlllA2 and Jl/1A3, Fl plus BR (designed to amplify sequences with a G at 
position 630; Fig. 5.1) specifically amplifiesfl/JB, and CF (designed to amplify 
sequences with the insertion at position 283; Fig. 5.1) plus F2 specifically amplifies 
fill C. Standard amplification conditions were 30 cycles of denaturation at 94° C for 30s, 
primer annealing at 51° C for 30 s, and primer extension at 72° C for 2 mm. Negative 
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controls (PCR cocktail with no genomic DNA added) were included in all PCR 
amplifications and never yielded PCR products. Since only one Verbascum nigrurn 
individual was used, DNA was extracted independently from several leaves and treated 
as different samples. The PCR of these samples always gave the same amplification 
products. 
Table 5.2. Primers used in this study 
Forward primers 
Fl 5' CCGCCCTTCAGTCCGTAGA 3' 
AGAG 5' CCTTACAAAAAACTTAGAG 3' 
AGAA 5' CCTTACAAAAAACTTAGAA 3' 
CF 5'GTGGTGGTGAGCCTAAACT 3' 
Reverse primers 
F2 5' ATGTCTATTCTTTCTTGGA 3' 
BR 5' AGTACATGATTCAGCACAC 3' 
Cloning and Sequencing 
The PCR products amplified using Fl and F2 were cloned into the pCR 2.1 
vector, using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen). DNA sequencing was performed with an 
Applied Biosystems model 377 DNA sequencing system with the ABI PRISM BigDye 
cycle-sequencing Kit (Perkin Elmer), using the primers for the M13 forward and M13 
reverse priming sites of the pCR 2.1 vector. When specific primers were used, there is 
very low DNA variability in the region of the genes analysed (see Results), so DNA 
sequencing was performed directly from the PCR product. Very rarely, superimposed 
in 
ladders were observed, and in these cases the PCR products were cloned and sequenced 
as described above. 
Analyses of the Sequences 
The DNA sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession numbers AY007994 - 
008028 for Jl/]A 1, AY008029-008060 forjll]A2, AY00806 1-008064 for J111A3, 
AY008065-008080 forJIllB, and AY008081-008086 forf11JC). The nucleotide 
sequences to be compared were aligned using ClustalX v. 1.64b (Thompson el al. 1997), 
and minor manual adjustments were performed using SeqPup v. 0.6f. The average 
number of synonymous and nonsynonynous differences between pairs of sequences (it; 
Nei 1987) were calculated using the DnaSP software (Rozas and Rozas 1997). For the 
analyses of codon usage bias I collected 52 sequences of Aniirrhinurn nuclear genes from 
GenBank (see Table 5.3 for accession numbers). I searched for the presence of potential 
conserved RNA helices conserved in the Jill genes using the program PIRANAH 1.1 
(Parsch c/ cii. 2000). The program's default values were used. As will be seen, thejiil 
genes have similar sequences in the different species studied. I were therefore unable to 
use covariation between pairs of sites to detect regions of sequence likely to form helical 
structures. Instead, I used the alignment of the Ji1JA,Jii]B, and JiliC genes (see below). 
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Table 5.3. ENC for 52 Antirrhinum majus genes. 
Gene Ace, number ENC Gene Ace, number ENC 
bZIPI Y13675 32.62 cyclin! X76122 54.60 
p1/2 X71782 36.18 DAG X95753 54.65 
ubiquizin X67957 38.69 S2-Rnase X96465 55.06 
DEFH49 X95467 46.01 cvc4 AF146875 55.25 
GAPD!-! X59517 47.50 c/is X03710 55.31 
cdc2c X97639 47.94 fop  Y14858 55.60 
glohosa X68831 48.46 S4-Rnase X96466 55.63 
squaniosa X63701 49.95 cvclB AF 146849 55.90 
bZIP2 Y!3676 50.30 S5-Rnase X96464 56.39 
squamosa-promoter- X92079 50.49 fin S7 I! 92 56.62 
binding-protein 2 
fiip2 Y14857 50.53 cdc2d X97640 56.77 
DEF/-1125 Y!0750 50.59 ACSI AF083814 56.77 
cdc2a X97637 52.28 mix/a X79108 56.91 
waxy AJ006293 52.33 hnp'J AJ236702 57.21 
DEFH72 X95468 52.44 TAP! X57295 57.46 
ccic2b X97638 53.25 cvc Y16313 57.53 
DEFH200 X95469 53.35 TAP2 X55434 57.68 
PHYB/D U08143 53.43 cyclin2 X76123 57.86 
magnesium che/atase X73144 53.56 plena S53900 58.58 
ACS2 AF083815 53.61 cyc2 AF146868 58.97 
Del M84913 53.75 cyc3 AF146873 59.50 
pa//ida X15536 53.91 ji/2 X76995 60.20 
GTPase Y17899 54.06 PHYE U08144 60.31 
f/a M55525 54.40 SAP! AJ132349 60.48 
dejiciens X52023 54.53 phan AJ005586 60.63 
DE FA X62810 54.54 ACS3 AF083816 60.77 
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5.3. Results 
5.3.]fill is a Gene Fcunily, 
Using primers Fl and F2, a PCR amplification product with the expected size 
(652 bp) was obtained. This was cloned and sequenced in several individuals of the three 
A. inajus subsp cirrigherum populations (11 cirrhigerumAve, 11 cirrhigerumGala, 12 
cirrhigerumMuel individuals) and three individuals of A. majus subsp linkianum (Table 
5.4). The sequences cluster into three groups (A, B, and C) that differ by several 
nucleotide differences (Fig. 5.1; type A and B are similar in size and type C is longer). 
For these sequences D' (the scaled linkage disequilibrium between pairs of informative 
sites; Lewontin 1964) is always 1, which is unlikely for allelic variants (Miyashita and 
Langley 1988). Furthermore, it was possible to amplify all three types of sequences (A, 
B, and C) from every individual analysed (a minimum of five individuals of each 
Antirrhirnim species; Table 5.4) using specific primers for each sequence type (see 
Material and Methods). This is incompatible with the Jill gene being single-copy. I will 
refer to these genes asJlliA,JI11B and J11JC. 
These three genes were all found to be present in both Digitalis plants as well as 
Antirrhinurn. The gene duplications that gave rise to this gene family must therefore pre-
date the split between these genera. TheJIli sequence in GenBank is most similar to 
fl/iA, differing in only four nucleotides in the intron region that are fixed among theJil]A 
sequences (Fig. 5. 1), but they are not necessarily the same locus. Note that theflhi 
GenBank sequence is a composite of the sequence of a cDNA clone (coding region) and a 
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Fig, 5.!, (A) Schematic diagram or /1/i GenBank sequence. Boxes represent exons, the solid line the intron, and the dotted line the 3' non- flanking sequence (modified From Nacken ci al. 1991). The 652 bp region analysed is indicated by a double 
head arrow. (B)Variable Sites oUfill - like genes. Dots represent the same nucleotide as in the lirst sequence, dashes indicate deletions, i indicate insertions (the numbers in brackets represent the size oI'the insertion: position 283-
AAACTCTTTATCTCCCCT: 341- AG: 505-TI': 534- TT: and 800 GiA), and/indicate polymorphic sites On the case 0171//B they are putative sites: see text). The only two mutations (sites 201 and 237) l'ound in the coding region are synonymous. 
Table 5,4. Summary of the DNA sequences obtained. All the putative loci have been detected in every plant listed, and the individuals from 
which sequences were obtained are indicated in the table. 
Population 	Plain fillA I iillA2 	fillA3 fiIlB 	fillC 
(617 bp)* (615 bp)* 	(615 bp)': (618 bp): 	(636 bp)* 
ciThiSerum Ave 	2 S S 
3 S S 
4 S 
5 S 







ciri'higerumGala 	I S 
2 S S 




















linkianum 	I S S S0 
2 S S Si; 
S i  
4 S(468bp) S 
5 S (468 bp) S0 
6 S(468 bp) Si; 
8 S(468 bp) S (466 bp) SO 	 S 
Sr  
9 5 
10 S(468bp) S(466bp) 
11 S S 
12 S(468bp) S(466bp) S 	 S 
14 S(466bp) S 	 S 
grattiticurn 	I ST )436 bp) 
2 S (468 bp) S (466 bp) 	S (466 bp) 
4 S (468 hp) 5 (466 bp) 	S S (436 hp) 
5T(436 bp( 
5 5 r (436 bp) 
8 5 (468 bp) 5 (466 bp) S5 (436 bp) 
digitalis 5 (468 bp) S (466 bp( 	S (466 bp( S 	 S (544 bp) 
ST 
verhascum S (468 bp) S (466 bp) 	5 (466 bp) 
S indicates individuals for which sequences have been obtained. For fl/lB. subscripts indicate the nucleotide present at the only variable site (nucleotide position 498; see 
Results). * The size of the sequenced DNA fragment (primers not included). In some cases, shorter sequences were determined and their size is indicated in brackets. 
j7//Al,JiIA2,fl/1A3, fl//B. and fl/IC sequences svei-e obtained (after cloning) using primers Fl and F2. The shorter sequences were obtained using the following primer 
combinations: AGAG and F2 tbrfl//Al: AGAA and F2 (after cloning) for /i/142 and fl/1A3: Fl and BR (after cloning) for fl/lB ; and CF and F2 forji/IC (see Material 
and Methods). 
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be a chimera of two different genes. Other aspects of the data suggest thatJIllA, and fl/lB 
sequences may not represent a single gene. I next consider these for each gene in turn. 
(i)JlllA 
Using primers Fl and F2, all of the A. rncijus subsp. cirrhigerum individuals 
yielded fl/lA sequences (Table 5.4). Shorter sequences were also obtained with specific 
primers for li/lA (see Material and Methods) for seven linkianum and three graniticumB 
plants. Among all these sequences, only two nucleotide variants were observed (one 
mdcl and one nucleotide difference; Fig. 5.1). It was therefore unexpected to obtain three 
different types of fl/lA sequences from single individuals. Type 1 has an insertion of two 
nucleotides (AG), at position 341-342, not present in type 2 and 3; type 2 (like type 1) 
has a C at position 693 that is a T in type 3 (Fig. 5.1). There must thus be at least two 
differentfl/1A genes. However, from this result alone it is impossible to determine which 
types (if any) are allelic. 
I next studied two further species: Digitalis purpurea and Verbascurn nigrurn. 
Both yielded a PCR amplification product with the expectedflilA size (506 bp) when 
primers AGAG in combination with F2 were used (these primers should specifically 
amplify the fl/lA type 1 sequence; see Materials and Methods). When these 
amplification products were sequenced and compared with the Antirrhinum sequences, 
they were identical. Similarly, the PCR reaction with AGAA and F2 (for fl/lA 2 and 
fl/lA 3) yielded in both Digitalis and Verbascum an amplification product of the expected 
size (504 bp). This was cloned, since this primer combination amplifies both type 2 and 
3 . However, types 2 and 3 can be distinguished by a fixed difference in a TspRl 
restriction site present in type 3 but not in type 2. Both types of clones were identified 
for these two species and sequenced. Again the sequences of type 3 clones from Digitalis 
and Verbascum were identical to the Antirrhinum sequences. Sequences of type 2 from 
these species were identical to one of two type 2 Antirrhinum sequences (Fig. 5.1). The 
presence of identical sequences inAntirrhinuni, Digitalis, and Verbascum for each of 
these three types strongly su°°ests that they correspond to three different genes. 
(ii)Jill B 
fl/lB sequences from seven A. mail/s subsp. linkianum individuals were obtained 
with the Fl and F2 primers, and five shorter sequences from four graniticumB 
individuals were obtained with specific primers forJI/JB (Table 5.4). In both sets of 
plants, two types of sequences were found, with several of each being observed (Table 
5.4). They differ at a single nucleotide site (position 498, see Fig. 5.1). Both types of 
sequences were also found in Digitalis. There is therefore either an ancestral shared 
polymorphism or two genes. There are no restriction enzymes that recognise the 
difference at position 498, and it is difficult to design specific primers that would 
differentiate these two putative genes. 
5.3.2. Variability Within and Between the Antirrhinum Species 
For fl/IA], all sequences are identical both within and between populations and 
species (Table 5.4). This includes coding, intron, and 3' flanking non-coding regions. For 
JlI]A2, the sequences from cirrhigerumAve, cirrhigerumGala, and linkianurn (Table 5.4) 
were identical in all regions. The only variant found forJlllA2 is a single variable site in 
the 3' flanking non-coding region in two out of the eight sequences from cirrhigerumMuel 
individuals, but no diversity was found in the coding or the intron regions. For this region 
it (Nei 1987) is 0.00164 for A. mcij us taken as a whole. 
The Il/iC sequences (from five linkianum individuals and one Digitalis) were 
identical. Because of the extremely low sequence variability found in the studies just 
described, I did not pursue the study of variability in the other Antirrhinum species. 
5.4. Discussion 
5.4.1. Evidence for aJIli Gene Family 
Data from the A rabidopsis thaliana genome sequence has revealed that gene 
families are common in this plant, despite its small DNA content (Delseny et al. 1997; 
Lin ci al. 1999; Terryn ci al. 1999), and many gene families are known in other 
angiosperms. In the Scrophulariaceae, only a few studies have characterised elements of 
gene families (Iturriaga ci' al. 1996; Florea and Timko 1997; Delavault ci al. 1998). Gene 
families may include both members with very different sequences, and members with 
similar DNA sequences. Therefore detailed nucleotide studies are needed in order to 
establish orthology. This is very important in population genetics and evolutionary 
analyses since both nucleotide polymorphism and divergence can be overestimated if 
paralogous genes are pooled (Gaut 1998). 
In this Chapter, I show thatjlll (previously described as a single-copy gene; 
Nacken ci al. 199 1) is a gene family of at least five genes. J111A,JlilB and fl/iC are quite 
different, and establishing that they are different genes required only PCR reactions in 
several individuals of different species using primers specific for these sequences. 
Digesting the PCR amplification product with several restriction enzymes would also 
have revealed the presence of the three groups of genes (with all sequences present in 
every plant examined). This approach can reveal heterogeneity in the PCR product, even 
for genes more similar than JIJIA,jIi]B and 11/iC genes. However when the different 
members of  gene family are very similar in sequence (as in the case of J11JA1,JiliA2, and 
jIllA3) this approach will not work. A substantial amount of molecular work is then 
required to establish orthology, but the repeated presence of multiple sequences in the 
same individual, as I found forJlllA, is sufficient to establish the presence of more than 
one gene. 
Comparisons between species may also help establish orthology. The rationale is 
that, after the split of two species, shared neutral polymorphisms are expected to be 
retained for a limited time before being fixed by genetic drift. Clark (1997) showed that 
retention for 3.8 Ne generations (where Ne is the effective population size) is expected 
only 5% of the time. Such tests require information on both the phylogenetic 
relationships of the group and the times of origination of the taxa. For the 
Scrophulariaceae, no fossil data have yet been reported and therefore no direct estimate is 
available of the time of origin of this family. Divergence times can however, be estimated 
using molecular data. Molecular phylogenetic studies of several chloroplast genes 
suggests that Antirrhinurn and Digitalis belong to one dade, while Verbascurn belongs to 
a different one (Olmstead and Reeves 1995; Wolfe and dePamphilis 1998; Soltis and 
Soltis 2000) and this division seems to be one of the oldest within Scrophulariaceae. 
However bootstrap values supporting these two clades are not high, ranging from less 
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than 50% (in a combined analysis of two chloroplast genes and the nuclear 18S rDNA 
genes; Soltis et al. 1999) to 74 (in a combined data set of rbcL and ndhF; Olmstead and 
Reeves 1995; see Discussion in Chapter 2). Assuming a molecular clock (Zuckerkandl 
and Pauling 1965) and a divergence of 40 My between Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae 
(Xue el al. 1996), the age of the split between Aniirrhinum and Verbascum can be 
estimated from the silent site divergence between orthologous chloroplast genes of 
Aniirrhinurn, Verbascuni and Solanaceae. From the three genes, nd/iF, irnL, and rbcL, the 
average estimated divergence time between Antirrhinum and Verbascum is 22 My (22.2 
My for ndhF 26.2 My for irnL; 17.6 My for rbcL). 
5.4.2. Low Nucleolide Diversily within A. majus and A. granhlicum 
Out of the five putative loci sequenced, no variability was found for three loci 
(jl!JA],Jl!1A3 and li/iC) in either the coding, intron or 3' flanking regions, although I 
sequenced multiple plants sampled from two species, including three different A. rnajtls 
subsp. cirrhigeruin populations and one population of A. majtls subsp. linkianurn (Table 
5.4). For the fl/1A2 gene, only one variable site was found in two cirrhigerumMuel 
sequences in the 3' flanking region. What could account for the low diversity of thefiu]-
like gene family? I consider in turn three possibilities. 
(i)fill genes may be located in regions of low recombination 
Regional factors, such as recombination rates may influence the observed levels of 
gene variability. A positive correlation between DNA variation and local recombination 
rates have been found in several organisms (see Chapter 1). The low level of DNA 
variation observed in the Jill genes in the Antirrhinum species studied could therefore be 
due to the genes all being located in a region of low recombination. Members of many 
other plant multi-gene families are clustered in tandem arrays (Yamaguchi -Shinozaki et al. 
1990; Sutliff ci al. 1991; Kanazin ci al. 1996; Rabinowicz et al. 1999; Grant el al. 2000; 
Pan ci al. 2000), so it is possible that the Antirrhinum fill genes all lie in the same 
genomic region. However, I have no evidence on whether this is true. To test for the 
effect of local recombination rates on diversity, both genetic and physical maps of the 
chromosomes are required, and such data are not yet available for any Aniirrhinurn 
species. However, this explanation seems unlikely since it does not account for the low 
divergence between different species. Moreover, the same pattern of low diversity was 
also found in the TCP gene family (Chapter 4). 
(ii) Codon usage bias 
Non-random usage of synonymous codons is observed in genomes of many 
species (reviewed by Sharp etal. 1993). The patterns of base composition can be 
roughly divided into two categories: a) trends across the genome at various scales and b) 
distinctions among functional classes of sites within genes (Akashi et al. 1998). Either of 
these could in principle explain the low variability and low divergence observed in theji!l 
and TCP gene families. A common inverse measure of this bias is the effective number of 
codons (ENC; Wright 1990). This measure ranges from 20 (only one codon used in each 
synonymous codon group) to 61 (all synonymous codons equally used in each codon 
group). The average ENC value for the 52 Antirrhinum genes is 53.68 (Table 5.3). The 
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4) is 56.83, higher than the average. Therefore there is no evidence that these genes are 
more constrained than the average. Short sequences (less than 100 amino acids), such as 
the fill genes cannot be analysed because the sample size for each amino acid is small and 
the results for any amino acid will not be accurate (Moriyama and Powell 1997). 
Another simple commonly used estimate of codon usage bias is the G+C level at 
third position of codons. This index is sensitive neither to rare amino acids nor to short 
coding regions (Chiapello etal. 1998). However it is not very informative since it is a 
mean value that does not provide details of codon usage in a gene. The GO values of the 
52 Antirrhinum genes examined range from 37.4 to 71.1 % (Fig. 5.2). For the fill 
GenBank sequence the GO content is 56.0 and the cyc genes family about 50 (cyc 50.5; 
cyciB 49.2; cyc2 49.6; cyc3 50.0; cyc4 48.7 ). Therefore neither the fill nor the cyc-like 
genes seem to be highly biased. Furthermore, our observation that variability is low at 
silent sites, intron sites and in the 3' flanking region, as well as in coding regions, 
indicates that constraints due to codon usage are not the full explanation of our findings. 
Fig. 5.2. Distribution of 52 coding sequences of Antirihinuni according to GO levels. 
(iii) RNA secondary structure 
Sequence conservation in theft] gene family could, in principal, be due to 
constraints imposed by mRNA structure, which can affect rnRNA localisation, stability 
and translation (Macdonald and Struhi 1988; Mullner and Kuhn 1988; Macdonald 1990; 
Pandey ci al. 1994). I therefore tested for the presence of conserved RNA helices in the 
Jill gene sequences (see Material and Methods). I found no evidence for helices. 
5.4.3. Low divergence between gene sequences from the different species 
Low divergence between species is observed for the five Jill genes. The same was found 
for TCP genes of Aniirrhinum and Digitalis (Chapter 4) and also for four other genes in 
Antirrhinum and Verbascum nigrum (see also Chapter 6). It is unclear whether the same 
factor causes both low polymorphism and low sequence divergence. Location of the 
genes in regions of low recombination cannot account for the low divergence levels. 
Genes in regions of low recombination tend to have low bias (Klirnan and Hey 1993; 
Corneron ci at. 1999; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999) and should therefore show more 
synonymous substitutions per site than genes in regions of normal recombination 
(Munte ci al. 1997). It is also unlikely that codon bias could explain both low 
polymorphism and divergence since there is no sign of different rates of divergence in 
regions of putatively different constraint (such as 5' flanking regions, intron, 
synonymous and replacement sites). 
Concerted evolution also cannot account for the observed low divergence. The 
substitution rate of alleles in a multigene family is expected to be the same as for single-
copy genes (Nagylaki 1983; Walsh 1985). Nor does it account for low polymorphism 
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within species. Gene conversion and/or unequal crossing-over, particularly if the genes 
are a tandem array, could explain the similarity of the differentji/I-like genes. Theoretical 
models show that these mechanisms can be important in maintaining sequence 
homogeneity among repeated genes (Nagylaki and Petes 1982; Ohta 1981, 1984) which 
may be almost identical within a species (see, for instance, Zimmer el al. 1980). A 
detailed characterisation of the number and location of the repeated genes would be of 
interest, but such data are not available for any of the genes under study, for either 
Antirrhinuin or any other gene family in the Scrophulariaceae. However, there is evidence 
for inter-locus exchange in the alcohol dehydrogenase gene family in grasses (Gaut et al. 
1999) and also in the chalcone synthase genes of millet (Oberhoizer et al. 2000) and it 
may therefore be an important aspect of plant genome evolution. 
A possible resolution of the puzzle presented by these data is that these genes or 
species have an unusually low mutation rate. Since the recombination rate in the region 
where a gene is located does not affect the silent substitution rate, each gene gives an 
independent estimate of the mutation rate, assuming neutrality (Aquadro e/ al. 1994). It 
is not possible to get absolute rate estimates, because there is no good estimate of the age 
of the Scrophulariaceae. Nevertheless, since the Antfrrhinum and Verbascurn Jill-like 
genes are very similar, even a recent origin of the Scrophulariaceae would give rates much 
lower than the lowest estimates yet published for other nuclear genes (in 
monocotyledonous palms, Wolfe ci al. 1989; Gaut et al. 1996 and the dicotyledonous 
plant Gossypiuin, Small ci al. 1999). 
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Chapter 6 
Low rates of silent substitution in nuclear genes of two distantly 
related Scrophulariaceae (A ntirrhi,i urn and Verbascurn) 
6.1. Introduction 
In Aniirrhinum, detailed studies of DNA sequence diversity and divergence of 
genes of TCP andjull gene families have revealed a puzzling pattern of little variation 
within species, and low divergence between several Aniirrhinum species and Digitalis 
purpurea (Chapter 4 and 5). For twofill genes where orthologous Verbascurn nigruin 
sequences were obtained, low levels of divergence were also observed (Chapter 5). This 
was unexpected, though low levels of sequence divergence have sometimes been found in 
other morphologically distinct plants (Hodges and Arnold 1994, 1995; Aceto et al. 1999; 
Wagstaff et al. 1999). The species studied differ in morphology and life forms, and the 
Aniirrhinum species studied have different breeding systems. Moreover, allozyme 
divergence has been found in A. lopesianum, A. mollissimum and A. microphyllurn 
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(Mateu-Andres 1999) and other Scrophulariaceae (Elisens and Crawford 1988; Hamrick 
and Godt 1990; Ritland 1989; Elisens 1992; Elisens and Nelson 1993). 
In the case of the intronless cyc- like genes, only the coding region was analysed, 
and it was therefore possible that the low diversity and divergence observed was due to 
an unusually high level of constraint on the coding sequences. However in the case of the 
fill- like genes, similar results were obtained for both intron and 3' non-coding regions. 
This suggests that an unusual level of constraint is not the explanation for the low 
diversity and divergence. Furthermore, both fill and cyc- like genes have low codon usage 
bias, compared with other Anihirrinuin genes (Chapter 5), so there is no evidence 
suggesting severe constraints in their sequences. 
The low divergence observed for these two gene families between the sequences 
in Aniirrhinuni, Digitalis and Verbascuni could be partially explained if the species 
analysed were closely related. In the glasshouse, species of Antirrhinum (A. 
ineonanih urn, A. mains subsps linkianuin, A. majus, A. mo//c, A. glulinosurn, A. iatifolium, 
A. hispanicum, A. barrelieri) can hybridise easily, yielding viable progeny (Mather 1947; 
Harrison and Darby 1995; Rothmaler 1956) and this is common in the Scrophulariaceae 
(Elisens 1992). Phylogenetic studies using chloroplast gene sequences are consistent with 
Digitalis and Antirrhinum being closely related (both belong to the Scroph II dade). 
However, Verbciscurn (which belongs to the Scroph I dade) should not be closely related 
to either Antirrinum or Digitalis (Olmstead and Reeves 1995; Wolfe and dePamphilis 
1998; Soltis and Soltis 2000; but see Soltis cal.  1999 and Discussion in Chapter 2). 
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It is, therefore, unclear why the Jill and cyc gene families show low divergence 
between Aniiurhinurn and Verbascurn. It is also unknown whether this is general, or a 
feature of a particular group of genes. 
In order to study the generality of the low divergence among nuclear genes of the 
Scrophulariaceae, I searched GenBank for pairs of homologous genes from Antirrhinurn 
and at least one other in species of Scrophulariaceae in orther to see whether they could 
be orthologous. Pairs were found from A. majus, Digitalis lana/a, Striga herrnonihica, 
Cra/erosligina plant cigine urn, Paulownici kawakarnii, Torenia hybrida, Alonsoa 
inericlionalis and Asarina barclaiana species. None of the seven gene pairs found could 
be considered orthologous, suggesting that gene families may be common. I also obtained 
further sequences in Antirrhinuin and Verbascurn for the J112,far, globosa and Adh genes. 
1172 is a flower-specific gene that encodes a protein of the extracellular matrix with a 10 
amino acid LRR signal peptide at the N-terminus (Steinmayr et al. 1994). BlastX search 
reveals thatJll2 is a poly galacturonase gene. Farinelli (fir) and globosa are floral 
homeotic genes that control petal and stamen development, fir belongs to class C and 
globosa to class B of MADS-box genes (Trobner ci' al. 1992; Davies et al. 1999). Here, I 
show that in Antirrhinum all these genes belong to gene families. For four genes belonging 
to the JI12,far, and globosa gene families, identical sequences were obtained from 
Verbascurn. I also sequenced alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) genes in these taxa, and again 
found a gene family. For the Adh genes, an apparent history of repeated gene duplication 
and loss of elements made the establishment of orthology impossible. 
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6.2. Material and Methods 
Plant material and DNA extraction 
Leaves of Antirrhinuin majtis ssp cirrhigeruin were collected in the field in the 
North of Portugal (Aveiro) in 1997 (Table 3.1 in Chapter 3). Verbascum nigruni, V. 
ihapsus and Digitalis purpurea leaves were collected from wild individuals growing on 
the Edinburgh University campus. Genomic DNA was prepared from leaves of 
individual plants using the method of Ingram et al. (1997). 
PCR amplification 
Based on the GenBank sequences offil2,ftirinelli (far), and globosa (accession 
numbers X76995, AJ239057, and X68831 respectively), primers were designed for these 
genes (Table 6.1). The regions analysed for each of these genes are shown in part A of 
Figures 6.1- 6.3.1112 is known to be a gene family in a number of species including 
tomato, melon, maize and willow (Hadfield and Bennett 1998; Futamura ci al. 2000). 
Homologues offar and globosa have also been described as belonging to gene families 
(Kramer et al. 1998; Yu ci al. 1999; Theissen et al. 2000). However, among Antirrhinum 
sequences in GenBank, only/ar shares homology with any other Antirrhinum gene (in 
this case plena). Therefore primers were designed to amplify onlyfar. Since our work 
revealed that these genes are members of gene families inAniirrhinurn, additional primers 
were designed based on the new sequences obtained (see Results). To avoid amplifying 
multiple members of these gene families, semi-nested PCR (Cubas et al. 1999b) was 
carried out on the product of the initial PCR reactions with further internal primers. 
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Aniirrhinum Adh sequences were not available in GenBank. Therefore, conserved 
regions of 20 bp were identified based on the alignment of Adh], Adh2, and Adh3 genes 
from other dicotyledon species (Solanum tuberosum M25154, M25153, M25152; 
Leavenworihia slylosa AFO3 7564; AF03 7558; AF03 7560; Leavenworthia crassci 
AF037563). Primers adA and adB (see Table 6,1) were designed for these regions. These 
primers amplify a small region (392 bp) corresponding to part of exon 4 in Arabidopsis 
iha/icina (D63464). 
Table 6. 1. Primers used in this study 
Gene 	Primers 	 Position relative 
to the start codon 
11/2 Fi12A 5' CGACTTCCACCTCTTCTCC 3' 216 
Fi12B 5' TCCAACGACGATAAACTGT 3' 1042 
(X76995) 
fi12-1R 5' GGAGGGATCGAGCCACTAAA 3' 
fi12-2R 5' GGAGGGATCGAGCCACTGAG 3' 
far FarF 5'ACAAGAAAGCATCATCAGA 3' 3218 
FarR 5' CTTGGCTCGCAGATACTGG 3' 4116 
(AJ2)9057) 
Farl F 5' CTCAGGTACTTTAGTTTTT 3' 
g/obosa G1oF1 5' ATTTTGTTTTGAGGGACTA 3' 1434 
GlobR 5' GGCTTTGATTCTCCTCCTC 3' 2279 
(X6881) 
Glogape 5' CTTTCCCATCATTTTTATTA 3' 
Adh 	adA 	5' ATTGTGGAGAGTGTTGGAGA3' 
adB 	5' CCAAGTCCAAAAACAGCAAC 3' 
VI 	5' AAAGGAAGGAGACACAGTT 3' 
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Standard amplification conditions were 35 cycles of denaturation at 940  C for 
30s, primer annealing at 48° C for 30 s, and primer extension at 72° C for 2 mm. Because 
I was working with very similar sequences, it was important to be extremely careful to 
avoid contamination. Stringent controls were therefore continually included in the work. 
Negative controls (PCR cocktail with no genomic DNA added) were included in all PCR 
amplifications and never yielded PCR products. Also the PCR amplification was 
repeated with at least six individuals of A. majus ssp cirrhigerurn, and two of them were 
always sequenced. Since only one Verbascuni nigrurn individual was used, DNA from 
several leaves was extracted independently, and treated as different samples. The PCR of 
these samples always gave the same amplification products. 
We routinely checked the PCR amplification products for homogeneity by 
digestion with several four-cutter restriction enzymes. If the number and/or the size of 
the bands obtained after digestion is not compatible with that of the reference sequence 
(from which the primers were designed), the amplification product was classified as 
heterogeneous. In such cases, I cloned the products and screened several colonies until 
several of each of the types previously revealed were found, and determined their DNA 
sequences. Cloning was performed using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen). If more than 
one band was systematically obtained, I always cloned and sequenced all of them. 
Because differences can arise from nucleotide mis-incorporation during amplification, I 
determined the DNA sequence of at least three different colonies and obtained a 
consensus sequence. DNA sequencing was performed with an Applied Biosystems 
model 377 DNA sequencing system with the ABI PRISM BigDye cycle-sequencing Kit 
(Perkin Elmer), using specific primers or the primers for the M13 forward and M13 
reverse priming sites of the pCR 2.1 vector. 
Analyses of the sequences 
The DNA sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession numbers AF307068-307071 
for j1/2-1,AF307072-307075 for /1/2-2, AF307063-307064 forfarL, AF307065-307067 
forfiirS, Af307076-307078 for globosa], and AF307054-307062 for Ac/h). The 
nucleotide sequences to be compared were aligned using ClustaIX v. 1.64b (Thompson el 
cii, 1997), and minor manual adjustments were performed using SeqPup v. 0.6f. The 
numbers of synonymous and nonsynonynous differences between pairs of sequences 
were calculated using the DnaSP software (Rozas and Rozas 1997). Intronlexon 
boundaries for the genes analysed were deduced by comparison with the homologous 
genes deposited in GenBank. Divergence estimates were corrected for multiple hits using 
Jukes-Cantor correction (Jukes and Cantor 1969). Neighbor-joining trees were generated 
for the Adh genes with MEGA version 1.01 (Kumar et al. 1994). 
To find homologous genes of Scrophulariaceae, I used BlastX searches, which use 
only protein coding regions (Altschul el al. 1997). Out of 62 sequences available from 
species other than Antirrhinum, six had significant amino acid similarity with 
Antirrhinum sequences, and one with another non-Antirrhinum gene (Table 6.2). For 
comparative purposes, I also included a sequence from a species in the family of 
Geraniaceae, Solanaceae or Fabaceae. 
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6.3. Results 
6.3. 1. Evidence that 1112, far, globosa andAdh are members of gene families 
i)J112 
Primers Fi12A and FiI2B (Table 6.1) amplify a PCR product of the predicted size (845 
bp) from two A. tnajus subsp cirrhigerum plants (Fig. 6. 1). Digesting this band with 
several restriction enzymes revealed that it was a mixture of two types of DNA 
sequences. I therefore cloned this PCR product and sequenced several clones 
corresponding to both types of DNA sequences from both individuals. The sequences 
fell into two different types. Each individual contributed one sequence of each type, but 
the sequences from these two individuals were identical within each type. Blast searches 
with these two types of sequences revealed high nucleotide sequence similarity (94% and 
95% nucleotide identity, respectively) with theJi12 gene (accession number X76995). 
Between the two types of DNA sequences there are 17 nucleotide differences (nine 
nonsynonyrnous and eight synonymous) and one four bp mdcl in the putative intron 
region (Fig. 6.1). Both types of sequences were amplified from all of a sample of 12 A. 
mcijus ssp cirrghigerum individuals analysed, strongly suggesting that they represent 
two different genes. I therefore named the sequencesjll2-1 andJil2-2. Thefil2 sequence 
from QenBank (accession number X76995) has several differences relative to bothJIl2-1 
and 1112-2. For 1112-1 there are 11 nonsynonymous, 11 synonymous, and five nucleotide 
differences in the putative intron, plus eight indels, and for fi12-2 four nonsynonyrnous, 
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Fig. 6.1. (A) Schematic diagram of /112 (JenBank sequence (/1. mains). Boxes represent exons and the dotted hue is the single intron (modified from Steinmayr et al., 1993). tIle 845 hp region analysed is indicated by a line. (B)Variable sites of the 
J112-like sequences. Dots represent the same nucleotide as in the first sequence, dashes indicate deletions. 1 indicate insertions (the numbers in brackets represent the sizes of the insertions: position 228- GC; 236- GG: 296- ATATTAA: and 366-
TAAG. Sequence names are according to the population code lbr Awn-,-hinnm IIIUJUS suhsp. ci;-rhigerunz and numbers after the code name are sample codes (Chapter 3). 
Based on two fixed differences between 1112-1 and 11/2-2 at positions 493 and 495 
(Fig. 6. 1), specific primers were designed for these genes (Table 6.1). Using these 
primers, PCR amplification products were also obtained from genomic DNA of 
Verbascum nigrurn and V. thapsus, and their sequences determined. For both J112-1 and 
J112-2, the Verbascum nigruni and V thapsus sequences are identical. When the 
Antirrhinum and Verbascum sequences (481 bp long) were compared, only one 
difference was found injI12-1, and none in the J112-2 gene (Fig. 6.1). The presence of 
these sequences in Verbascum also supports the conclusion that there are at least two 
11/2 genes. 
Two bands of different sizes (905 bp, called L and 731 bp, called S) were amplified from 
A. majus subsp. cirrigherum using primers FarF and FarR (Table 6.1). Both bands were 
always obtained in six individuals from this population. For two individuals both L and S 
were cloned and sequenced in order to establish whether these bands were specific 
amplification products. The sequences from these two individuals were identical within 
each band. The analysis of these sequences revealed that both L and S sequences share 
significant nucleotide similarity (96% and 88% nucleotide identity, respectively) with 
the GenBank sequencefar (accession number AJ23 9057). Comparison of the L and S 
sequences, putative coding regions indicated 15 differences at silent sites, and seven at 
replacement sites (Fig. 6.2). In the putative introns, differences in size make the 
alignment of L and S sequences ambiguous (the length of intron one of the L sequences is 
171, versusl2l bp in the S sequences; the intron three lengths are 80 versus 97 bp, and 
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the intron four lengths are 254 versus 106 bp for L and 5, respectively). Based on the S 
sequence, a new primer spanning the end of exon two and the beginning of intron three 
was designed to specifically amplify this sequence, and PCR amplification was done 
using Verbascum nigruin DNA (Table 6.1). The sequence of the Verbascum S band (662 
bp long) is identical to that of Aniirrhinum. The number of differences between the 
sequences of the two Aniirrhinurn types with different band sizes, coupled with the 
similarity of the Antirrhinum and Verbascuni S sequences, strongly suggests that the L 
and S types of sequences are two different genes (far-S and far-L genes). The 
Aniirrhinurn majus far GenBank sequence is most similar to the far-L gene, but there are 
several differences between them (5 synonymous nucleotide differences; 18 intron 
nucleotide differences and 5 intronic indels), and it is possible that they are not allelic 
(Fig. 6.2). 
iii)globosa 
Primers G1oF1 and G1oR (Table 6.1) amplified a PCR product of 994 bp in Antirrhinuni 
majus subsp cirrhigerurn. This amplification product was not of the expected size (994 
bp, rather than the expected 864 bp long product based on the sequence in GenBank), 
but it was observed in all six individuals studied in this species. There is evidence for 
both ancient and recent duplications of globosa-like genes in other angiosperms (Kramer 
et al. 1998), though globosa has not been described as a member of a gene family in 
Antirrhinum. I cloned and sequenced this product from two individuals and both 
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Fig. 6.2. (A) Schematic diagram of the far GenBank sequence (A. ma/us). Boxes represent exons and the dotted lines introns (modified from Davies ci al., 1999). 
The 905 bp region analysed is indicated by a line. (B)Variable sites in the putative coding region offai--like sequences. Definitions as in Fig. 6.1. 
sequences were identical. Analysis of these sequences revealed that they share 
significant nucleotide similarity in both the intron and coding region with the GenBank 
globosci sequence (accession number X6883 1;> 95% nucleotide identity for both 
regions). The difference in size is mainly due to a duplication of a 129 bp intron region of 
the GenBank sequence. Between our sequence and the one deposited in GenBank, there 
are 17 nucleotide differences (two of them synonymous, and 15 in the intron; Fig. 6.3) 
Plus five indels, out of the 826 sites compared. 
Once again, gene duplication would be indicated if a distantly related species has 
a sequence similar to the one that I obtained, and divergent from the one in GenBank. To 
test for the presence of a similar sequence in Verbascum nigrurn, I designed a new primer 
(Glogap; see Table 6.1) for the region of the gene that is duplicated relative to the 
GenBank sequence (see above; Fig. 6.3). Since this region is represented twice in the 
target sequence, two bands with different sizes (512 bp and 641 bp) are expected, and 
both were obtained both in Verbascum and Antirrhinum using Glogap and G1oR primers. 
In the 622 bp region analysed, the Verbascum and Antirrhinum sequences were identical. 
iiii) Ad/i 
Using primers adA and adB (Table 6.1) a PCR product with the expected size (3 92 bp) 
was obtained from both A. majils subsp cirrghigerurn and Verbascurn thapsus. These 
primers were designed for sequences conserved in three Adh genes of two very distantly 
related genera (see Material and Methods). Therefore, this PCR product is expected to 
be heterogeneous. The amplification product was cloned from both species. Several 
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Fig. 6.3. (A) Schematic diagram of the globosa GenBank sequence (A. majus). Boxes represent exons and the dotted lines introns (according to Trobner el al., 
1992). The 864 bp region analysed is indicated by a line. (B) Variable sites ofglobosa-like sequences. Definitions as in Fig. 6.1. i indicates insertions (position 
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clones (on average 30) for each species were digested with various restriction enzymes, 
namely AciI; A/uI, RsaI, and DdeI. InAnlirrhinurn, this approach revealed three types of 
clones, and in Verbascum two types. For both species, several clones of each type were 
sequenced. 
In Aniirrhinum, five different sequences were obtained from the same individual. 
Blast search revealed that all sequences share the highest amino acid similarity (>62 % 
amino acid identity) with an Ac/h-like sequence from S. tuberosum (accession number 
X92179). Since Aniirrhinum is a diploid species, the presence of five different sequences 
implies the presence of at least three genes. 
An Adh gene tree was obtained using the sequences obtained here and those 
previously deposited in GenBank for Solanaceae (Fig. 6.4; note that no Ac/h sequences 
from species in the Scrophulariaceae are available in GenBank). The sequences of the 
three types of clones are in different branches, which are supported by high bootstrap 
values, compatible with our interpretation that they are different genes. I called them 
Adha nil, A(lhcin12, and Adhan13. It should be noted the nomenclature used for the Adh 
gene family does not imply orthology with other Ac/h plant genes with the same 
numbers. The pairwise mean difference per synonymous sites varies from 0.192 
(comparing Adhanti and Adhant2) to 1.41 Adhant2 versus Adhani3). The two Adhanti 
sequences from the single individual studied are similar and could be allelic (the mean 
number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site is 0.0247). The same applies 
to the two Adhant2 sequences (the number of synonymous substitutions per 
synonymous site is 0.0244). These values are much higher than the average for TCP and 
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Fig. 6.4. Unrooted neighbor-joining tree using the Kimura two-parameter distance, showing the 
relationships among the Ac/h genes of Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae. Bootstrap replicates 
supporting the branches are shown for values greater than 68%. 
In Verbascum, the RFLP survey revealed only two types of clones. For one 
individual, consensus sequences for each type were obtained. These appear to represent 
two different genes that arose from an ancient duplication, since they differ by an average 
of 0.453 synonymous substitutions per synonymous site. The difference in copy 
number in Antirrhinum and Verbascurn makes it difficult to establish which (if any) of 
these genes are orthologous (Fig. 6.4). 
It is unlikely that other Ac/h genes exist in the Antirrhinum genome that are more 
closely related to the Verbciscurn sequences than the ones amplified with the primers 
adA and adB. Using another primer pair (vi and adB, in which vi was designed based on 
the verbascumi sequence), no amplification product was obtained in Antirrhinum, 
although a range of different annealing temperatures, down to 45°C was tested. A PCR 
product of the expected size was always obtained in Verbascuni. Therefore Ac/h copy 
numbers seem to have changed over evolutionary time. Additional evidence comes from 
Digitalis. Based on chioroplast phylogenies, this species seems to be more closely 
related to Antirrhinum than to Verbascurn (Olmstead and Reeves 1995; Wolfe and 
dePamphilis 1998; Soltis and Soltis 2000; but see Discussion in Chapter 2).When ten 
Digitalis clones (obtained with primers adA and adB from one individual) were restricted 
with four restriction enzymes, only one type of clone was found. When these were 
sequenced, two different sequences (digitalis 1 and digitalis2; Fig. 6.4) were revealed. 
They differ at four nucleotide positions (two of them nonsynonymous; the mean number 
of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site is 0.0243), and they may be allelic. 
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These Digitalis sequences do not cluster with any of the Antirrhinum Adh sequences 
(Fig. 6.4). 
6.4. Discussion 
6.4. 1. The Aniirrhinum J112, jlir, globosa and Adh genes are members of gene 
Join ilies 
Here, I show that in Antirrhinum,J112,fiir, globosa and Adh genes are members of 
gene families. ForJi/2,fiir, and globosa, the genes described here are probably not allelic 
with the ones from Antirrhinum majus that are in GenBank (see Results). It is unclear 
why the primers used here did not amplify sequences similar to those in GenBank, since 
they were designed based on these sequences. However, the total copy number for these 
gene families is unknown in both Antirrhinum and Verbascum and could be large. It is 
also unclear why no evidence for a gene family was found when these genes were first 
described (Tröbner et al. 1992; Steinmayr ci al. 1994; Davies et al. 1999) given that 
cDNA and genornic clones were sequenced. 
6.4.2. Copy number fluctuation in the Adh gene family 
The unrooted neighbor-joining tree using the Kimura two-parameter distance, 
shows the relationships among the Adh genes of Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae (Fig. 
6.4). Judging from divergence between pairs of sequences, some gene duplication events 
are ancient, which makes it difficult to find an appropriate outgroup to root the tree. A 
complex history of gene duplication and loss makes it difficult to infer orthology among 
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the Adh genes of Antirrhinum, Verbascurn, Digitalis, and the Solanaceae. Since the genes 
from the Solanaceae and Scrophulariaceae do not cluster together, a number of gene 
duplications seem to have occurred after the split of these two families. For any given 
gene, orthologous loci should reflect the relationships between the species being 
compared. Therefore this gene tree implies a minimum of three independent duplications, 
one in each lineage of the Scrophulariaceae analysed here. The same reasoning can be 
applied to the Solanaceae. In the Solanaceae, a minimum of five duplications seem to 
have occurred. Although the number ofAdh genes is generally low among angiosperms 
(usually two or three loci) as in our data, phylogenetic analyses has revealed similar 
repeated gains and losses of genes in other genera as well, even among closely related 
species (Gaut ci al. 1996, 1999; Morton ci al. 1996; Clegg et al. 1997; Small and Wendel 
2000). It should be noted that I have not characterised the /1/2, flir, and globosa gene 
families in detail in either Arnirrhinuin or Verbascum. Changes in copy number would 
therefore not be detected. However, unlike the Ac/h gene family, each of the other genes 
studied yielded similar sequences from A. mcej us subsp. cirrhigerurn and Verbascum. It 
thus seems clear that different loci exhibit different evolutionary patterns. 
Although more data are available for Ac/h than for any other plant nuclear gene 
family, gene duplications and losses have also been described in other gene families, for 
instance chs (an enzyme of the chalcone synthase pathway; Clegg et al. 1997; Durbin et 
al. 2000; Oberholzer et al. 2000), rbcS (Clegg et al. 1997), gb-like and c/cf-like (MADS-
box genes; Kramer et al. 1998; Theissen et al. 2000) and nucleotide binding site-leucine 
rich repeat resistance genes (R-genes; Meyers etal. 1999; Pan et al. 2000). The 
frequency with which such duplications occur is difficult to estimate. Few studies 
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describe the total copy number for such gene families in a group of species. Based on the 
average number of independent lineages inferred for the Adh, Chs and rbcS gene families, 
within Poaceae, Asteraceae, Fabaceae and Solanaceae, Clegg ci al. (1997) suggest a faster 
rate of duplication for the C/is and rbcS gene families than for the Adh gene family. These 
authors also suggested that the appearance of new gene copies is infrequent within 
families. However this may be the result of poor species representation in each family. 
For instance, for Adh only one genus was included for each of the families Malvaceae, 
Vitaceae, Asteraceae, and Pinaceae. Our data suggest duplications of Adh within the 
Scrophulariaceae, similar to those inferred in the genus Gossypiuin (Small and Wendel 
2000). If copy number fluctuation is frequent in gene families, inferences about orthology 
may be difficult even among closely related species. For instance, I could not establish 
orthology between the Adh genes of Aniirrhinum and Verbascurn. Divergence between 
the sequences of these species cannot therefore be estimated. 
6.4.3. Orthology among Scrophulariaceae GenBank sequences 
In order to get additional evidence on sequence divergence between species of 
Scrophulariaceae, I also searched GenBarik for pairs of nuclear genes that are 
homologous. For any given gene, the K (and perhaps K a) values for orthologous loci 
should reflect the relationships between the species being compared, and more distantly 
related species should have larger Ks and K a  values than more closely related species. 
Seven genes could be examined (see Material and Methods). By this criterion, the data in 
Table 6.2 clearly indicate that four of the genes (ACS], PHYA, GAPDH, and the MADS-
box transcription factor) compared cannot be orthologues; K values between species 
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within the Scrophulariaceae are as high or higher than between Scrophulariaceae and 
members of other plant families. For three genes (Chs, TFNS5 and SUTJ) orthology is 
not excluded. However, for these genes, substitution at silent sites is saturated (on 
average every synonymous site has been substituted at least once) in the species 
compared, and K values are as high as for two of the first four genes. It is therefore very 
unlikely that any of these pairs are orthologous genes. No phylogenetic information is 
available for Asarina (Olmstead and Reeves 1995; Wolfe and dePamphulis 1998; Soltis 
and Soltis 2000), but Antirrhinum, Digitalis, and Alonsoa have been assigned to the same 
dade (Scroph II), and are therefore not expected to have highly diverged sequences of 
orthologous genes. 
6.4.4. Hypotheses that could account for the low divergence observedforfll2, far, 
and globosa 
Concerted evolution by gene conversion may retard divergence among paralogous 
sequences within a genome. However this should not affect the level of divergence of 
orthologous genes (Ohta 1981; Nagylaki and Petes 1982; Arnheim 1983; Ohta 1984). A 
recent duplication could also explain the similarities among genes within species, but 
cannot account for low divergence of homologous genes between distantly related species 
(because the time since the split of such species implies that sequence differences should 
have accumulated). Therefore gene conversion or a recent duplication could in principle 
explain the observation of very similar genes within species, but fails to explain the low 
divergence between species of Scrophulariaceae. 
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Table 6.2. Comparison between GenBank sequences of nuclear genes from Antirrhinurn, other Scrophulariaceae, and more distantly related plant species. 
region analysed 	Scrophulariaceae 	Outgroup 	 Evidence of gene families in 
Gene 
(bp) other plant species 
A CSJ Antirrhinum majus 317 Striga herinonthica Pelargonium hortorwn (Geraniaceae) Wang and Arteca 1995 
(AF083814) (AF090351) (U17231) 
K,. 	2.27 K, 	2.38 
K,, 0.23 K 	0.18 
PH YA Antirrhinu,n inajus 332 Digitalis lanata Sophora affinis (Fahaceae) Lavin et al. 1998; 
(U08142) (AJ002525) (U78835) Alba etal. 2000 
K. 	1.45 K, 	1.10 
K,, 	0.05. K,, 	0.07 




K, 	1.11 K, 	1.04 
K,, 0.08 K,, 0.07 
MADS-box Antirrhinum Fnajus 579 Paulownia Solanuin tuberosuin (Solanaceae) Shinozuka et al. 1999 
kawakamii 
transcription (Y 10750) (AF00865 1) 
(AF060880) 




Table 6.2. Continued 




other plant species 
C/is 	Antirrhinwn majus 	1165 Digitalis lanata Perilla frutescens (Lamiaccac) 
(X037 10) (AJ002526) (AB002582) 
K. 	1.44 K. 3.45 
K, 0.04 K, 0.06 
TFNS5 	Antirrhinum majus 	1566 Torenia hybrida Glycine max (Fabaceae) 
(AB028151) (AB028152) (D83968) 
K 	1.55 K 	3.19 
K,0.l5 K, 0.46 
SUTI 	Alonsoa 	 1467 Asarina barc/aiana Nicotiana tabacum (Solanaceae) 
ineridionalis 
(AF 191024) (X82276) 
(AF I9 1025) 
K., 	1.06 K, 1.78 
K,, 	0.14 K, 	0.21 
Gong etal. 1997; 
Fukada-Tanaka et at. 1997; 
Durbin et at. 2000 
Schopfer et at. 1998 
Either a recent evolution of the Scrophulariaceae or else a low substitution rate 
could account for the low divergence observed. I now consider whether there is evidence 
to support either of these hypotheses. 
(i) Recent origin of the Antirrhinuin and Verbascum species 
The age of the split between Anlirrhinurn and Verbascum is unclear, since no fossils are 
available for Scrophulariaceae. Based on the ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase large 
subunit (rbcL) gene sequences of Solanaceae and Scrophulariaceae and assuming a 
molecular clock, a date of 40 My for the split of the Solanaceae and Scrophulariaceae has 
been proposed (R. Olmstead, personal communication, in Xue et al. 1996). However it is 
not mentioned what fossil data were used to calibrate the molecular clock. 
Rate calibration may be a much greater problem in molecular clock dating than 
unequal rates of sequence evolution (Bremer 2000). The fossil data are few for 
angiosperms and there are large variances associated with the dates. I have used the data 
given by Bremer (2000) on rbcL. This gives the highest and lowest values for the ratio of 
the branch lengths / estimated age of the fossil used to calibrate given splits between taxa. 
Based on these rates and the average synonymous site divergence between Antirrhinwn / 
Verbascum and Nicotiana for the rbcL gene (Table 6.3) the minimum and maximum 
estimates for the age of the Solanaceae / Scrophulariaceae split are 42 and 122 My, 
respectively. The latter value is most likely an overestimate, as the date for the major 
diversification of angiosperms is between 130 and 90 MYA (Crane et al. 1995). In what 
follows, I use the minimum estimate of about 40 My for the Solanaceae / 
Scrophulariaceae split. 
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Table 6.3. Silent site divergence within the Scrophulariaceae and between the 
Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae 
Gene 	Length of region 	Species compared 	 Silent site 
analysed (bp) 	 divergence 
ndhF 	2093 	 A. majus V. thapsus 0.1751 
A. majus Nicotiancilabacum 0.3504 
V. thapsus N. tabacum 0.2814 
ir,iL 	518 	 A. niajus V. nigrurn 0.0531 
A. majus N. tabacuin 0.0848 
V. nigrun'i N. labacum 0.0774 
rbcL 	1329 	 A. maj us V thcipsus 0.0865 
A. majus N. tabacum 0.1914 
V. thapsus N. tabacurn 0.2018 
Accession numbers for ndhF are: A. majus L36392, V. thapsus 1-36417, N. tabacum 
L14953; for trnL are: A. majus AFI 18790, V. thapsus AF1 18804, N. tabacuin M16898; 
and for rbcL are: A. majus Li 1688, V. thapsus L36452, N. tabacum Z00044 (94073993). 
Assuming a molecular clock (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965), I can then estimate 
the age of the Antirrhinum and Verbascuin split. The silent substitution rate for three 
chloroplast genes is presented in Table 6.3. From these, the average estimated, divergence 
time between Aniirrhinurn and Verbascum is 22 My (22.2 My for ndhF; 26.2 My for 
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trnL; 17.6 My for rbcL). Very similar values are obtained when species of Solanaceae 
other than Nicolicina are used (data not shown). For the 18S rDNA nuclear sequences, 
however, the estimates depend on the species of Solanaceae used (Table 6.4), and range 
from 12 to 25 My (average 19 My). The large variance observed may be due to the 
limited number of differences in these comparisons, since this gene evolves slower than 
the three chioroplast genes analysed (Soltis et at. 1997). Overall, the data suggest a 
minimum age for the split between Antirrhinum and Verbascum of about 20 My, and 
rule out a recent date for the evolution of Antirrhinuin and Verbascum. The Adh data 
presented here are also compatible with a non- recent origin of the Scrophulariaceae. 
(ii) A low rate of nucleotide substitution 
Another explanation that could account for the low divergence observed for JuiI,JiJ2,jir, 
and globosci genes between Antirrhinum and Verbascurn is a low rate of nucleotide 
substitution. The estimated nucleotide substitution rates for the cyc-like genes (Chapter 
4),JI1JA genes (Chapter 5), and the four genes described here are lower than most other 
estimates for plant nuclear genes in monocotyledons (Wolfe et at. 1989; Gaut et at. 1996) 
and dicotyledons (Small et at. 1999; Small and Wendel 2000). The low levels of 
divergence are not an artifact of the uncertain age of the split between the species 
analysed. This rate is still lower than in other plant species, even assuming that 
divergence time is greatly overestimated. 
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Table 6. 4. Silent site divergence within and between Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae for 
the 18S rDNA nuclear gene (1737 bp analysed) 
Species compared Silent site divergence 
A. ma/US 	V. ihapsus 
V. thapsus 0.0059 	- 
Other species names 
(Solanaceae) 
Aistonia scholaris 0.0202 	0.0190 
Nolana hum Uiisci 0.0088 0.0100 
Petunia ax/liar is 0.0148 0.0148 
Nicoliana tabacuin 0.0088 0.0100 
Schizanthussp. 	 0.0112 	0.0124 
Duckeodendron cestro ides 0.0136 	0.0148 
Accession numbers are: A. mcljuS AJ236047; V. thapsus AF207051/ AFI6 101; A. 
scholaris AF107570; N. huimfusa AJ236017; P. axillaris AJ236020; N. tabacum 
AJ236016; Schizanthus sp. AF207016; D. cestroides AF206904 
In conclusion since the observation of low divergence between Antirrhinum and 
Verbascum comes mainly from genes that are involved in flower development, it is 
possible that this is a feature of the structure of these genes, or of genes that belong to 
large gene families. This, however, seems not to be a general pattern since allozyme 
divergence is observed within and between species of Scrophulariaceae (Elisens and 
Crawford 1988; Hamrick and Godt 1990; Ritland 1989; Schoen and Brown 1991; Elisens 
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1992; Elisens and Nelson 1993; Mateu-Andres 1999). Our data onAdh also differ from 
the results for the other loci. More comparative studies at the DNA level using non-
developmental genes are needed. It may be helpful to study genes for which allozyme 
divergence among species of Scrophulariaceae has been shown. 
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Chapter 7 
Characterisation of 35 putative S-alleles from Antirrhinum and 
Misopates species 
7.1 Introduction 
Self-incompatibility in flowering plants is determined by a genetic system that 
prevents self-fertilization by enabling the pistil to reject pollen from genetically related 
individuals, and is controlled by a single multi-allelic locus called the S-locus (de 
Nettancourt 1977; see Chapter 1). In Scrophulariaceae, Solanaceae and Rosaceae, which 
have gametophytic self-incompatibility systems (GSI), the S-locus products are basic 
glycoproteins with ribonuclease activity (e.g. Matton etal. 1994, Golz etal. 1995, Kao 
and McCubbin 1996). 
In Antirrhinum (Scrophulariaceae) the sequences of three S-alleles were obtained 
by Xue et al. (1996) from crosses of Antirrhinum maj us strains used in the horticulture 
industry (that are self compatible and have non-functional S-alleles; Baur 1919; Sherman 
193 9) with three genotypically distinct lines of A. hispanictim (which are self-
incompatible). Fl plants (heterozygous for a non-functional and a functional 5- allele) 
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were then intercrossed to obtain some self-incompatible (SI) F2 plants. Because another 
gene unlinked to the S-locus can cause self-compatibility in A. inajus (Brieger 1935; 
Tseng 1938), in order to obtain a population where all individuals are SI, crosses with 
two F2 individuals were performed. Four groups of plants were identified by reciprocal 
crosses between individuals. Crosses between individuals of different groups, were 
always compatible. Plants from the F3 were used to isolate three cDNAs encoding 
polypeptides homologous to S-RNases (Xue etal. 1996). Analysis of these three 
Aniirrhinurn S-alleles indicated four highly conserved short stretches (named Cl, C2, C3 
and CS) and two hypervariable regions (named HVa and HVb; Xue ci al. 1996). These 
regions are also found in S-RNases of Solanaceae (Ioerger ci al. 1990; Tsai ci al. 1992). In 
Rosaceae, these regions but the HVb are also conserved (Norrioka et al. 1996; Sassa ci al. 
1996; Ushijima c/ al. 1998). The conserved regions contain mostly hydrophobic amino 
acids and are thought to be involved in the core structure of the S protein. The C2 and C3 
regions are also found in RNases of Rhizopus niveus (a fungus), and contain two of the 
three histidine residues required for catalytic activity (Ohgi ci al. 1992). 
A number of genes with similar structure to S-RNases but not linked to the S-
locus (the "S-like RNases") have also been described in various plant families including 
Solanaceae (Jost et al. 1991; Löffler ci ci!. 1992; Löffler etal. 1993; Lee etal. 1992; 
Kuroda et al. 1994) and Rosaceae (Norioka ci al. 1996). Expression of S-like RNase 
genes has been associated with phosphate starvation (Löffler ci al. 1992; Bariola ci al. 
1994; Dodds etal. 1996), leaf senescence (Lers etal. 1998) and wounding (Ye and Droste 
1996). They are encoded at a number of separate genetic loci and their evolution is 
characterised by gene duplications and slow accumulation of sequence differences (Ma 
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and Oliveira 2000). Therefore Southern hybridisation and PCR amplification experiments 
always detect one band in every individual, corresponding to the specific S-like RNase 
being studied (Lee el al. 1992, Dodds ci al. 1996, Norioka ci al. 1996). This is in contrast 
with the S-alleles for which, even under low stringency conditions, a band is not obtained 
for every individual by Southern hybridisation and/ or PCR amplification, due to their 
high sequence divergence. 
The HVa and HVb regions are the most hydrophilic regions of the S-proteins 
(loerger ci al. 1991), and therefore they may lie on the external surface of the protein and 
could play an important role in the discrimination of self from non-self pollen (loerger el 
cii. 1991; Saba-El-Leil ci al. 1994; Matton ci cii. 1997). With the exception of four 
sequences of Prunus civium (Rosaceae), which have at least two introns (Tao ci cii. 
1999), the S genes usually have a single intron in the HVa region of species of Solanaceae 
and Rosaceae. This can vary from 87 bp to 120 bp in Solanaceae (Saba-El-Leil ci al. 
1994; Matton et cii. 1995) and 138 bp to 1100 bp in Rosaceae (Broothaerts ci cii. 1995). 
The intron is mostly, but not always, in the same position relative to the flanking coding 
sequence (Ebert et al. 1989; Jahnen ci al. 1989; Kaufmann et al. 1991; Tsai et al. 1992; 
Coleman and Kao 1992; Saba-El-Leil e t al. 1994). In some alleles the intron can be 
translated (Saba-El-Leil et cii. 1994). It has therefore been proposed that by shifting the 
intron borders new S proteins could arise and potentially produce proteins of different 
specificity (Saba-El-Leil etal. 1994). 
Two different types of molecular experiments have been used to test the 
importance of regions other than the HV in determining specificity. Swapping entire 
regions between very different Solanaceae S-alleles led to the conclusion that the 
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recognition function of the S-RNase is not localised to a specific domain in any of the 
RNases studied, and that HV regions are necessary but not sufficient for encoding 
specificity (Kao and McCubbin 1997; Zurek el cii. 1997). However, Matton ci al. (1997) 
showed that replacing the hypervariable region of one S-allele from S. chacoense with 
that from another with a very similar sequence caused the appropriate change in the 
pistil incompatibility. They therefore concluded that the HV regions control allelic 
specificity. Later, Matton et al. (1999) showed that a single amino acid change in the 
HVa region of an S-allele from S. chacoense produces a new S-allele with dual-specificity 
incompatibility, that simultaneously rejects two phenotypically and genotypically 
distinct types of pollen tubes. 
The sequences currently available do not include any independently isolated 
alleles having the same incompatibility type. In the only available comparison, in P. 
rhoeas (Papaveraceae), only silent site differences were found (Walker ci cii. 1996). The 
availability of such data could help provide evidence about which parts of the gene are 
not involved in determining specificity differences. 
The frequency of amino acid and silent changes in different regions of the gene 
may also help identify regions that are important for specificity determination. 
Recombination allows different segments of a gene to have different evolutionary 
histories (Hudson 1983, 1990). Therefore silent sites linked to the target of balancing 
selection are expected to have higher polymorphism levels than elsewhere in the gene. 
However in the absence of recombination there should be no variation other than 
stochastic variability along the gene in silent variability levels (Hudson 1990), and this 
approach, therefore, would not be informative. Since S-alleles are expected to persist in a 
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population for long evolutionary periods of time (reviewed by Clark 1993), even in the 
presence of recombination it may be difficult to detect regions that are important for 
specificity determination because of saturation at silent sites (Hinata el al. 1995, 
Uyenoyama 1997). 
K,/KS ratios -1 are usually considered evidence of neutral evolution (Nei 1987), 
whereas genes under balancing selection may have values of this ratio >1 (Hughes el al. 
1990). In So!anwn HV regions, it has been shown that the average ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous changes is greater than one between pairs of alleles that are 
most closely related. This pattern suggests that selection is favouring new allelic types 
differing in amino acid sequence (Richman et ci!. 1996b, Charlesworth and Guttman 1997, 
Richman and Kohn 1999). It is not known, however, which amino acid variants in these 
regions are maintained by balancing selection. 
I have determined and analysed the genomic sequence of 35 putative S-alleles 
from Antirrhinum and Misopates species. The region under study includes conserved 
regions C2 and C3, both HV regions (HVa and HVb) and the intron region. 
7.2. Material and Methods 
Plant material and DNA extraction 
Genomic DNA of leaves of individual plants collected in the field was extracted using the 
method of Ingram et al. (1997), from three self-incompatible Antirrhinum species (A. 
granhticum, A. mo!!e and A. ineonanthum), two largely self-compatible A. mcijus subsp. 
cirrhigerum populations (cilThigerumAve and cirrhigerumGala), one largely self-
incompatible A. ma/us subsp. cirrhigerurn (cirrhigerumMuel), one self-compatible 
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Misopales orontiurn population and one self-compatible Misopates calycinum population 
(Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 in Chapter 3). 
A. graniticuni crosses 
Two plants (graniticumBl - l and graniticumB l-2) were grown from two seeds of a fruit 
of a wild individual of A. graniticum (graniticumB 1). Crosses between these two plants, 
in both directions, produce fruits with many seeds. Three other plants (graniticumB4-1, 
graniticumB4-2, and graniticumB4-3) were grown from three seeds from another wild 
plant (graniticumB4) of the same population. Crosses between these three plants also 
produce fruits with many seeds. Four crosses were then performed: graniticumBl-1 with 
graniticumB4- 1, graniticumB 1-1 with graniticumB4-2, graniticumB 1-1 with 
graniticumB4-3, and graniticumB 1-2 with graniticumB4-3. All crosses produced fruits 
with many seeds. A total of 21 plants from seeds of these crosses were used to make 
cross-pollinations in both directions in a pair-wise fashion (Table 7. 1). Each pollination 
was repeated usually three times. If fruits containing seeds were obtained, the plants 
must differ in at least one S allele. However, if no seeds were obtained, the plants must 
have the same S genotype, and are included in the same group. Unfortunately, I could not 
perform segregation analyses since the information on the parents of the 21 plants was 
lost as a result of mislabelling. 
PCR amplification 
Based on the GenBank sequences of S2, S4 and S5 Antirrhinum S-alleles (accession 
numbers X96465, X96466, and X96464 respectively), primer ants2s3F (position 108 
and 112 in relation to the start codon of the S2 and S5 cDNA sequence) and ants4F 
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Table 7. I. Antirrhinum graniticum pollinations in the glasshouse. Number of pollinations which produced seeds / total number of pollinations. Dashes indicate pollinations not 
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0 / 5 0 / 3 0/2 0 / 6 0 /2 3/3 2/2 - 2/2 2/2 6/6 4/4 3/3 3/3 4/4 3/3 2/3 2/2 3/3 3/3 3/3 
2 0/3 0/5 0/3 0/6 0/6 3/3 3/3 - 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/3 3/3 3/3 - 3/3 - 3/3 2/3 3/3 - 
3 - 0/3 0/5 0/3 0/3 - - - - - - - - - - - - 3/3 - - - 
4 0/5 0/3 0/3 0/5 0/3 3/3 - - 2/2 2/2 - 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 - 3/3 3/3 3/3 - 
5 0 / 3 - 0 / 3 0 / 5 0 / 5 2/3 2/3 2/3 - - 3/3 3/3 2/2 - - - - - 3/3 - 
6 3/3 2/2 2/2 3/3 - 0/5 2/7 - 0/2 0/3 - 2/2 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/2 I/I 3/3 2/2 3/3 
7 3/3 2/2 2/2 - 3/3 0/3 0/5 0/3 0/2 0/2 3/3 - - 3/3 - 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 
8 - 2/2 2/2 - - - 0/30/50/20/2 3/3 3/3 - - - 3/3 3/3 3/33/3 3/3 - 
9 3/33/3 - 3/3 - 0/30/30/30/50/3 3/3 - - - - 2/2 - 3/33/3 - 3/3 
10 3/32/3 - - - 0/3- 0/30/40/5 3/3 - - - - 4/6 - 3/33/3 - - 
II 3/32/2 2/2 3/3 3/3 - 3/3 2/3 - 0/50/3 - 2/2 - - - - - - - 
12 3/3 - - - 3/3 - - - - - 0/30/5 - - - 3/3 - - - - - 
13 3/3 2/2 2/2 3/3 - 3/3 - - 2/2 2/2 - 2/2 0/5 0/3 0/3 3/3 2/3 3/3 3/3 6/6 3/3 
14 3/3 2/2 2/2 6/6 3/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/2 2/2 3/3 - 0/8 0/5 0/5 3/3 3/3 - 3/3 6/6 3/3 
15 2/3- - 3/3 - 3/3 - - 2/23/3 - - 0/30/30/5 - 3/3 - 2/3 - - 
16 - - - - 2/2 - - - 3/33/3 3/3 - - - - 0/50/30/30/3 - 3/3 
17 - - - - - - - - - - 3/3 - - - - 0/30/50/30/2 - - 
18 - 3/3 3/3 - - 3/3 2/2 2/2 3/3 - - 3/3 - 3/3 - 0/3 0/3 0/5 0/3 2/2 3/3 
19 3/3 - - 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/3 3/3 3/3 2/3 3/3 3/3 2/2 3/3 - 0/3 - 1/5 0/5 3/3 - 
20 2/2- - 3/3 3/3 - - - 3/3- 3/3 3/3 3/3 2/3 - 0/3 - 3/32/3 0/5 4/4 
21 4/5 - - 3/3 - 313 313 - - - 3/3 3/3 - - - 2/2 - - - 0/5 
(position 109 in relation to the start codon of the S4 cDNA sequence) were designed for 
the conserved region Cl (Table 7.2). Primer ants2s3R (position 560 in relation to the 
start codon of the S2 and S5 cDNA sequence) and ants4R (position 560 in relation to the 
start codon of the S4 cDNA sequence) were designed for the conserved motif LKC 5' to 
the conserved region CS. Because of the size of the S4 region analysed, DNA double 
sequence cannot be obtained for its genornic region without additional internal primers. 
Therefore two additional primers were designed (ants4-1 designed based on the 
sequences here obtained, and ants4-2 designed for position 272 in relation to the start 
codon of the S4 cDNA sequence). Standard amplification conditions were 35 cycles of 
denaturation at 94° C for 30 seconds, primer annealing at 49° C for 30 seconds, and 
primer extension at 72° C for 2 minutes. 
Table 7.2. Primers used in this study 
Forward primers 
ants2s3F 	5' AAATTGGTTCT(TC)CAATGG 3' 
ants4F 	 5' AAGCTAGTTCTCCAATGG 3' 
ants4-1 	 5' GATTGCTCAGAACTTTTTAC 3' 
Reverse primers 
ants2s3R 	5' AACCTTCA(CG)(CG)GCATTTCA 3' 
ants4R 	 5' ATAACTTTGAGCACATTTCA 3' 
ants4-2 	 5' TCTCTGCTCTATGTCTGTAT 3' 
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I routinely checked the PCR amplification products for homogeneity by digestion 
with several four-cutter restriction enzymes. If the number and/or the size of the bands 
obtained after digestion is not compatible with that of the reference sequence (from 
which the primers were designed), the amplification product was classified as 
heterogeneous. In such cases, I cloned the product and screened several colonies until 
several of each of the types previously revealed were found, and determined their DNA 
sequences. Cloning was performed using the TA cloning kit (Invitrogen). If more than 
one band was systematically obtained, I always cloned and sequenced them. Because 
differences can arise from nucleotide mis-incorporation during amplification, we 
determined the DNA sequence of at least three different colonies and obtained a 
consensus sequence. DNA sequencing was performed with an Applied Biosystems 
model 377 DNA sequencing system with the ABI PRISM BigDye cycle-sequencing Kit 
(Perkin Elmer), using specific primers or the primers for the Ml 3 forward and Ml 3 
reverse priming sites of the pCR 2.1 vector. 
Analyses of the sequences 
The nucleotide sequences of the putative coding regions to be compared were aligned 
using ClustaiX v. 1.64b (Thompson et al. 1997), and minor manual adjustments were 
performed using SeqPup v. 0.6f The numbers of synonymous and nonsynonynous 
differences between pairs of sequences were calculated using the DnaSP software (Rozas 
and Rozas 1997). Neighbor-joining trees were generated with MEGA version 1.01 
(Kumar ci al. 1994). 
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7.3. Results 
7.3. 1. Analysis ofA. graniticuin crosses 
The presence/absence of seeds from the crosses between 21 A. graniticum plants 
(see Material and Methods) allowed me to divide these plants into seven self-
incompatible groups (A - G; Table 7.1 and Table 7.3). All groups except F and G have 
more than one individual. Within groups B (plants 6 and 7) and E (plants 18 and 19) in 
two and one pollinations, respectively, seeds were obtained. This is unexpected since 
individuals within groups are inferred to have the same S-locus genotype and therefore 
are fully self-incompatible. 
Table 7.3. Summary of the pollinations in Table 7.1. Number of pollinations which 
produced seeds / total number of pollinations. Dashes indicate pollinations not 
performed. 
Compatibility Number A 	B 	C 	D 	E 	F 	G 
groups 	of plants 
A 5 0/65 34/37 24/27 27/27 27/29 12/12 3/3 
B 5 38/39 2/51 17/17 12/12 51/53 8/8 9/9 
C 2 19/19 5/6 0/6 2/2 3/3 - - 
D 3 31/32 28/28 5/5 0/25 25/27 12/12 6/6 
E 4 17/17 29/31 15/15 8/8 1/34 5/5 6/6 
F 1 8/8 3/3 6/6 5/6 5/6 4/4 
G 1 7/8 6/6 6/6 - - - 
These are likely to be the result of rare contamination with pollen from other plants. In 
3.6% (20 cases out of 548; Table 7.3) of the pollinations between different groups no 
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seeds were obtained. These are likely to be the result of damage during handling of the 
flowers used in pollinations. 
Genornic DNA of these 21 individuals was used in PCR amplifications using two 
different pairs of primers (ants2s3F, ants2s3R that were designed based on the S2 and S3 
Antirrhinum sequences, and ants4F, ants4R, designed based on the S4 Aniirrhinuin 
sequence; see Material and Methods). 
The primer pair ants4F, ants4R did not amplify any of the S-alleles present in 
these 21 plants. Using primers ants2s3F and ants2s3R, a 658 bp long product was 
obtained for all eight individuals of three groups, B, C and G. From digestions of the 
amplification products with several restriction enzymes (AciI; A/ui, RsaI, and Dc/el) I 
conclude that they are homogeneous. The restriction enzyme pattern is identical among 
the eight individuals, and the sequence was obtained for one individual. The highest 
amino acid similarity by BlastX search (58 % amino acid identity) is with the published 
Aniirrhinurn S5-allele sequence. There is an insertion of 186 bp in our sequence relative 
to the Antirrhinurn S5 S-allele. Since the Antirrhinum S-allele sequences in GenBank are 
cDNAs, this is likely to be an intron sequence. The putative intronlexon boundaries (5' 
splice site CAA : GTATAG; 3' splice site TGATGCATGGTTCGCCAG : GA) are in 
agreement with the deduced consensus splice sites that we have found for 31 introns of 
Antirrhinum nuclear genes (Table 7.4) and A rabidopsis thciliana (Brown et al. 1996). 
Therefore this sequence seems to be a new functional Antirrhinum S-allele, and I named it 
S6 (since Xue etal. (1996) have used the names S1-S5 to describe Antirrhinurn S-alleles). 
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Table 7.4. 5' and 3' splice Sites for 3! Antirrhinurn introns and consensus sequence. 
Gene 	 5' splice site 	 3' splice site 
cits (X037 II)) 
introit I 	T 	C 	T 	C 	T 	A 	A 	C 	A 
intron 2 	C 	A 	C 	(I 	T 	A 	C 	C 	T 
TAP! (X57295) 
Introll I 	A 	T 	C 	C 	T 	A 	T 	A 	C 
DEFA (X628 Ill) 
Inlronl T C C C T A C C T 
intron 2 	C 	A 	C 	C 	T 	T 	T 	C 	C 
intron 3 	C 	A 	(I 	(I 	T 	A 	C 	A 	T 
tnlrt,tt 4 	A 	A 	(1 	C 	T 	T 	T 	T 	A 
intron 5 	A 	A 	(1 	G. 	T 	A 	T 	C 	T 
noon S 	T 	T 	T 	(I 	T 	A 	A 	C 	C 
fi12 (X76995) 
intronl 	C 	A 	C 	C 	T 	C 	A 	(I 	T 
fttv (AJ2391157) 
intron I 	C 	A 	C 	C 	T 	A 	A 	A 	A 
inircn 2 	C 	A 	(I 	C 	T 	A 	C 	C 	T 
Intron 3 	C 	A 	(I 	(I 	T 	A 	A 	T 	T 
In Iron 4 	A 	A 	Ci 	(I 	T 	A 	A 	T 	T 
Intron 5 	A 	Ci 	(i 	(I 	T 	A 	A 	Ci 	T 
nOon S 	A 	A 	Ci 	(1 	T 	C 	A 	T 	T 
iniron 7 	A 	(I 	T 	C 	T 	A 	A 	C 	T 
uplinuninu 1X63711 I) 
inironi 	T 	T 	Ci 	C 	T 	T 	A 	C 	T 
Intron2 C C T C T A A C T 
Iittron3 	T 	A 	Ci 	Ci 	T 	A 	A 	A 	T 
intron4 	A 	A 	A 	Ci 	T 	A 	T 	T 	A 
intrt,n 5 	A 	A 	(I 	C 	T 	T 	A 	C 	T 
In von 6 	A 	A 	C 	Ci 	T 	A 	A 	C 	T 
intron 7 	C 	Ci 	Ci 	C 	T 	A 	A 	T 	T 
Jill (X57296) 
tntron I 	Ci 	T 	(I 	Ci 	T 	(I 	A 	Ci 	C 
'/obo,n (X6IIII3 Ii 
introit I 	C 	A 	C 	(1 	T 	A 	T 	C 	T 
intron 2 	Ci 	A 	Ci 	Ci 	T 	A 	A 	A 	T 
intron 3 	C 	A 	Ci 	C 	T 	A 	A 	A 	A 
intrttn 4 	C 	A 	Ci 	Ci 	T 	T 	C 	A 	T 
huron 5 	C 	A 	T 	C 	T 	A 	T 	A 	A 
Intrott 6 	C 	1' 	Ci 	Ci 	T 	A 	C 	(I 	T 
Consensus sequence 	C,, 	A,,, 	Ci,, 	Ci,,,, 	T 	A,, 	A,, 	Ci,, 	T,, 
T T T A A T T T C A A T T A T C A C Ci C 
T T T A T T A T C C A A C A C T A Ci (i (I 
T A A C A T T T C T T C; T T (i C A Ci A T 
T I C T I T C T T I T T A A A C A C Ci A 
C C C T Ci A A A A I A T C T Ci C A C A A 
T A A C T T T A T A A T C T (1 C A (I C C 
A C C C T T C C C T C Ci T A A C A Ci T A 
C I T T C T T T A T I T A T C C A Ci C I 
A T C A T Ci T T T A A T T C (i T A Ci C A 
A A Ci T A A C A T A T T T T T C A (I Ci C 
A T T A A T C C A A A T C T (I C A Ci T (I 
C C T C A C C A A T T A T T T C A C I A 
C T T C T Ci I T C T T C A T T T A Ci (I A 
C I T C A T T A T A T C C C A C A Ci A A 
Ci 	(I 	Ci 	(I 	T 	A 	A 	A 	A 	T 	A 	I 	T 	Ci 	(I 	C 	A 	Ci 	C 	A 
T T I I I Ci T A T A T T C T Ci T A Ci A I 
T T T I T T T C T C A A I T A C A Ci C T 
A T A A T C C T T C A T A A Ci C A (1 C A 
T T T T A I C A T T T T C T Ci T A (I Ci C 
C T I A A T I T C T T C T Ci T C A C Ci C 
T C G T A T G A T C C A A T (I C A C A A 
A A T C T Ci T T T T T I T (I A C A C (I A 
T A I T Ci T T C T Ci T C A T A T A Ci A T 
A Ci A Ci (I T C T A T T C A T (i C A Ci A A 
A A T A T T T T T T C C T T C C A C C A 
T T T T (i T T T C A I A A A T T A (i (I T 
A A T A A C C T T A I T T A A C A C C A 
C T A C T T C T C A A T T C T A A C (I C 
C T T T T T (I T T T T (i T C C C A (i A T 
A T T C T T T T C T T T T T T T A C A A 
T T C C Ci A T A T T C C T A A C A C C Ci 
T,, T0 T,, I,, T,, T,,, T,. 'C,, I,. T,, T,, T,, T,, I,, C,, C71  A,, (I,,,,, Ci,, A,, 
* Percentage occurreitce *1 the cI,rtsettstIs nucleotides itte oivett In subscript. For the 5' splice site the sequetice 5' to the ItlilSi conserved (IT is exi,n sequence. For the 3' splice site the sequence 3' to the 10017 conserved AC is exon sequettce. 
7.3.2. Distribution qfpuiative S-alleles inpicints sarnpledfrorn naturcil 
populations 
Primers ants2s3F and ants2s3R were used in PCR amplifications of genomic 
DNA of four An!irrhinuin and two Misopates species. From a total of 170 sampled in 
the wild, from different populations and species, products were amplified from 30 
individuals (Table 7.5). The size of the PCR amplification product varied from 604 bp 
(graniticumB 15 sequence) to 689 bp (cirrhigerumMuel7, molle2, molle3, molle 10, 
molle 13, molle 16. molle 17, graniticumGala9, orontiumB26 and orontiurnB27 sequences). 
When these were digested with the restriction enzymes as above, only the amplification 
product of the molle4 individual was heterogeneous. This individual's PCR amplification 
product was cloned. Twenty clones were digested using the same restriction enzymes as 
above, revealing only two types of clones (A has two AciI and one RsaI restriction sites; 
B has one AciI and no RsaI restriction sites). Several clones of each type were sequenced. 
Three (graniticurnB4, graniticumB6 and graniticumB29) of the total 31 sequences 
obtained were identical to the S6 allele present in the eight A. granilicurn plants used in 
the glasshouse pollinations (see above). Another individual (molle4, cloneA) differs from 
S6 sequences by a one bp indel in the putative intron region. BlastX search revealed that 
the remaining 28 sequences share the highest amino acid similarity (ranging from 28% to 
98% amino acid identity) with the published Antirrhinum S2 or S5-allele sequences. A 
putative intron was deduced in all the sequences by comparison with the S-allele eDNA 
sequences in GenBank. Intronlexon boundaries are conserved among these sequences 
(Table 7.6) and are again in agreement with the deduced consensus splicing sites found 
for Antirrhinum nuclear genes (Table 7.4). The sizes of the putative intron varies from 
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Table 7.5. Summary of the species, population codes, mating system and individuals which supported 
the PCR amplification with two primer sets. 
Species and population code Mating system 	 N 	Individuals that yield PCR product with primers 
ants2s3F+ants2s3R 	ants4F+ants4R 
A. majus ssp. cirrhigerwn 
cirrhigrerumAve 	largely self-compatible 	21 
cirrhigerumGala 	largely self-compatible 	19 	cirrhigerumGala5 (B) 	cirrhigerumGala9 (S4) 
cirrhigerumMuel 











cirrhigerumGala7 (B) 	cirrhigerumGala II (S4) 
cirrhigerumGala9 (C) 	cirrhigerumGala 14 (S4) 
cirrhigerumGalal 8 (B) 
largely self-incompatible 	13 	cirrhigerumMue17 (C) 
partially self-incompatible 15 	linkianuml (S5) 
self-incompatible 	28 	graniticuniB4 (S6) 	graniticumB 14 (S4) 
graniticumBs (A) 
graniticumB6 (S6) 




not determined 	 17 	graniticumSs (S6) 
self-incompatible 	18 	molle2 (C) 
molle3 (C) 













self-compatible 	 22 orontiumB27 (C) 
orontiumB26 (C) 
Misopates (aIi'cjflhj,mj 
calycinuni 	 self-compatible 	 10 
N is the number of individuals tested; the sequence groups (in brackets) were defined according to levels of divergence 
between sequences (see text for details). 
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132 to 217 bp (see below and Fig. 7.1). 
Primers ants4F and ants4R, designed based on the eDNA S4 Antirrhinum 
sequence (see Material and Methods), amplified a PCR product in only four individuals 
of two Aniirrhinurn species out of 170 individuals tested (Table 7.5). The four PCR 
amplification products are of similar size (1-3) 86 bp in graniticumBl4 and 1389 bp in 
cirrhigerumGala9, cirrhigerumGala 11, and cirrhigerumGala 14). Digestion with the 
restriction enzymes mentioned above suggested that the four amplification products are 
homogeneous. Sequences were obtained for these amplification products using primers 
ants4F, ants4-1, ants4-2, and ants4R (see Material and Methods). BlastX search 
revealed that the four sequences share the highest amino acid similarity (> 97% amino 
acid identity) with the published S4 Aniirrhinu,n sequence. Comparison with the S4 
eDNA sequence in GenBank revealed the presence of a putative intron 953 bp long in 
the graniticumB 14 sequence, and 956 bp long in the cirrhigerumGala9, cirrhigerumGalal 1 
and cirrhigerumGalal4 sequences. Intron/exon boundaries are conserved among these 
sequences (Table 7.6) and are again in agreement with the deduced consensus splice sites 
found for Antirrhinum nuclear genes (Table 7.4). 
All the Antirrhinum and Misopates putative intron sequences when included in 
the ORF contain several stop codons. Blast searches of these sequences reveals no 
similarity with any sequence in GenBank. 
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Table 7.6. The splicing sites of 35 Antirrhinum putative S-alleles. 
5' Splice site 	 3' Splice site 


























linkianumi A C G G  A CAT A AT TA AT T G T GA T G C C AG GA 
graniticumB14 ACT G  A AG T TA A C C CAT G C C TA C G C AG GA 
cilThigerurnGala9 A C T G T A A G T T A A C G C A T G C C T A C G C A G G A 
cilThigerurnGalal I 
cirrhigerurnGala 14 
rneonanthumR4 G A A G T A T G G A G A T G C A T T A A C G T G C A G G A 
graiiiticumB27 G A G G T A T G C AT G G A T A T T C C T G C C C A G A A 
graniticurnBls G T T G T A T A G A T T A A C T T G T A T A C G C A G C A 
In bold are exon sequences 
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The relationships among the 33 Antirrhinum and two Misopates sequences 
obtained here, and the three published Aniirrhinuin S-alleles (Xue et al. 1996) based on 
the coding region are shown in Figure 7.1. For two individuals (molle4 and 
cirrhigerumGala9) both S-alleles were obtained. Seven sequence groups (S6, A, B, S5, C, 
and S4) plus three unique sequences (graniticurnB27, meonanthum4, S2, and 
graniticumB 1 5) are apparent. Sequences from different species are included in the same 
group (Fig. 7.1). The S6 group contains the S-allele that is associated with three self-
incompatibility groups of A. graniricum in the glasshouse. The published S4 Antirrhinum 
sequence cluster with the graniticumB 14, cirrhigerurnGala9, cirrhigerumGala 11 , and 
cirrhigerumGalal4 sequences (group S4 in Fig 7.1). In the coding region, the sequences of 
group S4 differ in three nucleotide sites. Two are fixed between the four sequences 
obtained here and the published S4 Antirrhinurn sequence (position 145 and 342, in 
relation to the start codon of Antirrhinum S4 sequence); the other difference is between 
graniticumB 14 and the S4 Antirrhinum sequence (position 323). The Antirrhinurn S5 
sequence clusters with the linkianumi sequence, which differs from it by two positions 
in the coding region (position 273 and 545 in relation to the start codon of Antirrhinum 
S5 sequence). 
7.3.3. The conserved structure 
The sequences here obtained have the structure expected for the region analysed, 
assuming that they are S-RNases. Figure 7.2 shows the pattern of variability, indicating 
the conserved regions C2 and C3 present in Solanaceae and Rosaceae. Only one sequence 
of each group is represented since within each group amino acid sequences are similar. 
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moIle4- cloneA 185 
gran iticumB4 

































irrhigerumGalal 1 138 
irrhigerumGalal4 - 
graniticumB15 141 
Fig. 7.1. Neighbor-joining tree using the Kimura two-parameter distance, showing the relationships 
among Antirrhinum and Misopates putative S-alleles and S2, S4 and S5 Antirrhinum S-alleles (Xue 
el al. 1 996) coding sequences. Bootstrap replicates supporting the branches are shown for values 
greater than 80%. Intron sizes in bp are shown underlined. 
The putative intron is at the same position in all sequences analysed (between amino 
acids 49 and 50 in Fig. 7.2). The C4 regions of Solanaceae (corresponding to amino acid 
108 to 115 in Fig. 7.2) and Rosaceae (corresponding to amino acid 113 to 125 in Fig. 7.2) 
are not conserved regions in the Antirrhinum sequences (Xue et cii. 1996). The 
hypervariable regions HVa and HVb are the most variable regions in the Antirrhinum and 
Misopates sequences (Fig. 7.2). Even when conserved regions Cl, C2 and C3 are 
excluded from the analyses, the HV regions are more variable than the remaining sites 
(Mann-Whitney U test statistic; P < 0.05). The intron, which is located in this region has 
different sizes (Fig. 7. 1), and therefore the alignment is ambiguous in this region. A total 
of3O amino acid residues are conserved among all sequences (sixteen outside the 
conserved regions; Fig. 7.2). These are very likely to be functionally important amino 
acids. Four of these sites (12, 62, 81, and 111) are also conserved in the sequences from 
Solanaceae and Rosaceae, two (amino acids 102 and 115) in Solanaceae and two in 
Rosaceae (amino acids 63 and 80) according to Richman et al. (1997) and Ushijirna etal. 
(1998). However, S-like RNases also share the conserved domains (Taylor etal. 1993; 
Sassa etal. 1996, Ushjima etal. 1998), and identification of S-alleles based on the 
structure of the gene alone is not possible. 
7.4. Discussion 
7.4.1. Evidence that the sequences studied are S-alleles 
The sequences here obtained have the typical structure of S-RNases. However 
this structure is also shared by the S-like RNases. If the sequences here obtained were 
not linked to the S-locus, an amplification product should be obtained in all the 
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SE 	PKSFCSI.KTSTCLR5pLpKIFTI H G L W P D N Y S - WPLRDCKYK V Y Q L P K L Q DGV -LLEDLDKKWPDLTKRR -RKGE 
A PKSFCSLKTSTCVRTPLPAKFTI HSLWPDNYS -  WPLRDCKYT I -QLPKLE C ID -LLKTLCKEWPDLWKRRPRLNE 
B 	FKSYCSLETSRCL,RKFLPSKFT IHSLWPDNYS -  WPLRDCKYT I -QLPKLE DTAGLI.DELDKDWPDLTKRRFRPN S 
S5 FNSYCSLKTSTCRRNPLPLKFTIHGLWPDNYSWPLSDCGYDFTLPDITDKSLLKRLDRNWPDLTKRKN 	I B 
C PKSYCSLTTTTCRRNPLPSRFTIHGLWPDMYS_WPLNECGFDFCLPVIKDKGLLRKLDENWPDLTKBKBKFI B 
S2 PNSYCSLKTTHCPRTRLPSQFTIHGLWPDNKS_WFLSNCRDTSADVLKNTDKG_LIQDLAVHWPDLTBRQ BK 
graniticumB27 FYSYCSLKKSHCKRAHLPSEFT I H G L W P D N K S - YPLLNCPHTY - TVLKNEN KG -LVKKLRVNWPDLTRL - - - - K K 
meonaMhum4 	PNSYCSQEI(5NCRRSRLPLEFTI H G L W P D N K S - WPLLNC - FY - KSIPKIEDEE -LVKKLDIHWPDLTRBR__ER 
S4 PESFCLVNSRKCQRNPLP5NFTI H G L W P D N Y T R Q A P Q S C T T N - - NFQRFT DTD-IEQRMEK5WPDLKQQ5---IA 
graniticurnB15 	PPSFCSLSBVACGRDPVFASFTIHGLWFDNYS - HELNYCKSN KQLSVQIEDIG - - - EWLDKDWPDLPIKQA --.-TV 
Cl 	 C2 	 HVa 	 HVb 
SE 
	
SCAR KHHSCALSVYKFRCYFDFALNLKNKYNFLTILPFNGVIPCDV --Y DTKRVAO -II IAAT -KSDPA 
A I P 5 K K F H I S Q H S K H C S C A L S V V S F K K N F Q S T C K C K K H F N I C K I C H K N S M H F N D C - - V C F K K V V S S I A K V I - Q H D P A 
B 
	
T P15 K K F 	I S 	WE K H G S CAL IVY T F S ST FT S T C KM KR R  N IL G I L G K N S 	B PG D N - -V D P5KV V KS I SKY T -- SW DV A 
SI K PD K T F C T IS H K H G T CAL IVY T PC D 	F RE T L NM KR R  N IL CML Q R  5MM PG D B - - V D P Q E V A RAN SE VT -NM EP E 
C 
	
DAD K K F MM S 	WV K H ST CAL IV Y T F D D Y F Q S T L XL K S H F N LL K IL Q C S 	I BPS ML - - V D PAL V V Q A I KEY T - KM VS T 
S2 VP G Q K FM VT Q WE K NSA CAL PM V SF N D 	F V K AL ELK K RN N V 	D ML IRKS I. T PG D Q B - V DV SD V N GAS T K VT - G 	N A I 
graniticumB27 
	
F Q S Q K F 	I T Q WE K U G ICR L FL V SF EDT F I K AL DL K K KIN V N ML ER KS C VP G 	Q P - V D IS DV TA A V VS VT - G F P L 
meonanthurn4 I FE Q K F I T Q WE S HG T CA F PR Y IFS D 	F I 	A I SLEEK N N V 	MM LED KS C VP SD Q P - V D I SD V MA A V LEVY - GSA P I 
S4 
	
G L S YNFWQDQWRKSSSCCFPPHESESYFCKALELKDRCDVLTICENNNFNPGTPQPFSVLRVFNTI SKAI -GKTFJ 
graiticumB IS N P C K S F S S S Q W S K H S I C S S N I F T P K S Y F T L G R K C K K A S N C C Q V F H Q N K I Y E S Q F - - S S I S S I N K A I K I I T I A 5 S P I 
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Fig 7.2. Amino acid sequences alignment of the Antirrhinum and Misopates sequences groups defined in Fig. 7.1. Bars indicate the numbers of different amino acids 
observed at each position. Cl, C2 and C3 are conserved regions and HVa and HVb are hypervariable regions (Xue etal. 1996). Stars indicate conservative amino 
acid replacements (defined as in Dayhoffet al. 1979). 
individuals of the same population and / or species. This is not the case (Table 7.5), I 
was able to amplify similar sequences from different species, but not from all individuals 
of a population. In addition some of the sequences obtained here are very similar to the 
S4 and S5 Antirrhinum S-alleles (Xue ci al. 1996), and therefore they are also likely to be 
S-alleles. Furthermore, group S6 of sequences are very similar to the S6 sequence that has 
been shown to be associated with specificity groups B, C and G in the glasshouse (see 
Results). Therefore it is likely that the sequences in the S6 group are also S-alleles. 
In the region analysed, there is no evidence that the nine S-allele sequences 
obtained from self-compatible populations (seven from cirrhigerumGala and two from 
Misopates oronhium) are pseudogenes. Intron splicing sites are conserved and there are 
no interruptions of the open reading frame. However, undetermined mutations elsewhere 
in the gene, including the promoter region, may have rendered this gene non-functional in 
these populations. The Antirrhinum and Misopales genera may be closely related. Thus 
there is little opportunity for these pseudogenes to accumulate neutral mutations relative 
to functional S-allele sequences. 
7.4.2. Genealogical analyses ofScrophulariaceae, Solanaceae and Rosaceae 
RNases 
With the exception of the Petunia inji ala RNase X2 S-like RNase sequence 
(Richman et al. 1997), the other S-like RNase sequences of Solanaceae and Rosaceae are 
more similar to each other than to the S-alleles from different plant families, and therefore 
fall into a sister group of S-RNases (Xue et al. 1996, Richman et al. 1997; Ushijima et al. 
1998). This has been taken as evidence that most S-like RNases may have diverged well 
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before the most recent common ancestor of the taxa from which they have been sampled. 
Although in Antirrhinum no RNases other than S-alleles have been yet described, a 
phylogenetic comparison among the putative S-alleles here described and other 
Solanaceae and Rosaceae 5- and 5- like RNases maybe informative, assuming that all 
Aniirrhim,rn and Misopates S-like RNases originated before the split of Solanaceae/ 
Scrophulariaceae and Rosaceae. 
The relationship between the S-alleles representative of the most divergent 
lineages ofAniirrhinuin, Solanaceae and Rosaceae (Richman et al. 1997) and 14 S-like 
RN ase sequences of different species of Solanaceae and Rosaceae (Nicoliana tabacurn, 
Nicotiana a/ala, Nicoliana giutinosa, Petunia mi/ala, Lycopersic urn esc u/en/urn, Prunus 
duicis, IVIalus dornestica, and Pyruspyrifolici) is presented in Figure 7.3. All Antirrhinum 
sequences cluster together and define a sister group to all other sequences. That some 5-
like sequences are more similar to S-RNase sequences than to other S-like RNases 
suggests that not all S-like genes arose before the split of Solanaceae / Scrophulariaceae 
and Rosaceae. Therefore, although there is no definitive evidence that the Antirrhinum 
RNase sequences obtained here are S-like sequences, this conclusion is only tentative, 
since there are no Antirrhinurn S-like sequences yet available. 
7.4.3. Patterns ofvariabili/y 
Within groups sequences from unrelated individuals of the same species (i. e. 
from different populations) have very few differences. The nucleotide sequences are 
identical between granitic umB 5 and graniticumS 5; cirrhigerumGala9 and 
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Fig. 7.3. Neighbor-joining tree using distances calculated as mean percentage amino acid differences, showing the relationships 
among Scrophulariaceae S-alleles. 13 S-allele sequences representative of the most divergent lineages of S-alleles from 
Solanaceae and Rosaceae (Richman etal. 1997) and 14 S-like RNase sequences of different species of Solanaceae and Rosaceae. 
Bootstrap replicates supporting the branches are shown for values greater than 62%. 
cirrhigerumMue17 differ by only one nucleotide position. If the sequences correspond to 
S-alleles with different specificities, this is to be expected, since the number of S-alleles 
with different specificities in natural populations is usually very large, even in small 
populations (see as examples Emerson 1938; Lewis 1948; Lawrence 1975). The effective 
population size of each allelic specificity is therefore small, and genetic drift will 
eliminate most variability within specificities (reviewed by Clark 1993). Within groups 
of sequences low levels of divergence are observed. Aniirrhinum and Misopales species 
may therefore be a group of closely related species, as suggested by the analyses of other 
nuclear genes (Chapter 4). 
Polymorphism levels vary among species (Table 7.7), but they are higher than 
observed for other Antirrhinum nuclear genes (Chapter 4, 5 and 6). However these are 
very similar to values obtained for other S-RNases in Solanaceae (Anderson el al. 1986; 
Clark etal. 1990; Kaufmann etal. 1991; Richman et Kohn 1999). There seems to be no 
association between polymorphism levels and the breeding system of the populations. 
For instance the self-incompatible A. meonan/hum and A. mo/ic populations have a lower 
estimated variability level than the largely self-compatible A. majils subsp. cirrhigerum 
(population code cirrhigerumGala). Sample sizes are however small and population 
structure may affect within species variability levels (Richman and Kohn 2000). 
Additional data on genes unlinked to the S-locus are needed in order to address this issue. 
7.4.4. S- allele sequence evolution 
As natural selection usually eliminates alleles coding for proteins with variant 
amino acid sequences, finding KC/KS ratios above one indicates that diversifying selection 
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Table 7.7. DNA sequence variability within Antirrhinum and Misopates species 
Species Population Number of Number Ka K. 
sequences (336.92) (92.88) of groups (333.65) (92.35) 
A. graniricuin graniticumB 9 0.3005 0.4793 6 0.3677 0.5659 
A. meonanthuin meonanthum 4 0.0728 0.1384 3 0.0713 0.1387 
A. majus susbsp. cirrhigeruin cirrhigerumGala 7 0.2670 0.4069 3 0.3502 0.5306 
A. inolie molle 10 0.1515 0.2458 3 0.2460 0.4138 
Misopates orontiwn orontiumB 2 0.0089 0.0104 - - - 
1c is the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site; ic, is the the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site; K( is the 
number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site between sequences of different groups; K. is the the number of synonymous substitutions per 
synonymous site between sequences of different groups; in brackets are the average number of sites analysed. 
has occurred favouring new amino acid sequences. Ka and K3 values were calculated for all 
possible pairwise comparisons for the whole region analysed (Fig. 7.4A; the average 
Ka/Ks iatio is 0.460 ± 0.083), without conserved regions Cl, C2 and C3, (Fig. 7.413; the 
average Ka/Ks ratio is 0.534 ± 0.081) without amino acid sites that are conserved in all 
Scrophulariaceae S-allele sequences (Fig. 7.4C; the average KaIK3 is 0.664 ± 0.130), or 
whithout both conserved and conservative substitutions (Fig. 7.41); the average K,/K3 is 
0.748 ± 0.190). Although the average K,/K3 value is always below 1, in both panel C and 
D (Fig. 7.4) some comparisons give values for this ratio over 1. Excess of non-
synonymous changes have only been found for pairs of sequences for which the K. value 
is above 52% (Fig. 7.4, C and D), and thus maybe due to saturation at silent sites. 
Furthermore in all analyses K1 and K3 values are highly significantly linearly correlated 
(R2  varies from 0.81 to 0.93; P <0.001 for all cases). A highly significant correlation and 
a slope of one is expected if amino replacement polymorphisms were neutral. When 
conserved and conservative amino acid sites are removed from the analyses (Fig 7.4D), 
the slope of the correlation is 0.71 (R2 = 0.81). Therefore no strong evidence for 
diversifying selection is found, suggesting that only a fraction of all replacement 
polymorphisms are the target(s) of selection. Nevertheless the age of these putative 5-
alleles is only compatible with balancing selection acting on this locus. This is in contrast 
with Solanaceous species where K,/KS ratios over one are usually found (Richman et al. 
1996b, Richman and Kohn 1999). Alleles that are more closely related tend to have 
higher ratios of non-synonymous to synonymous changes than do more distant alleles 
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Fig. 7.4. Ka  versus Ks values for pairwise sequence comparisons for Antirrhinum and 
Misopales S-allele sequences. (A) the whole region analysed. (B) excluding conserved 
regions Cl, C2 and C3 (Xue et al. 1996). (C) excluding conserved amino acid 
replacements in Scrophulariaceae S-alleles. (D) excluding conserved positions and 
conservative amino acid replacements in Scrophulariaceae S-alleles. 
once a new specificity type is established, the presence of conserved sites and 
sometimes restrictions in the amino acids allowed at variable sites limits further protein 
sequence divergence (Tanaka and Nei 1989). Therefore the average number of 
nonsynonymous differences between allele pairs increases more slowly than 
synonymous differences (Uyenoyama 1997). This is the opposite of the effect of 
saturation, and suggests diversifying selection, as differences accumulating neutrally 
should show a linear relation (Tanaka and Nei 1989). 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
The large number of diploid closely related species with the same chromosome 
number (n= 8) in the Antirrhinum and Misopates genera, the short vegetative period, the 
small size of the plants, the fact that they are easy to cultivate, the fast germination, and 
the size and flower structure are some of the characteristics that make these genera 
suitable for genetical research (Chapter 2). Both genera have a Mediterranean range, most 
of the species living in the Iberian Peninsula that is the centre of diversification of the 
genera (Caputo et al. 1991), and large samples could be obtained. 
Antirrhinurn and Misopates species have different breeding systems, other factors 
that affect the levels and patterns of genetic diversity are not expected to vary greatly. 
Therefore studies within such genera should be ideal to test for effects of the mating 
system on levels and patterns of genetic diversity. However it is known from other taxa 
that individuals of different populations of the same species may sometimes have 
different breeding systems (Chapter 3). In Antirrhinum majus populations the breeding 
system varied from self-compatible to self-incompatible. Therefore these are ideal to 
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address the influence of the breeding system on levels and patterns of genetic diversity. 
Four floral features (corolla diameter and length; short and long anther-stigma separation) 
have been measured and their suitability as mating system indicators tested. None of 
these seem to be correlated with the breeding system. 
In the first attempt to estimate the level of DNA diversity in the genus 
Antirrhinum and test for an effect of the breeding system on diversity, I have used 
members of the TCP gene family (Chapter 4). I present evidence that in Aniirrhinurn this 
gene family is composed of at least six members. Some of the genes have similar 
nucleotide sequences. This creates difficulties in obtaining data sets for variability 
studies. Nevertheless the few data obtained suggests that levels of nucleotide variability 
are low. Since the estimated nucleotide substitution rates for the TCP genes are also 
lower than most other estimates for plant nuclear genes (Gaut et al. 1996), it was then 
possible that members of this gene family were highly constrained at synonymous sites, 
or they may be slow evolving genes. 
In my second attempt I used the Jill gene of Antirrhinum for which intron and 5' 
and 3' flanking coding sequence is available (Chapter 5). Therefore, regions with 
putatively different levels of constraint could be included in the diversity analyses. In 
addition, this gene has been reported to be a single copy gene. Detailed nucleotide 
diversity studies, however, revealed that thejil] gene of Antirrhinum is a member of a 
gene family composed of at least five genes. In four Antirrhinum majus populations with 
different mating systems, and one A. granitic urn population, diversity is very low for the 
synonymous, intron and 3' flanking coding sequence. Divergence among Antirrhinum 
species and between Antirrhinum and Digitalis is also low. For three of these genes I also 
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obtained sequences from a more divergent member of the Scrophulariaceae, Verbascum 
nigrurn. Compared with Antirrhinurn, little divergence is again observed. 
To assess the generality of low levels of genetic diversity and divergence I have 
extended these studies to further genes:J172,far, globosa and Ac/h (Chapter 6). Detailed 
studies revealed that inAniirrhinurn these genes belong to gene families. Low levels of 
divergence between Antirrhinum and Verbascum are observed for J112A ,Jul2B,far-L, and 
g!obosal. For Adh I could not determine orthology because repeated gene duplication 
and loss of elements in this gene family has occurred in the Antirrhinum and Verhascurn 
lineages. Small el cii. (2000) also found rapid copy number fluctuations for Adh in the 
genus Gossypium. The same pattern is also observed for other gene families (Clegg el al. 
1997; Kramer etal. 1998; Meyers etal. 1999; Durbin etal. 2000; Lagercrantz and 
Axeisson 2000; Oberholzer ci al. 2000; Pan ci al. 2000; Theissen ci ci!. 2000). 
That nuclear genes are typically present in multiple copies in many plant 
genomes is not surprising, since the genome analysis of Arabidopsis iha!iana revealed the 
presence of many multigene families (Delseny etal. 1997; Lin et al. 1999; Terryn etal. 
1999). The GenBank analysis in Chapter 6 suggest that gene families are very common in 
Scrophulariaceae. In Antirrhinum very similar genes are present within gene families, in 
some cases differing in only one indel in the intron region, as in theji!1 gene family 
(Chapter 4). The same pattern has been observed in other plant species as well. For 
instance, in Mesen2bryanthelnum crystal/mum (Aizoaceae), two of the six genes in the 
rubisco small subunit gene family, rbcS, were found to be identical at the nucleotide level, 
including an intron (DeRocher ci al., 1993). In Arabidopsis thaliana the BAC clone 
F9F 13 contains 13 identical nucleotide sequences of a kinase gene (accession number 
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AL080253. 1). Similar findings have been recently reported in humans (Eichler 1998; 
Horvath et al. 2000). This makes it difficult to establish orthology. 
In general, there are no rules as to what level of difference suggests that more than 
a single gene is present. Length differences in introns often occur between different alleles 
at a single locus (Charlesworth ci al. 1998; Liu el al. 1998; Small et cii. 2000), so a length 
difference cannot be taken as evidence that a sequence is not allelic. Given the existence 
of diversity differences between loci under different selective regimes, and the fact that 
loci in genomic regions where recombination rarely occurs tend to show low diversity 
(Begun and Aquadro 1992; Stephan and Langley 1998), it is unlikely that there is any 
general way to recognise paralogy from sequence differences alone. Phylogenetic 
analyses, although generally useful, cannot reveal paralogy of very recent duplications 
unless many species are studied, as here. Additional data such as synteny, may help 
establish orthology (Doyle and Gaut, 2000). Even then, a thorough molecular 
characterisation of the different members of a gene family may also be required if the 
members of the gene family are arranged in tandem. Genetic evidence of segregation is not 
necessarily helpful, because, if there is genetic diversity at loci, one cannot always 
distinguish between a single locus and a tandem duplication. Southern analysis in most 
cases will fail to reveal the presence of more than one gene if sequence similarity is as 
high as in among some Antirrhinurn gene families. To be rigorous, careful investigation of 
the presence or absence of sequences within and between individuals, i.e. of diversity, is 
therefore needed to establish whether a putative gene is truly a single locus. In most 
cases Antirrhinum genes have been isolated from cDNA libraries. A number of positive 
clones are usually isolated, and in some cases digested with several restriction enzymes, 
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but in general only a single clone is sequenced. Given the few differences between 
members of the gene families characterised here, these may be some of the reasons why 
the genes here studied were not previously recognised as belonging to gene families (Luo 
et al. 1996; Nacken et cii. 1991; Tröbner et al. 1992; Steinmayr et al. 1994; Davies et al. 
1999). 
The low level of diversity and divergence observed for the cyc,JIi1; JI12;ftir and 
giobosa gene families also makes these gene families unsuitable for testing the effect of 
the breeding system on levels of variability. It is still unclear what is the cause of this 
pattern. Codon bias (reviewed by Sharp etal. 1993) and RNA structure (Parsch el al. 
2000) were ruled out as the likely cause of the patterns observed (Chapter 5 and 6). 
Gene conversion between paralogous copies cannot explain either low diversity or 
divergence (Nagylaki and Petes 1982; Ohta 1981; 1984). An alternative resolution of the 
Puzzle presented by these data is that these genes or species have an unusually low 
mutation rate. The genes for which the pattern of low diversity and divergence was 
observed are genes involved in floral development. Therefore this pattern could be a 
characteristic of families of developmental genes. Recently Purugganan (2000) suggested 
that regulatory genes are less variable than structural loci. This hypothesis could 
therefore be tested by analysing non developmental genes, especially those for which 
variability has been previously observed at the allozyme level. However, although there 
are currently 75 genes that have been partially or completely sequenced in Antirrhinum 
(GenBank release version 114.0, 08/09/00) the vast majority are genes involved in floral 
development. Many of the loci analysed in allozyme surveys have not yet been cloned 
and sequenced in any Scrophulariaceae species, Adh (a larger region than the 392 bp 
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obtained here; Chapter 6) may be suitable for testing for the effects of the mating system 
on levels and patterns of genetic diversity in A. inajils populations. Copy number 
differences are unlikely to exist within species. 
I have also obtained data on levels and patterns of variability at the gene 
responsible for self-incompatibility in Antirrhinurn, the S-locus (de Nettancout 1977; 
Xue el al. 1996). Putative S-allele sequences were amplified from both self-incompatible 
and self-compatible populations and species. Although there is no evidence from the 
sequences of the region analysed that S-alleles from self-compatible populations are 
pseudogenes, they must be non-functional. The presence of similar S-allele sequences in 
Antirrhinum and Misopciles suggests that these two genera are very closely related. The 
S-locus is highly variable, both at the nucleotide and amino acid level, compatible with 
balancing selection acting on this gene (reviewed by Clark 1993). The hypervariable 
regions of the S-locus have been suggested to be the target of selection (Richman c/ al. 
1996b, Charlesworth and Guttman 1997, Richman and Kohn 1999). In Scrophulariaceae, 
analyses Of Ka/ K ratios show no evidence for directional selection acting on these 
regions. However the two primer sets used here support the amplification of only about 
10% of S-allele sequences. In the future, additional primer sets based on the conserved 
regions of Solanaceae and Rosaceae sequences can be used in order to amplify a larger 
variety of S-allele Scrophulariaceae sequences. 
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Appendix 
Phylogenetic relationships of the second dade of traditional Asteridea, 




















Verb en ace ae 
Pedal iaceae 
Buddlejaceae 
B ignoniaceae 
Bybl idaceae 
Oleaceae 
Saxi fragaceae 
Gentianaceae 
Rubiaceae 
Apocynaceae 
Asclepiadaceae 
Loganiaceae 
Cornaceae 
Garryaceae 
Eucornmiaceae 
